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Summary

Internet of Things (IoT) is a progressively growing networking paradigm
that connects various devices or things including sensors, software, elec-
tronics and other physical objects to collect and exchange data. Due to the
emerging things concentration, heterogeneity, and dynamic changes in the
IoT environment, achieving security efficacy in it has become a challenging
task and critical concern.

Conventional security controls, such as intrusion detection and preven-
tion system (ID/PS), firewalls, and anti-virus programs, can only monitor
a particular infrastructure unit and safeguard a particular service, such as
access control, with a limited context visibility. For instance, a network fire-
wall, based on predefined rules, can only analyze packets at the perimeter
and cannot observe a user or process activity or behavior on an endpoint to
assess a situation holistically. From a design viewpoint, it may not be prac-
tical to implement them in resource-constrained things, e.g. in body sen-
sors. These controls are platform-specific and are not feasible to be realized
in a multi-vendor heterogeneous space as the IoT. Moreover, the literature
concerning information security risk management (ISRM) models mostly
focuses on a particular security service, e.g. confidentiality or authentica-
tion. The different phases in them are executed on an on-demand basis. Be-
sides security, they do not consider any runtime objectives and lack efficient
response strategies. The controls and ISRM models that support response
mechanisms either utilize fixed or static approaches, i.e. they either im-
plement predefined mitigation rules which might not address the dynamic
threat landscape, or they tend to mitigate a risk manually and therefore, in-
crease response latency. Furthermore, their mitigation strategies only focus
on asset protection and do not assess other runtime factors, such as user and
QoS preferences, that may be affected by a mitigation response. Hence, they
may not be practical choices in IoT-driven systems particularly in a user-
centric system, such as the IoT-enabled remote patient monitoring systems,
which necessitates continuous and real-time services.

Adaptive security can be an effective tool to address threats in the IoT as
it can observe, analyze and react to them dynamically on the fly. However,
there is no clear evidence to establish how such a solution can be developed
for this heterogeneous and lightweight objects driven network, and to what
extent will it be feasible to take dynamic trade-off decisions.

These problems led this research to investigate the feasibility of a poten-
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tial adaptive security solution for the IoT. This thesis contributes an Event-
driven Adaptive Security (EDAS) model that satisfies the adaptive risk man-
agement requirements in IoT-driven smart spaces. It can observe, analyze
and react to security changes (things-generated events) at the infrastructural
level and offers a context-aware security adaptation approach. It utilizes
a novel runtime adaptation ontology that enables the system to take a dy-
namic trade-off decision. Therefore, besides security, it evaluates other criti-
cal runtime objectives, such as the available resources, user preferences and
QoS requirements to ensure optimized adaptation.

This thesis also contributes to the implementation and pre-development
essentials of EDAS. A prototype has been developed that details the im-
plementation blueprint of EDAS. The prototype demonstrates EDAS as a
reusable, extendable, and flexible model, and evaluates it as a real-world
artifact. A scenario-based evaluation method has been suggested that pro-
vides a pre-development tool to assess and realize the knowledge neces-
sary for optimized adaptation. By using the evaluation method, this thesis
provides clear evidence that EDAS can effectively address all the potential
runtime factors or trade-offs in a particular adaptation decision.

Major limitations concerning, architectural constraints, scalability issues,
and the use of security metrics have been identified, which are necessary
for EDAS to be a robust and reliable solution for IoT security. Preliminary
insights to approach these concerns in the future are also discussed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This chapter details the problem statement and motivation of the disser-
tation. It introduces the research questions investigated in this thesis and
highlights their relationship with the published articles. Furthermore, it
describes the scope of this research and highlights the organization of the
dissertation.

1.1 Motivation and Research Problem

We have experienced considerable technological improvements in the last
decade. In the most recent years, we are introduced to a new concept called
the Internet of Things (IoT). IoT is a global network infrastructure that links
physical and virtual objects through data capturing and communication ca-
pabilities [34]. It was first introduced in 1999 by Kevin Ashton [35] who
associated it with the idea of Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) utiliza-
tion in supply chain management. Since then, the potential of IoT has been
widely studied in a multitude of areas including transportation, power and
energy, and healthcare. It is envisioned that IoT will capture real-time in-
formation in critical infrastructure, create new business models, provide a
global visibility platform and extend services offered by traditional commu-
nication modes [56]. Thus, it can add potential improvements and exten-
sions to the services offered in the physical as well as in cyberspace.

Although, having the potential to bring significant improvements in the
existing services, many critical concerns, such as standardization, network-
ing, QoS issues, as well as security and privacy, are yet to be resolved for the
IoT to be a more reliable platform [37]. From a security viewpoint, the threat
spectrum of IoT environments is much wider than in the traditional infor-
mation and communications technologies (ICTs). It is because IoT enables
service extension to accommodate a variety of sensory and mobile tech-
nologies each having a set of inherited vulnerabilities with corresponding
threats. By operating together, these heterogeneous things may add greater
utility to the existing services but may also open new means and opportuni-
ties for the adversaries to target consumers, service providers, governmental
assets. A recent research made by OWASP and HP R© [12] details some se-
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1. INTRODUCTION

rious vulnerabilities in the IoT. The report highlights that 90% of the things
collect at least one piece of personal information, 60% of the things web in-
terfaces are prone to cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks, 70% of the devices are
prone to account enumeration attacks, and 70% of the devices communicate
via unencrypted channels. This report and related studies, such as [92, 135],
remind us that there are critical security and privacy concerns in the IoT,
which necessitate appropriate countermeasures.

Since an IoT ecosystem consists of heterogeneous devices with poten-
tially different communication stacks and processing mechanisms, it has
a rather complex networking and communication model. Therefore, ana-
lyzing the contextual information corresponding to an adverse situation is
more complicated. Moreover, because of the presence of sensory and mobile
elements, the environment is changing dynamically. Due to this dynamic
and complex nature of IoT, the conventional preventive and detective se-
curity controls are not sufficient to protect it against the increasing threat
sophistication [136, 137]. The countermeasures they provide are heavily
dependent on static information and are insufficient to provide protection
against the dynamically evolved advanced attacks [89]. Furthermore, they
tend to rely on a particular piece of contextual information monitored in a
particular infrastructure domain. For instance, some may analyze inbound
traffic at the network perimeter and others may scan a filesystem on an end-
point for possible malware, but neither of them can collectively monitor and
analyze both the situations in an extended context. Analyzing risk based on
a part of a context or situation may yield to false alarms [88] which may
trigger unnecessary reconfigurations and may cause adverse effects, such as
service disruption in a continuous monitoring service. Hence, due to their
limited scope, they may fail to ensure security in a multiplex and dynamic
architecture, like the IoT. Furthermore, IoT and resultant services are mainly
driven by wireless resource-constrained devices or things, which may not be
able to host these conventional controls.

In most cases, IoT-enabled operations are performed in unattended real-
time environments in which response to the risk faced is desired to be taken
dynamically. Therefore, adaptation is considered a key desirable attribute
in the IoT architectures [87]. Adaptation is the property of a system to au-
tonomously regulate its behavior and reconfigure its settings according to
the situation under investigation[101]. In a risk management context, adap-
tation or mitigation in the conventional preventive and detective controls is
either inflexible, static, or is lacking entirely. Their mitigation mechanisms
mainly focus on the asset protection and do not consider other critical pa-
rameters, such as the usability or performance. While executing these mech-
anisms, disregarding such objectives may result in adverse influences and
might further yield to a security risk itself. Moreover, in most situations,
they utilize static or manual mitigation approaches in a security incident,
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1.2 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

which may increase response latency due to human interventions. Attended
security management seems to be impractical in the IoT as the number of
things per person are significantly increasing [57]. Hence, from a security
adaptation perspective, traditional controls are not suitable to be utilized in
the IoT as it does not regard critical attributes in mitigation decisions and
involves exhausting manual management of the monitored assets.

By analyzing these shortcomings in conventional security solutions, it is
evident that we need a computationally affordable adaptive security solu-
tion for the IoT which can dynamically analyze a threat situation in a holistic
context. Furthermore, the solution should be able to adapt an optimal trade-
off mitigation response to the risk faced. The current literature on adaptive
security and ISRM models seems to be insufficient to achieve this objective
in the IoT. It either focuses only one or a particular set of security service,
such as authentication and confidentiality, for example, [73, 91, 107], or de-
scribes abstract frameworks and models without sufficient details, for in-
stance, [20], [116]. Security adaptation models, such as [113], [67], [58], only
emphasize a particular component, e.g. analysis of the adaptation loop, dis-
cuss specific objective, e.g. energy consumption, or only considers protec-
tion mechanisms and does not evaluate other non-security parameters that
are essential to be addressed during adaptation. There are studies, such as
[46, 52, 86], which provides comprehensive approaches towards dynamic
and real-time risk analysis. However, they lack to investigate adaptation as
a key risk management strategy.

1.2 Research Questions

The primary objective of this thesis to develop and assess the feasibility of a
potential adaptive security solution that can ensure adequate protection in
an IoT-based environment. This research is fundamentally based on the con-
jecture that existing security engineering and corresponding controls typi-
cally makes static mitigation decisions and are insufficient to address IoT se-
curity. Whereas, adaptive security can make trade-off decisions dynamically
as per the risk situation. However, there is no sufficient evidence to estab-
lish how such a solution will look like in a heterogeneous and lightweight
objects driven network like the IoT, and to what extent will it be feasible.
The intention is to develop a context-aware adaptation model that can ana-
lyze a threat in an extended context to reduce any false alarms, and that it
can adapt security changes autonomously in agreement with the user, QoS,
and resource requirements. Therefore, this objective is captured in the fun-
damental research question as follows:

Main Research Question: What is the feasibility of autonomic adaptive secu-
rity in the Internet of Things?

5



1. INTRODUCTION

To achieve this objective systematically, the theme of the main question
is further divided into sub-questions. Each of these questions investigates a
particular aspect, i.e. requirements, design, demonstration, and evaluation,
of a potential adaptive security model that can be effectively utilized in IoT
related scenarios. These sub-questions along with a brief description of their
objectives are stated as follow:

Research Question-1: What are the key requirements for modeling automated
risk management in an IoT-based service?
Objective: Considering adaptive security as an automated risk manage-
ment activity, this research was started with understanding the scope of the
risk management and its requirements in IoT. eHealth was chosen as a po-
tential service archetype to investigate what critical elements are to be rec-
ognized and evaluated for modeling automated ISRM in a continuous IoT-
enabled service. The objective was to identify and understand functional,
security, and risk management requirements that are essential for modeling
adaptive security in IoT.

Research Question-2: How can we develop an effective adaptive security solu-
tion for an IoT-based service?
Objective: The study related to this question was focused on the devel-
opment of the adaptive security architecture that can observe and react to
security changes in the IoT-ecosystem. The intention was to identify what
can be essentially characterized as a security change in a system, how it
can be monitored, collected and analyzed in a holistic context, and how can
security be adapted to it. Hence, this question investigated an autonomic
adaptive security architecture that can ensure context-aware risk analysis,
and reason to adapt an optimal mitigation action against a threat faced.

Research Question-3: To what extent is the proposed model feasible in real-world
scenarios?
Objective: This question investigated the feasibility of the proposed model
as a real-world artifact. The proposed model was extended to a working
system architecture, and its concept and features were compared with vari-
ous architectures related to conventional security controls to assess which
of them is a more suitable candidate for IoT security. Furthermore, this
question investigated the various challenges, limitations and benefits cor-
responding to the proposed architecture as a technical artifact.

Research Question-4: How and to what extent does the adaptation loop of the
proposed model add value to autonomic risk management in the IoT?
Objective: This question further evaluated the proposed model. Since changes
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1.3 LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

in an IoT environment can be dynamic, it is potentially challenging to realize
the adaptation loop for various threat scenarios. This question emphasized
how typical security scenarios can be realized in the proposed model. More-
over, as an adaptation decision or mitigation response always involve one or
more trade-offs, this question examined how and to what extent does these
trade-offs are handled by utilizing the proposed model.

1.3 List of Publications

Article 1:
WAQAS AMAN AND EINAR SNEKKENES. An Empirical Research on InfoSec
Risk Management in IoT-based eHealth. In the third International Confer-
ence on Mobile Services, Resources, and Users (Mobility 2013), pages 99–
107, 2013 [28]

Article 2:
WAQAS AMAN. Modeling Adaptive Security in IoT Driven eHealth. In
the Sixth Norsk informasjonssikkerhetskonferanse (NISK), 2013:61–69, 2014
[27].

Article 3:
WAQAS AMAN AND EINAR SNEKKENES. Event Driven Adaptive Security in
Internet of Things. In the Eighth International Conference on Mobile Ubiq-
uitous Computing, Systems, Services and Technologies (UBICOMM 2014),
pages 7–15, 2014 [29]

Article 4:
WAQAS AMAN AND EINAR SNEKKENES. EDAS: An Evaluation Prototype
for Autonomic Event Driven Adaptive Security in the Internet of Things.
Future Internet, 7(3. Pages:225–256, July 2015 [30]

Article 5:
WAQAS AMAN AND EINAR SNEKKENES. Managing Security Trade-offs in
the Internet of Things Using Adaptive Security. In the Tenth International
Conference for Internet Technology and Secured Transactions (ICITST-2015),
London UK, 2015. Pages 362–368 [31]

The research questions and their relationship with the published articles is
shown in Figure 1.1. Moreover, Figure 1.2 depicts the entire research study
in a context detailing the association of the articles, the research results, and
how they connect with each other.
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RQ. 1 - What are the key requirements for modeling automated risk management in an IoT-based                
service?

Requirements Analysis Article 1

RQ. 2 - How can we develop an effective adaptive security solution for an IoT-based service?

Solution Design Article 2 & 3

RQ.3  - To what extent is the proposed model feasible in real-world scenarios?

RQ.4 - How and to what extent does the adaptation loop of the proposed model add value to 
autonomic risk management in the IoT?

Evaluation & Feasibility Article 4 & 5

Figure 1.1: Research Questions & Articles Relationship
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Figure 1.2: Articles Connection & Research Flow

1.4 Dissertation Scope

This dissertation is a part of the Adaptive Security for Smart Internet of
Things in eHealth (ASSET) project∗. ASSET aims to research and develop
risk-based adaptive security models and methods for IoT-eHealth. Within
the framework of the project, this dissertation focuses on the development
and evaluation of a feasible adaptive security model where any appropri-
ate monitoring and analysis methods or tools can be employed to ensure
autonomous security adaptation.

Furthermore, this study mainly concentrates on the IoT in a particular
application domain, i.e. an IoT-enabled eHealth infrastructure where re-
mote patients, at home or outside wearing medical sensors, actuators, and
other essential sensors, are continuously monitored from a hospital site. In
the rest of the thesis, this setup will be referred to as IoT-eHealth. An ab-

∗ASSET (2012-15) is a research project financed by the Norwegian Research Council under
the grant agreement no. 213131/O70 in the VERDIKT (Core Competence and Value Creation
in ICT) program. Project website: asset.nr.no
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Figure 1.3: IoT-eHealth Abstract Context

stract context diagram of IoT-eHealth infrastructure is shown in Figure 1.3.
Although, this research is primarily designed and validated for a restricted
environment, i.e. eHealth, we suggest that the proposed architecture can be
utilized in a similar IoT ecosystem, such as smart grids, sensors-based cloud
services or other IoT-enabled smart environments. However, this proposi-
tion needs to be further investigated for the underlying environment.

This thesis evaluates an event-driven approach towards security adap-
tation where thing-generated events are considered as the primitive context
available to characterize any change, i.e. a potential threat event, in a mon-
itored environment. IoT and the corresponding things, being progressive
concepts, are defined in the literature in a multitude of styles. This thesis
perceives a thing in the IoT as an object that can autonomously react to any
change (event) it senses within its internal or external environment. The
reaction can be categorized as generating, storing and communicating the
change information or actuating processes in response to the change. Our
understanding of things in the IoT is more aligned with that of the Cluster of
European Research projects on the Internet of Things (CERP-IoT). It realizes
things as“active participants in business, information and social processes
where they are enabled to interact and communicate among themselves and
with the environment by exchanging data and information sensed about
the environment, while reacting autonomously to the real/physical world
events and influencing it by running processes that trigger actions and cre-
ate services with or without direct human intervention” [122]. Hence, this
thesis asserts that any object qualifying the stated realization can be ade-
quately managed, in a security context, with the proposed architecture.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.5 Dissertation Structure

This dissertation is organized into two parts. Part I details the thesis overview
and includes four chapters. Chapter 1 introduces the thesis problem state-
ment, research questions and scope. Chapter 2 details the related work. The
research methodology used in this research is described in Chapter 3. Chap-
ter 4 provides a summary of the publications and Chapter 5 summarizes the
contributions of this thesis. Limitations and future work are discussed in
Chapter 6. The Part II of this dissertation consists of the research publica-
tions appended as chapters.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

The chapter provides an overview of the related work concerning this re-
search work. The objective is to reflect on the major thematic areas con-
versed in this thesis and to discuss related methods and models.

Each section presents a brief introduction to a related topic. The intro-
duction is followed by highlighting the literature that converses about the
various concepts in the topic area. Moreover, each section provides a de-
scription of the related models, methods, and theories that describe how
these studies address a given concern in that topic or approach it as a whole.
Furthermore, under a particular topic, the concepts and methods on which
this research is based and how it relates and connects with the related work
are also detailed.

Moreover, adaptive security being the major objective of this thesis, a
separate section on the related state-of-the-art is detailed in Section 2.4.1.
It provides an overview of the various security adaptation approaches and
highlights their shortcomings.

2.1 Internet of Things

Internet of Things (IoT) is a rapidly progressing concept in the academic,
business, and social realms. Fundamentally, it is the ubiquitous presences
of various objects or things including physical, wireless and wired sensor
and mobile technologies, which interact with each other to fulfill common
objectives [64]. Initially, it was used in improving the visibility of objects
being transported in the trading networks by utilizing the RFID-tags in the
Electronic Product CodeTM(EPC), a joint venture of Auto-ID Labs [84] and
EPCglobal [4]. Semantically, IoT can be perceived as a combination of two
concepts, i.e. the internet and things, and a worldwide interconnection of
uniquely identifiable objects based on standard communication protocols
[19]. Depending upon the particular interest of the stakeholders, IoT can be
approached either from the thing or internet perspective [37].

Things in the IoT are also defined differently. For instance, they are real-
ized as objects with identities and virtual personalities that are operating
in a smart space using intelligent interfaces to communicate with social,
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environment and user contexts [125]. The CERP-IoT defines things as ac-
tive participants in business, information and social processes where they are en-
abled to interact and communicate among themselves and with the environment
by exchanging data, and information sensed about the environment, while react-
ing autonomously to the real/physical world events and influencing it by running
processes that trigger actions and create services with or without direct human in-
tervention [122]. It is a more comprehensive definition and is more aligned
with this thesis perspective as highlighted earlier in Section 1.4 describing
the thesis scope.

This thesis recognizes IoT as a smart environment that can react to the
changes or events it experiences in its ecosystem. A smart environment is
a digital space that respond to the machine-readable information from the
physical ecosystem independent of the smart device in use [102]. Therefore,
it can be established that an IoT-based system is a smart space where inter-
operability among devices at the edge of the network, i.e. things in the IoT,
is considered as the desired attribute.

Although, the RFID remains one of the notable driving technologies [106],
a multitude of other sensing and mobile objects are introduced to extend
the IoT vision. This extension enables a seamless integration of the physical,
sensing, and mobile objects in the traditional ICT infrastructure thus, cre-
ate new opportunities in social and business domains[96]. Mobile ticketing
[42], eHealth [133], smart buildings [43], smart grids, environment sensing
[47, 75], etc., are a few examples of IoT-enabled services and applications in
different fields of cyber-physical settings.

Despite the huge potential and market value [74], many issues are yet
to be addressed and evaluated to achieve the true benefits of IoT, such as,
global visibility, real-time autonomous management of critical infrastruc-
tures, and other envisioned objectives as mentioned in [56]. These chal-
lenges, as highlighted in [37, 66, 96], include concerns related to network-
ing and communication, resources consumption, such as power and com-
puting, QoS support, standardization, security, and privacy. Some of these
concerns, such as the QoS issues and resource consumptions, are ultimately
a security problem as they are influencing or being influenced by it directly
or indirectly. Thus, it can be established that security is one of the most crit-
ical issues that needs to be appropriately addressed. Ensuring security in
IoT is a challenging task as the network is composed of different sensing,
computing, and communicating devices. Such a diverse technology pres-
ence though offers service extensions and new business models, it may also
introduce new means and opportunities for the adversaries to exploit assets
at different level of a service architecture. These challenges, visions, and
advantages motivate us to investigate effective security solutions to pro-
tect IoT from the emerging threats as the current traditional security con-
trols are inefficient and insufficient to protect this evolving smart network
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[69, 136, 137].

2.2 Context Awareness

Adaptation can have an adverse influence on the service offered, if the situa-
tion under observation is overlooked. Since adaptation, or more specifically
security adaptation, heavily depends on the environmental input and inves-
tigating them holistically, it is important to ensure context awareness in the
overall procedure. Context awareness is more critical in IoT scenarios, par-
ticularly in adaptation, as it is mainly a machine to machine communication
without the intelligence (direct involvement) of the humans. Without mak-
ing sense of the information captured in a context, adaptation might not be
efficient.

The word context designates certain information [22]. However, the
word information has also been explicitly used with context as context in-
formation. This thesis uses them synonymously. A context can be a set of
different types of events that have a logical or timing relationship and en-
able us to understand a situation [24]. It characterizes a situation or entity
that can be an object, place, or person [22]. Contexts can be categorized into
two groups, i.e. primary and secondary. Primary context is the primitive in-
formation extracted from an entity, also called as raw data [114]. Secondary
context is the information obtained after processing the raw data or primary
context.

IoT being a heterogeneous environment can offer a variety of contexts.
They may be describing security, location, mobility, or phenomena related to
the physical environment. Each of the contexts can be managed with one or
more corresponding context-aware system. A context-aware system utilizes
one or more contexts and provides relevant services or information to the
user [22]. Broadly, context schemes can be categorized into two groups, i.e.
operational and conceptual [131]. The operational schemes emphasize how
the context is captured and further processed. They can be grouped into
sensed, derived, static, and/or profiled information [70]. The conceptual
schemes explain how the various contexts relate to each other.

As a risk-based adaptive security approach, this thesis perceives the thing
generated security-related events as the primary source of context for the
event-based real-time risk analysis. They are generated by the software ob-
jects or applications of the monitored things (assets) using an event frame-
work. This framework, usually, consists of a handler and a logger object
[94]. The handler captures and pre-processes a certain context (changes or
events), such as input/output exceptions or a login attempt, and the logger
stores this context locally or sends them to external storage as an event log.
These events describe the primitive changes in the environment and high-
light the key context attributes [70]. As depicted in the Figure 2.1, a thing
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May 30 13:25:52 BAN01 sshd[12980]: Accepted password for root from 192.168.178.20 port 4445 ssh2

Ubuntu SSH successful login primitive event

Colors legend corresponds to : Who, Where, When, What, Why

Figure 2.1: Primitive (raw) event example

generated event provides a list of fundamental context attributes that de-
scribe the who, what, when, why, and where of a change, and fully qualifies
the definition of a context in a computing environment [23]. Primitive events
from the monitored things are captured as the primary context. These prim-
itive events are then filtered, normalized, and correlated to extract crucial
information as secondary context using appropriate complex event process-
ing (CEP) methods, like those highlighted in [29]. Moreover, in this thesis,
an event-driven approach [93] is utilized as an operational scheme where
the events form the basis of context-aware risk analysis. Whereas, an on-
tology ensures a context-aware adaptation as it includes all the contextual
requirements necessary for risk adaptation (response).

2.3 Information Security Ontologies

Due to the presence of heterogeneous things, understanding, analyzing and
accessing the knowledge to solve and approach various problems is a fun-
damental problem in the IoT. Ontology can be a useful tool to address this
issue by organizing the knowledge in a universal form. It is used to capture,
organize, communicate and reuse the knowledge of interest [51, 65]. To be
more specific, an ontology defines the concepts and relations in a field of
study and provides rules that explain how these concepts and relations can
be utilized [53]. It can provide a basis for modeling the semantics among
objects, which is an essential component to interrelate knowledge of the di-
verse things in the IoT [134]. Therefore, ontology assists us to understand
and address a problem in a context-aware manner as it provides a platform
to recognize the potential requirements and their relationships.

Literature provides a large set of proposals concerning ontologies in dif-
ferent field of information systems. The following text provides a brief de-
scription to ontologies in sensor networks (SN), IoT, and information secu-
rity.

An ontology for adaptive SN has been proposed in [38]. Adaptive power
management is the main subject of this ontology. It describes how the avail-
able nodes can adapt to an optimal power state by analyzing various en-
vironmental factors. Based on the sensor modeling language (SensorML)
[16], Russomano et al., in [111, 112], proposed the OntoSensor ontology.
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The OntoSensor utilizes concepts from the Suggest Upper Merged Ontology
(SUMO) [100] and ISO 19115 standard (now revised as 19115-1:2014) [7]. It
provides a general inference model and knowledge base for sensors. On-
toSensor was later extended by Kim et al., in [80], to build a service-oriented
ontology that can be utilized in the SN as a web service. Other (non-security)
work captured as ontologies in SN that can potentially be used in IoT scenar-
ios, includes search and classification of SN data [54, 99], service and data
publishing and discovery [40], and task management [105].

Security and related concepts have also been the focus in modeling infor-
mation security concepts as ontologies. Jeffrey et al., in [129], presented an
intrusion detection ontology for computer systems. The top level concepts
include host, attack, consequence, input, and means to highlight different
attack vectors that can compromise a host. A similar approach has also been
used in [63] in which the authors have limited the ontology scope to attacks
and countermeasures concerning Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and Voice
over IP (VoIP).

Andreas et al., in [55], suggested a security ontology framework to con-
duct low-cost risk management and threat analysis in small and medium
enterprises (SMEs). Their framework consists of four parts: a security and
dependability taxonomy based on [39], a risk analysis methodology, the con-
cepts describing the IT infrastructure, and a simulation environment. They
have used the Annual Loss Expectancy (ALE) method to simulate a SME
scenario.

A risk-based security ontology is proposed in [127]. The authors have ex-
tended the Common Information Model [3] to address information security
related concepts in a risk assessment perspective. They have also suggested
a four-phased framework to conduct risk management activities. Pekka et
al., in [117] have proposed a taxonomy for service-centric systems. Their
taxonomy has five major concepts including assets, attributes (the security
services, such as confidentiality), threats, solutions, and metrics. Security
metrics are used to measure the goodness of a system and can be related
to functional operations (e.g. user login), control parameters (such as a key
length), or control mechanism that utilizes the parameters [79].

Antti and Eila, in [58], have proposed an adaptation ontology for smart
spaces in which they have utilized a risk-based approach. Risk levels are
the only measured entities expressed in this ontology. The main problem
of this ontology is its limited scope. Although claimed as a runtime ontol-
ogy, it has only addressed security from a protection viewpoint and did not
address other factors or non-security metrics influencing a given execution
state. Similar information security ontologies can be found in [48, 61, 71].

On the application side, there are many technologies that support on-
tologies design, development, and implementation. Some of them are men-
tioned as follow. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a semantic web lan-
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guage to represent knowledge about things [18]. OWL can be validated by
applications called reasoners, such as FaCT++ [5], HermiT [6], and JFact DL
[10] which are further utilized in various editors and related tools. Similar
semantic technologies to model ontologies also exist. For instance, the Re-
source Data Format (RDF) [15] is a directed, labeled graph utilizing Uniform
Resource Identifiers (URI) to name the concepts or things and their relation-
ship in an ontology. The RDF graph is also called a triple as it model a given
association as subject (first node or thing), predicate (relation), and object
(second node) relationship. Different languages are used to query similar
graphs or web URI. SPARQL [17] is one typical example of such languages
that are used to traverse through RDF ontologies to retrieve related infor-
mation. These languages can also be employed in various implementations
of ontologies, such as the Protégé tool [14] and Apache Jena framework [1].

2.4 Security Adaptation

Adaptation is the attribute of a system that can autonomously monitor and
regulate its behavior according to the situation or change under observation
[101]. Systems or computing environments that have the ability to respond
autonomically to the security threats or system failures are called autonomic
or self-managing systems [62]. In terms of information security, adaptation
is the ability of a system that can continuously observe the monitored en-
vironments, analyze any potential security threats faced and autonomously
respond to the risk posed to reduce its consequences. Such a system helps
to address the complexity by using technology to manage technology [62].

The presence of diverse and dynamic elements make the IoT-based sys-
tems more complex. It necessitates an adaptation mechanism to manage this
complexity. Moreover, having a futuristic vision, IoT has an evolving, com-
posite and non-traditional outlook thus, will create new attack vectors and
threat dimensions. This evolution and complexity make the current tradi-
tional security controls and approaches impractical to be utilized in the IoT
scenarios [136, 137] as they have a limited scope and have manual response
mechanisms. Adaptive security can be seen as a potential candidate for the
IoT security to overcome these lacking. It utilizes a feedback control loop
[33, 62] to ensure the autonomic behavior. Using agents, such as sensors
and actuators, and components to collect, analyze and respond (as a feed-
back) to the security-related information in a system, the control loop directs
the security settings and reconfigurations.

To approach autonomic computing, IBM suggested the MAPE-K model
[62], as shown in the Figure 2.2. The MAPE-K utilizes the Monitor, Ana-
lyze, Plan and Execute activities by employing a control loop. The Knowl-
edge component provides the necessary information required to perform
adaptation. According to IBM, an autonomic system should have the fol-
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Figure 2.2: The IBM’s MAPE-K Model with a Control Feedback Loop

lowing self -attributes: i) self-configuration, to adjust dynamic changes in the
system components. ii) self-healing, adapting to the discovered system dis-
ruptions. iii) self-optimizing, to re-adjust the available resource parameters.
iv) self-protection, responding to threats in a hostile situation. In [59], the au-
thors added two more properties to this list, i.e. self-awareness and context-
awareness. They defined the self-aware attribute as the system’s capability
to know and react to its behavior. Whereas, context-awareness is its ability
to understand its operational ecosystem.

2.4.1 Adaptive Security Approaches – A state-of-the-art

A context adaptive framework has been proposed for mobile and cloud
computing in [50]. It mainly emphasizes adaptive authentication of a mo-
bile user performed in the cloud. The cloud system is represented as a finite
state machine. The system has four states where each state utilizes a cogni-
tive learning module to analyze a particular pattern, in the form a tuple, for
potential intrusions. A tuple is assigned a set of probabilities and is com-
posed of the information derived from a user request and the associated
profile stored on the system. In the context of authentication, adaptation is
performed in a fixed manner as the system can only allow or deny a request.
The system implements only a single authentication mechanism, Message
Digest and Location-based Authentication (MDLA) [49], and does not offer
any parameter optimization within MDLA. The authors also suggest that
the cloud infrastructure can be dynamically adapted to comply with service
uptime requirements during a disruption. From user authentication per-
spective, the proposed system adaptation is inflexible and essentially de-
scribes an intrusion detection mechanism. Therefore, in authentication con-
text, it doesn’t have any self-properties as claimed. Availability is ensured
with a self-configuration capability, which is not adequately explained. The
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framework considers only authentication and availability concerns and does
not regard user requirements. Addressing limited objectives also restrict the
overall threat monitoring scope of the system.

A game-based adaptive security mechanism has been proposed for the
IoT-eHealth scenarios in [67]. The authors have used the Markov game the-
ory [26] to model and evaluate five adaptation strategies concerning com-
munication channel, memory, energy, intruder, and a hybrid situation. They
emphasize only a part of the IoT-eHealth, i.e. Body Area Network (BAN).
No sufficient evidence has been provided on to what extent the model can
be scaled to accommodate ex-BAN and future infrastructural components
in the targeted application domain. Moreover, environment monitoring and
adaptation response realization was disregarded. Although, the model is
studied for the eHealth scenarios, it only supports device (sensor node) re-
lated changes and does not address any user (e.g. patient or physician)
preferences. The model is fundamentally focused on self-optimization in
authentication scenarios and self-healing at the communication level. Simi-
lar game theoretic approaches can also be found in [41, 120].

An Adaptive Security Manager (ASM) is proposed in a Genetic Messaging-
Oriented Secure Middleware (GEMOM), a message oriented middleware
(MOM) [21]. ASM performs the necessary tasks for security adaptation us-
ing a learning mechanism. Monitoring is facilitated by integrating external
tools, such as anomaly detectors, vulnerability discovery tools, a QoS mon-
itor and security measurement tool. The learning mechanism used by the
ASM analyzer component and the type of information it utilizes are not de-
scribed. Self-protection is enabled using the authorization component to
protect against any intrusions. The authorization component also ensures
confidentiality with a self-optimization capability. From context-awareness
viewpoint, ASM focuses mainly on QoS and security related information.
The authors did not explicate how user requirements are addressed in their
design and lack to provide essential details of the analysis and adaptation
components. Furthermore, the study mainly emphasized the monitoring
aspects. The self-configuration, self-protection, and self-optimization prop-
erties are limited to particular security objective. Self-optimization is lim-
ited only to confidentiality and trust services. Self-protection is restricted to
authorization only whereas self-configuration only addresses service avail-
ability.

An Ontology-based security adaptation model is proposed for smart en-
vironments [58]. The model uses security measures to collect information
about the monitored environment using different agents. Details or exam-
ple of the measures have not been provided. The risk faced is quantified by
using a risk level based on a risk matrix define in [121] and a risk equation
with a product of the threat likelihood and the asset value. Threat identifi-
cation, which forms the basis of risk quantification, has not been addressed.
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The proposed model uses runtime ontology to adapt. The ontology, as well
as the overall design, mainly emphasizes security objectives and do not re-
gard any non-security objectives, e.g. service or user requirements in the
decision process. The security view is also limited to confidentiality and in-
tegrity related concerns and is therefore lack to monitor threats correspond-
ing to other security objectives. Moreover, the monitoring and adaptation
activities are performed on the object (device or thing) level. Such a strat-
egy may not be feasible for resource-constrained devices, like body sensors.
Similar design choices limit the information to be analyzed and might not
be security efficient as the potential context from the neighboring and other
associated objects is disregarded. However, the model fully realizes the self-
configuration and self-optimization capabilities as an autonomous system.
The same model is also utilized in [60]. These models are preliminary based
on the MAPE-K model where the knowledge component is established by a
security ontology based on [44].

Motivated by the fact that static security configuration cannot adapt to
the dynamically changing requirements, a context-sensitive adaptive au-
thentication approach has been proposed in [73]. The authors have extended
the traditional three-factor authentication, i.e. what the user is, has, and
knows, by adding situational a context. Two contexts, i.e. location and time,
were used to evaluate the probability and authentication level required. Dif-
ferent sensed identity tokens and location information collected from the
devices in the environment are fused together to assess the level of authen-
tication required in various situations. The authors suggested a fusion algo-
rithm that calculates a probability for a situation under observation, which
is then used to determine the authentication level. The location informa-
tion is obtained via a Context Management Framework (CMF) defined in
[132]. Probabilities are calculated by a User Location Probabilistic Calculator
(UPLC) that collects contextual data, i.e. location and timestamps, from the
CMF and decides an authentication level. The adaptation control, at UPLC,
seems to be implemented external to the object or application although, it is
not entirely clear. This approach makes it suitable for resource-constrained
objects as the required computations may be transferred to an external sys-
tem with potential capacities. The authors have explicitly stated that they
have utilized parameterization (or self-optimization) by offering different
authentication levels. Other self-attributes are not supported. Like the other
studied models, this approach is also limited to authentication related infor-
mation and thus, may not be utilized in diverse threat scenarios.

Risk-based adaptive security management models have been proposed
in [20, 116]. These models are based on the ISO/IEC 27005:2008 [9] risk man-
agement activities realized as the ISO Plan-Do-Check-Act (PDCA) model
of the ISO/IEC 27001. The process name, PDCA, is not explicitly used in
the new version, i.e. the ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [8]. These studies are generic
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frameworks and highlight only a few methods and techniques, such as game
theory, machine learning, context awareness, etc., that can be potentially be
employed to achieve adaptive security in the IoT. The later study also de-
tails some security objectives, such as authentication and encryption, at the
proposed communication layers as the core focus of adaptive security in
IoT-eHealth scenarios.

Ashuman et al., in [118], have presented a software framework for auto-
nomic security. At the top level, the framework realizes a control loop based
on the control theory [36] by employing a sensor, analyzer, and responder
model. It employs an event-driven communication model. The monitoring
components act as event publishers to which the analyzers are subscribed.
The analyzers assess the security context of the events, select a list of poten-
tial security configurations, suggest a single configuration having the lowest
cost, and forward this decision to the responder as a high-level action, such
as change encryption key. The responder maps this action to a particular se-
curity sub-system, e.g. authentication or cryptography, which validates and
implements the decision. The framework supports self-configuration, self-
optimization, and self-protection attributes. The suggested events are a part
of a custom event schema and needed to be developed separately, which
may require additional effort, time, and resources. A description of sample
events are provided, but it is unclear how and to what extent they facilitate
context-awareness in the system. Moreover, the details of the underlying
analysis method, e.g. security context analysis, cost analysis, and the way
optimum decisions are reached, are not provided. The framework reflects
a reactive strategy towards the changes and lacks to provide any proactive
approach.

A similar architectural view for self-managing security systems is pro-
posed in [109]. It is fundamentally based on the GSpace model that the
authors have previously proposed in [108]. The GSpace implements a dis-
tributed Shared Data Space (SDS). The SDS contains the necessary data for
security services, core application operations, and communication. Data is
stored in the form of tuples that are retrieved trough templates. A typical
GSpace node has a GSpace Kernel, an application component, and a GSpace
Proxy that connect the kernel with the application. The GSpace kernel has
three major subsystems. The Operation Subsystem provides the core func-
tionality and enables a node to participate in the GSpace architecture. A
Context subsystem provides the context-related information and performs
security analysis. Adaptation is achieved in the Security subsystem that
implements Event-State-Condition-Action (ESCA) policies [110]. Commu-
nication among these subsystems is facilitated by an event bus. The study
mentions that context is provided by various services, such as trust level,
threat level, availability monitoring, memory monitoring, and bandwidth
monitoring services. However, no further details are provided to elaborate
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what type of information or methods are used to assess the correspond-
ing contexts. Self-protection is enabled via the self-optimization and self-
configuration mechanisms and can be activated at both the node and net-
work level. Realizing the architecture’s node level protection in the IoT
might not be feasible due to the density of services offered. The network
level strategy could be an option for IoT security. However, the authors lack
to provide operational details of the monitoring and analysis components.
Moreover, the proposal does not discuss how the non-security objectives or
parameters that may be influenced by or influence the ESCA policy are ad-
dressed in the design, or in the adaptation process.

Tun et al., in [128] have proposed an adaptive information security (AIS)
architecture that enables cloud services to respond dynamically to the chang-
ing user requirements. The AIS consist of two main elements: AIS Monitor
and AIS Controls. The AIS monitor component resides on the user mobile
and infers user location context and security requirements. The AIS Con-
trols are implemented in the cloud (server) and adapt security strategies
based on the inferred security requirements. The AIS Monitor logs user lo-
cation, activities, and timestamps. Based on this information, a Require-
ments Monitor component in the AIS Monitor identifies probable security
requirements. The authors asserted that more than one requirement could
lead to conflicts, which may be dealt with. However, no conflicts resolution
methods are specified. The AIS Monitor also includes an Application Adap-
tor component that will adapt the new changes it receives from the server
component. On the server side, the AIS Controls consist of a Service Adap-
tation Engine that decides the adaptation based on a request tuple (Subject,
Resource, Action, Requirement) from the client; a Policy Engine that defines
a policy based on XACML schema [97] and enforces it for adaptation; and a
Policy DB that stores the rule-based access control policy. The authors have
presented a very abstract view of the architecture and do not provide any
sufficient information to recognize how the contextual requirements or the
analysis or adaptation processes are instrumented. The adaptation rendered
is inflexible as only permitted and denied decisions are made. The approach
only covers the access control objective and implements self-optimization in
a restricted manner.

Salehie et al. in [113] proposed a requirements-driven adaptive security
model. Requirements are captured as assets, threats and goals models that
consist of the corresponding entities and their relationships. These require-
ments are used to build a casual network. The casual network is a Fuzzy
Casual Network (FCN), based on Fuzzy Cognitive Maps [81] and Bayesian
decision networks [76] to analyze the security changes and the impact of the
potential analysis decisions. The model comprehensively addresses how
threat can be analyzed using the FCN but and does not provide any infor-
mation regarding asset monitoring and adaptation execution. Furthermore,
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the model only emphasized how security mechanisms can be changed at the
component level and thus only implements a self-configuration strategy.
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Chapter 3

Research Methodology

This chapter provides a description of the research methodology employed
in this thesis. Moreover, it explains the rationale for selecting the method-
ology used and highlights the particular research methods that have been
utilized in the studies carried out in this research.

There are two types of research processes, namely inductive and deduc-
tive, that are used to develop knowledge while performing research activ-
ities [115]. Deductive approaches are used to infer knowledge from exist-
ing theories and are based on general ideas that are refined further towards
a specific objective [115]. Inductive processes begin with a deeper under-
standing of a real-world problem and move towards the generalization of a
research artifact [68, 115]. A complementary process to inductive research is
an abductive approach. It is a research process that begins with rather a par-
tial set of observations and move towards an artifact that is supported with a
set of best possible decisions and explanation to address those observations
[130].

As this thesis aims to develop and investigate the feasibility of a secu-
rity adaptation approach based on the preliminary observation that a more
intelligent and comprehensive solution is needed to address threats in the
IoT dynamically, an abductive research approach was taken to initiate the
research. Moreover, to establish rational scientific results and consistency,
a research methodology was needed that would guide the artifact develop-
ment and evaluation by allowing different methods and studies to be com-
bined to address a particular problem. Hence, the Design Science Research
(DSR) methodology [104] was adopted to steer this research as it is aligned
with the criteria as mentioned above.

3.1 Design Science Research Methodology

DSR attempts to provide a platform to develop and investigate innovative
artifacts and allow us to combine various scientific theories methods to in-
quire into a problem [82]. Artifacts can take different forms and can be meth-
ods, models, constructs, or instantiations [90]. A model represents a real-
world problem and its solution, and utilizes constructs which may be the
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Abduction Deduction

Problem 
Identification

Solution 
Objectives Solution Design Demonstration Evaluation

Communication

Results/Artifacts

Constructs, Models, Methods, Instantiation

Figure 3.1: The Design Science Research Methodology (Compiled from
[104])

desired attributes of a system, concepts or vocabulary used in the problem
domain; a method provides a guideline to approach a particular problem,
and an instantiation reflects an occurrence of the artifact [90].

This research employs the DSR process suggested by Peffers et al., in
[104], as it provides a comprehensive guideline to perform scientific research.
They have suggested this process after examining a comprehensive litera-
ture on design science in various fields of studies including engineering,
computer sciences, and information systems. DSR starts with the problem
identification and motivation that can be documented in a proposal. It is
followed by inducing the solution’s objectives from the problem identified
and on the early study made. The objectives can be tentative design features
expected in the desired solution. Based on this knowledge, an artifact is
created, demonstrated and evaluated. These three activities are performed
deductively. The results and knowledge obtained from these phases are doc-
umented and communicated to the relevant audience using different chan-
nels. The DSR process, as shown in Figure 3.1 is iteratively performed and
can be initiated at any stage depending on the problem articulation [104].

3.1.1 DSRM Selection Rationale

A scientific research method is a set of activities that enable the researcher
to perform systematic observations, experiments, formulations, evaluation
and modifications of the hypothesis [13]. In general, there are two types
of research methodologies, qualitative and quantitative. Quantitative meth-
ods are mostly used to observe and analyze natural phenomenon and uti-
lize quantifiable data, i.e. numerical data. Qualitative studies collect data
through observations, such as interviews or case studies, and are useful to
investigate human or organizational behavior in a situation [98].
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DSR Phase R.Q Artifact Research Method Article
Problem Identification Main Proposal

Solution
Objectives

RQ 1
Constructs:

Literature Review Art.1ISRM Requirements,
Trends & Gaps

Solution
Design RQ 2

Models

System Modeling, Survey Art. 2, 3The EDAS Model,
Adaptation Ontology

Demonstration
and
Evaluation

RQ 3, 4

Instants
Case Study,

Art. 3, 4, 5
IoT-eHealth Scenarios,

Prototyping,EDAS Prototype
Analytical ReasoningMethod:

Trade-offs Evaluation Method

Table 3.1: Research Methods and Artifacts w.r.t DSR Methodology

This research develops and evaluates an information system, i.e. an
adaptive security system that addresses the technological as well as the be-
havioral aspects, such as user requirements and organizational policy, to
protect the IoT ecosystem. As an applied research paradigm, information
systems research encompasses studies related to diverse fields of knowl-
edge including computer science, social and natural sciences, economics,
and information technology [104]. DSR provides a guideline that enables
us to combine various scientific theories concerning the mentioned knowl-
edge circles and aims to design and evaluate artifacts that provide utility to
human organizations [72]. As per the objective composition of this study, a
qualitative-based DSR method was adapted to conduct this research work.
An overview of the contributed artifacts, methods used, and associated ar-
ticles and questions in alignment with the DSR methodology is depicted in
Table 3.1 that is further elaborated in Section 3.1.2. The Case Study method
in this work is synonymously used for a scenario-based approach that is uti-
lized, in Articles 3–5, to illustrate and reflect on the different concepts and
artifacts produced in this research.

3.1.2 An Overview of the Research Methods Used

The constructs, the ISRM requirements, trends, and gaps, were achieved in
the first study, conducted by exploring RQ. 1, specified in Article 1 [28].
A literature review was performed to extract the knowledge related to the
models and methods the are currently being practiced to address the IoT-
eHealth’s architecture, security, and ISRM essentials. Based on the archi-
tectural and security needs studied, the ISRM requirements were identified
to be a set of necessary high-level attributes that should be considered by
potential adaptive security solutions anticipated for the IoT security. Sec-
ondary sources, mainly the scientific work in the form of technical reports,
books, and peer-review conferences and journal articles, were used to col-
lect the data required for the study. The trends and gaps were identified by
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reasoning about the comparison made. The ISRM requirements formed the
basis of the proposed model.

System modeling was utilized in the second and third studies, motivated
by RQ. 2, detailed in Articles 2 [27] and 3 [29], respectively. These articles
preliminary addressed the (DSR) Models, i.e. the EDAS model and the Se-
curity Adaptation Ontology, proposed in this research. Article 2 concep-
tualizes a tentative system view of the suggested adaptive security model,
EDAS, which was later detailed in Article 3. System modeling in the third
study was supported by Literature Survey performed with secondary data
sources (mentioned above) to highlight the various monitoring, analysis,
and security adaptation methods that can be utilized in the proposed model
to realize event-based security adaptation in the IoT. The Adaptation On-
tology model was also defined using system modeling to visualize the con-
struct of the various entities, members, attributes, and their relationships to
facilitate context aware optimized adaptation. Article 3 also demonstrates
adaptation in EDAS using a scenario-based illustration. Data required for
the illustration was assumed. The EDAS model and the adaptation ontol-
ogy is further explained in Article 4 [30].

The demonstration and evaluation of the proposed models were achieved
in the fourth study detailed in Article 4 [30]. To achieve this objective planned
in RQ. 3, a Prototype, as a DSR Instant, was developed by performing sys-
tem simulation and emulation. Security events were generated using a sim-
ulated event framework developed for an Arduino-based eHealth sensing
platform [2]. Open Source Security Information Management tool, OSSIM
[11], was used to emulate the event-based risk monitoring and analysis com-
ponents. The necessary modules, such as the monitoring plugins and anal-
ysis rules, for these components were exclusively developed for this pro-
totyping. The ontology was created as a semantic web ontology resource
in a Resource Description Format (RDF) [15]. The prototype implements
a confidentiality-availability trade-off scenario developed to realize an ad-
verse situation in the IoT-eHealth domain. Article 4, also evaluates the con-
cept of EDAS as a security architecture using a qualitative comparative anal-
ysis. The comparison was made with a list of potential architectural styles
upon which traditional security controls are typically based. Additionally,
a list of security and architectural concerns was reasoned analytically to re-
flect on how EDAS can adequately provide a solution to face some of the
challenges faced.

The feasibility of the proposed models was also validated using a scenario-
based method that aimed to explore RQ. 4. This evaluation was reported in
Article 5 [31]. This method was developed by employing a Unified Mod-
eling Language (UML)-based system modeling. Multiple scenarios were
developed to the UML schema utilization and system feasibility. Data was
collected using the developed scenarios and was assumed for each of them.
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Chapter 4

Research Articles Summary

This chapter provides a summary of the articles published during this the-
sis work. The summary is categorized into three sections, i.e. requirements
and gap analysis, solution design, and solution demonstration and feasibility, re-
flecting the studies performed in accordance with the Design Science Re-
search Methodology. Each section describes the work emphasizing a com-
mon theme, highlights the associated research question(s), methods used,
and present and overview of the results obtained in the concerning articles.

4.1 Requirements and Gap Analysis

Identifying the requirements and analyzing trends in a topic under research
are the primary elements to recognize in initiating a research activity. From
a risk management perspective, they provide a better understanding of the
architectural essentials in scope. This activity aimed to build an understand-
ing of the topic and to identify research gaps in the related literature based
on which further work could be developed. The research was initiated with
analyzing architectural requirements with focus on information security risk
management (ISRM) requirements that may be further explored to develop
an effective adaptive risk management solution for a potential IoT-based
service. Hence, the first research question was investigated, stated as follow:

Research Question-1: What are the key requirements for modeling auto-
mated risk management in an IoT-based service?

Relevant Article:
Article-1: WAQAS AMAN AND EINAR SNEKKENES. An Empirical Research
on InfoSec Risk Management in IoT-based eHealth. In the third Interna-
tional Conference on Mobile Services, Resources, and Users (Mobility 2013),
pages 99–107, 2013 [28]

To model an effective information security risk management (ISRM) solu-
tion for a given service, we need to understand its architectural require-
ments influencing or being influenced by it. These requirements were inves-
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tigated in Article-1 [28] which is driven by the research problem that they
were not comprehensively recognized in a unified manner while ISRM solu-
tions are devised for IoT. Requirements were grouped into three sets: func-
tional, security and privacy (S&P), and ISRM modeling essentials. The re-
lated literature was reviewed, and the various features offered were mapped
to standard and proposed requirements to realize how and to what extent
they address the highlighted requirements. Based on analytical reasoning,
we concluded the current trends in modeling these requirements and identi-
fied the gaps indicating how some of them are disregarded or not appropri-
ately addressed. The corresponding research approach is depicted in Figure
4.1.

Functional
-- literature Review

S&P
--HIPAA

ISRM
--Analytical Analysis

System Models S&P Models ISRM Models

Gap Analysis
--Analytical Reasoning

Conclusion and Future Work

Requirements 
Identification

Literature 
Mapping

Literature 
Evaluation

Conclusion

Figure 4.1: Research approach in used in Article-1 [28]

For IoT-eHealth to operate reliably, certain infrastructural essentials are
needed to be satisfied. They can be identified as the different services and
functionalities in the operational domain, therefore, define the scope of risk
management in IoT-eHealth. During this study, it was realized that some of
them have already been examined to an extent. Hence, among other work,
the functional requirements identified in [103] are realized to be more in-
clusive and hence, were adopted as a benchmark for the review. However,
one critical requirement, mobility, was lacking which we added to the list
of functional requirements. Mobility is an essential functionality necessary
for IoT-eHealth to be useful in mobility scenarios, such as outdoors activity
monitoring and ambulatory needs. The functional requirements identified
were: Collection and Processing, Real-time Delivery, Alarm Generation, In-
terpretation, Correlation, Data Request, Communication Interface, Actua-
tion, and Mobility. Description of the individual requirement can be found
in [28, 103].

Upon reviewing the related literature proposing various functional com-
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ponents, we concluded that mobility and actuation were not appropriately
addressed. On the majority, interpretation and correlation of vital signs are
performed on the server-side. To reduce the number of requests made to the
remote hospital site, these services should also be provided in the patient
domain. This availability will make the system more scalable and would
increase patient satisfaction. Furthermore, it was recommended that user-
centric communication interfaces should be developed to make the system
more adaptable to the user needs, which will also help in building technol-
ogy usability.

S&P related literature was assessed against the networking and commu-
nication requirements as set by the U.S Health Insurance Portability and Ac-
countability Act (HIPAA) [126]. They include data access, confidentiality, in-
tegrity, availability, alarm generation, identity management, privacy preser-
vation, authentication, and event reporting. HIPAA requirements were se-
lected based on the fact that they are comprehensive and are particularly
suggested for the ICTs concerning healthcare. They also address administra-
tion and management elements, such as alarm generation, identity manage-
ment, and event reporting, which are crucial to S&P as well. The literature
assessment revealed that alarm generation, though a critical requirement, is
predominantly disregarded. Multi-factor authentication was employed to
exploit the already available determinants, such as vital signs and GPS lo-
cation, instead of bringing new elements into the system which might have
made it more complex. Availability modeling, to ensure continuous real-
time service, was missing and needed to be explored. Largely, the literature
focused on securing the domain external to the patient or external to the
body area network (BAN), whereas protecting the personal area network
(PAN) or the patient domain was overlooked.

A set of four requirements for ISRM modeling was identified. We em-
phasized it as a fitness criteria to be fulfilled by an ISRM model to address
the dynamic nature of IoT-eHealth adequately. These requirements were:

• Operational Nature: It defines how often is the ISRM process exe-
cuted. An on-demand operation implies a subjectively influenced ISRM
execution performed as scheduled. Whereas, a dynamic ISRM process
reflects a continuous risk management process conducted on real-time
information. IoT-eHealth as a continuous real-time service necessi-
tates a dynamic ISRM process and thus, needs a dynamic ISRM solu-
tion.

• Context Awareness: To reduced false alarms, threats should not be
analyzed independently of their context. In real-world computing
scenarios, a threat can be seen as a combination of different adverse
events. Potential events need to be correlated in a broad context to en-
sure accurate analysis and response. Otherwise, the analysis may lead
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to false alarms [119] and unnecessary reconfigurations. To avoid a pos-
sible adverse influence on a user-centric network driven by resource-
constrained objects, such as the IoT-eHealth, a context-aware ISRM so-
lution is necessitated to analyze the relationship of events in a possible
threat situation.

• Analysis Complexity: To facilitate fast mitigation response in a real-
time service and to ensure lightweight analysis to reduce the process-
ing burden on the resource-limited things at the network edge, IoT-
eHealth requires lightweight mechanisms. This requirement was later
addressed as a lightweight architecture and discussed in Article-4 [30].

• Self-Adaptation: Managing security on each thing manually in an
unattended environment and technology concentrated space, such as
the IoT-eHealth, is a time and energy consuming task. It becomes
more exhaustive when the number of monitored users is increased
with each one using multiple things. Therefore, IoT-eHealth has to
have self-adaptation properties. Self-adaptation refers to the effec-
tual and autonomous reaction of a system to minimize the effect of
a potential risk [20]. In ISRM terms, adaptation can be considered as
an autonomic risk mitigation response to reduce a risk faced. Hence,
the corresponding models or solutions should have the ability to react
to an adverse situation and manage security autonomously to ensure
adaptation

By analyzing the related ISRM literature with the mentioned criteria, it
was realized that most of the models follow an on-demand process having
qualitative analysis methods. Adaptation as a risk management strategy
was lacking. Context awareness was either briefly discussed as a desirable
attribute or was not addressed appropriately. Furthermore, the models in-
vestigated mainly focused on the analysis technique and rarely considered
the influence of the solution on the monitored environment itself. It was
concluded that the ISRM approaches reviewed are not feasible to be utilized
in environments where continuous and dynamic monitoring is desirable,
and corresponding services are driven by lightweight things.

4.2 Solution Design

As established in the Introduction chapter, conventional security controls,
such as firewalls, antiviruses, access controls, intrusion detection systems
(IDS), etc., are not suitable candidates for securing the IoT. Although they
may provide some level of threat prevention or detection but in a long run
and in a holistic context, they may show significant shortcomings. They
might not withstand against the increasing threat sophistication in a diverse
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technology outlook, such as the IoT. As standalone mechanisms, they tend
to investigate only a particular type of information, e.g. a particular file
type or network traffic, independent of their context and potential relation-
ship, which may trigger false alarms. Moreover, they are not suitable for
the resource-limited device, such as tiny sensors in the IoT ecosystem. Their
risk mitigation strategies are inflexible and are executed by humans in the
loop thus, they contradict the optimal and immediate mitigation response in
a continuous real-time service. All these issues directed us to investigate the
research and develop a new effective security solution for the IoT. This prob-
lem led to the examination of the second research question stated as follows:

Research Question-2: How can we develop an effective adaptive security
solution for an IoT-based service?

Relevant Article(s):
Article-2: WAQAS AMAN. Modeling Adaptive Security in IoT Driven eHealth.
In the Sixth Norsk informasjonssikkerhetskonferanse (NISK), 2013:61–69,
2014 [27].
Article 3: WAQAS AMAN AND EINAR SNEKKENES. Event Driven Adaptive
Security in Internet of Things. In the Eighth International Conference on
Mobile Ubiquitous Computing, Systems, Services and Technologies (UBI-
COMM 2014), pages 7–15, 2014 [29]

The IoT ISRM solution attributes identified in Article-1 [28], i.e. dy-
namic assessment, context awareness, a lightweight architecture, and adap-
tation, can pertinently overcome the lackings identified in the existing ISRM
approaches and conventional security controls. Based on this criteria, in
Article-2 [27], we proposed a conceptual adaptive security model as shown
in the Figure 4.2. It was suggested that the things-generated events could
be used to monitor the environmental influence or changes experienced by
individual infrastructural elements (things). The captured influence can be
analyzed by an Analyzer component with appropriate event correlation and
context awareness capabilities to investigate potential threats in a holistic
context. Furthermore, it was suggested that the Adapter component should
not just adapt new security changes, but should decide an optimal miti-
gation action to ensure that factors affected by adaptation, e.g. user and
QoS requirements, are appropriately addressed. The model proposition was
built on the concept security event management (SEM) [88] which itself is an
event-driven approach towards real-time security monitoring. The model
extends the SEM concept further to accommodate adaptation.

In Article-3 [29], we extended the conceptual model and provided the
details design specifications and methods of how adaptive security can be
achieved in IoT by exploiting the event-driven architecture (EDA) concept
[93]. The objective was to suggest an event-driven adaptive security model
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Figure 4.2: A conceptual view of the proposed adaptive security model (En-
hanced)

(EDAS) that can observe, analyze and react to any security event. Thus,
the model proposed had a holistic security view. The research approach
used in this study is depicted in Figure 4.3. Article-3 was focused on two
significant problems related to security adaptation modeling in IoT. They
are highlighted as follows:

i) Real-time Security Monitoring and Analysis: How to monitor and
collect security changes in real-time and analyzed the potential threat
in a holistic context?

ii) Security Adaptation: How can the analyzed information be used to
adapt security settings such that user and service preferences are ap-
propriately addressed?

This first problem was approached by utilizing complex event process-
ing (CEP) methods in an event-driven architecture style [93]. CEP aims to
monitor, filter, classify, normalize and correlate system (thing) generated
events in time and space to investigate a situation. As an example, the
Open Source Security Information Management (OSSIM) [11] was used to
illustrate how event monitoring and analysis can be employed in EDAS.
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Figure 4.3: Article 3 Research Approach

Context awareness was demonstrated with an OSSIM correlation directive
example to explain how individual events can be analyzed in a relation-
ship, or in other words extended context, to investigate a potential threat
scenario. It should be noticed that we intended to provide an open architec-
tural approach where any appropriate event monitoring and analysis meth-
ods could be utilized.

The adaptation concern was addressed by proposing a novel security
adaptation ontology. The ontology contained the necessary vocabulary, such
as user and QoS requirements, device capabilities, security mechanisms,
properties, and metrics, for deciding optimal mitigation response against
the threat faced. The ontology, as shown in Figure 4.4 was projected as a
runtime knowledge base that can be accessed in real-time during the deci-
sion process, shown in Figure 4.5. The proposed ontology ensures that the
same knowledge, entities, members, properties, and relationships, modeled
in the design-time can be readily used at run-time as it also addresses any
changes that may arise during execution. Furthermore, an attack defense
scenario in IoT-eHealth context was presented and detailed to comprehend
the model illustration in a possible adverse scenario.

4.3 Solution Demonstration and Feasibility

Although, the ability of the proposed model to adapt to an adverse situation
has been abstractly examined using a case study in Article-3 [29], its feasi-
bility as a real-world artifact and its advantages over traditional security
controls has yet to be investigated. To accomplish this purpose, the follow-
ing question was examined.

Research Question-3: To what extent is the proposed model feasible in real-
world scenarios?

Relevant Article:
Article-4: WAQAS AMAN AND EINAR SNEKKENES. EDAS: An Evaluation
Prototype for Autonomic Event Driven Adaptive Security in the Internet of
Things. Future Internet, 7(3). Pages 225–256, July 2015. [30].
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Figure 4.4: EDAS Adaptation Ontology

Figure 4.5: Adaptation Decision Process
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In Article-4 [30], the proposed model EDAS was demonstrated and evalu-
ated as a real-world technical artifact,i.e. as a solution prototype. The re-
search methods used in this study were system prototyping that realized a
confidentiality-availability trade-off case study and analytical analysis to as-
sess the overall feasibility of the proposed model as an architectural concept.
The primary concerns investigated in this article were:

• What are the architectural strengths and limitations of EDAS as a real-
world artifact?

• As a security architecture, how feasible is the EDAS concept and its
adaptation loop if compared with the architectures related to tradi-
tional security controls?

This article explained the architectural schema of the EDAS prototype
and provided its implemented specifications as a component-based model
(CBA) [124]. A layered view of the prototype architecture can be seen in
Figure 4.6. A description of the software and hardware tools used in the
prototype development can be found in the related article. Technical details
of the model’s major component, i.e. the event sources (things), monitor,
analyzer, and adapter, as well as their sub-components and corresponding
input/output interfaces were also described.

Many significant insights have been developed from the prototyping ac-
tivity. For instance, it was realized that event attributes can offer valuable
and complete information for threat analysis. They contain the essential de-
tails about an event, such as the timestamps, type, severity levels, the gener-
ating process, user and device information, etc. These are critical attributes
necessary for context-aware analysis as they provide primitive and com-
plete information about the who, when, what, where, and how of an event
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concerning a security change. Moreover, it was realized that the potential
security events, if considered as the various steps towards a compromise sit-
uation, can be correlated with each other over a time span to assess whether
they may yield to a probable risk. Thus, an event-driven analysis can be
used to predict possible attacks and can take proactive measures. Therefore,
the EDA approach enables us to combine attack prediction techniques to
make the assessment of a risk context more reliable.

As an event-driven [93] and a component-based model [124], EDAS of-
fers the flexibility that its components can be distributed over the network.
In the context of healthcare, this flexibility enables the regional hospitals and
their analysts (or analysis engines) to focus on their unique threat landscape
and associated concerns.

Furthermore, computation resources needed for monitoring, analysis and
adaptation are incorporated in a remote resource-full server. Therefore, things
or event sources are only subjected to generation and communication of
events. These tasks are already performed as built-in services in most things.
Hence, the lightweight complexity attribute identified in the ISRM criteria
discussed in Section 4.1 is addressed at the architectural level. The things
have only to perform the local execution of the mitigation response sent by
the remote Adaptation Engine, as a adaptation action request, to a Local
Adopter which is merely a string parser and API caller.

A comprehensive analytical discussion was also presented on how EDAS
can provide a dynamic real-time autonomous risk management platform
that ensures a context aware as well as preference and capability-based se-
curity adaptation. This review validated that EDAS, as an architecture,
fully complies with the ISRM criteria and requirements identified in the ini-
tial study in Article-1 [28]. Furthermore, Article-4 [30] provided a detailed
discussion on various architectural aspects of EDAS, such as the architec-
ture’s self-protection; event communication; its adaptation scope; the way
the model can be utilized in the protection against the advanced persistent
threats (APT); and, how it can be employed in other prospective IoT system
architectures. Exploring these aspects enable the readers to recognize and
evaluate the concept of EDAS and its features inclusively in a big picture.

This study also investigate EDAS as an architectural solution and com-
pares it with traditional engineered security controls in the IoT-eHealth con-
text. The details can be found in [30] however, a tabular description is pro-
vided in Table 4.1 as an overview. The legends (++) implies that an attribute
is positively qualified or supported, a (+) indicates partial qualification or
support of the attribute suggesting that there is certain design dependency
involved, and (-) indicates the attribute is not supported by a particular can-
didate.
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4.3 SOLUTION DEMONSTRATION AND FEASIBILITY

Attribute EDAS Host Endpoint Agent-Based Centralized Distributed
Ex

ec
ut

io
n

Interoperability ++ - - - ++ ++
Reliability ++ - - - - ++
Usability ++ + + - - -
Latency + ++ ++ + + +
Throughput ++ + + + + +

Se
cu

ri
ty Security ++ + + + + ++

Monitoring Scope ++ + + + + +
Adaptability ++ - - - - -
Threat Detection Accuracy ++ + + + + ++

D
es

ig
n Simplicity + ++ ++ + + +

Extensibility ++ - - + + +
Maintainability + ++ + + + +

Su
pp

or
t Supportability ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Testability + ++ ++ + + +

Table 4.1: EDAS vs. Conventional Security Artifacts

The feasibility of EDAS had been thoroughly validated from technical
architecture viewpoint in Article-4 [30]. However, its evaluation was ex-
tended further to investigate how effectively it can manage the trade-offs
in the concerning adaptation decisions. This issue was captured in the last
research question as follows:
Research Question-4: How and to what extent does the adaptation loop of
the proposed model add value to autonomic risk management in the IoT?

Relevant Article:
Article-5: WAQAS AMAN AND EINAR SNEKKENES. Managing Security Trade-
offs in the Internet of Things Using Adaptive Security. In the Tenth In-
ternational Conference for Internet Technology and Secured Transactions
(ICITST-2015), London UK, 2015. Pages 362–368. [31]

A case study based approach was utilized in this study, which evaluated
six eHealth-related scenarios. The scenarios were developed such that they
reflected adverse situations in various operational contexts and any decision
to mitigate the corresponding risk involved one or more trade-offs.

The related research question is approached categorically in two steps
that are captured as sub-questions given below:

i) What typical trade-off situations exist in the IoT?

ii) To what extent does the EDAS adaptive security loop add value to au-
tonomic risk management in the IoT?

These sub-questions were approached by proposing a scenario-based
method towards adaptive security, as shown in the Figure 4.7. This method
provides a two-phased approach and aims to identify, structure and eval-
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4. RESEARCH ARTICLES SUMMARY

Brinstorm Trade-off 
Scenarios

Identify Event 
Sources

Determine the 
Trade-off Metrics

Recognize 
Conflicting ScenariosModel the Scenario

Phase 1 - Scenario Eliciation and Evaluation

Phase 2 - Scenario Modeling

Identify Supported 
Adaptable Actions

Figure 4.7: The proposed scenario-based method towards Adaptive Security

uate the knowledge necessary to realize potential security trade-off situa-
tions in EDAS. The trade-off represents a compromise between two or more
runtime system attributes or metrics that may be negatively or positively
influenced by realizing an adaptation response in a given scenario.

This study led to the conclusion that the proposed scenario-based method
can be a useful tool for the analysts, architects, and developers to recognize
and assess pre-development requirements, such as the trade-off metrics,
conflicts and their resolution mechanisms, and development paradigms. It
was also suggested that the method could be used as an implementation
guideline for the developers as it highlights and structures the knowledge
required to be implemented in EDAS related architectures.

Moreover, by using this method, it was made evident that EDAS evalu-
ates all the potential trade-offs, including security and non-security runtime
objectives, e.g. confidentiality, usability, availability, memory, and energy
usage, while adaptation decisions are reviewed. These objectives are con-
sidered as utility metrics and are derived from the contextual requirements
in the IoT ecosystem, i.e., the user preferences, QoS requirements, and the
things available resources, in a particular operational context in which the
scenario has occurred. For each possible adaptation response, EDAS evalu-
ate these metrics and choose the one that has the maximum utility in a given
threat scenario. Hence, this study validated the assumption that EDAS al-
ways takes an optimal trade-off decision while it adapts as it assesses all
the potential runtime factors that can be affected by a decision. The vali-
dation was performed using arbitrary utilities for selected scenarios. A few
concerns, such as utility assessment and architectural constraints were also
explicated.
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Chapter 5

Research Contributions

This chapters details the contributions of this thesis as the DSRM artifacts
highlighted in Table 3.1(Chapter 1). They are grouped into models, instan-
tiations, method, and constructs as defined in [90].The ISRM requirements
identified and gap analysis extracted from the related literature are used
as constructs to build the proposed models. A prototype, as the EDAS in-
stance, and an evaluation method are then developed to assess the feasibil-
ity of the proposed models, i.e. the adaptive security model, EDAS, and the
adaptation ontology model. The assessment involved multiple IoT-eHealth
scenarios that are developed to support the demonstration and evaluation
activities. The relationship between the contributions is depicted in Figure
5.1.

- ISRM Requirements
- Trends & Gaps

- Adaptive Security Model
- The Adaptation Ontology 

Model

- Prototype
- Evaluation Method

IoT-eHealth Scenarios

prompt

Evaluate

support

Article 1

Article 2 and 3 Article 4 and 5

Article 3, 4 and 5

Figure 5.1: Contributions Relationship
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5. RESEARCH CONTRIBUTIONS

5.1 Requirements, Trends and Gap Analysis

A comprehensive list of requirements is identified, collected and analyzed
to understand the infrastructural, security and risk management essentials
of IoT. These requirements have not been reviewed in a collective manner in
the IoT before this study. From a risk management viewpoint, recognizing
these essentials enable us to understand and evaluate: what infrastructural
assets in the operational environment need protection?; what are the nec-
essary security services to ensure protection?; and what may be the funda-
mental attributes of a potential adaptive risk management solution that can
effectively oversee the security issues in the IoT at the infrastructural level?
Furthermore, current literature is evaluated based on the identified require-
ments as a baseline. This assessment offers the opportunity to understand
and analyze the current approaches, i.e. their strengths and weaknesses,
and to what extent can they be a fit in the IoT. Moreover, the analyzed gaps
enable the interested researchers to direct their study and focus on the in-
vestigation of related paradigms.

In the corresponding study Article-1 [28], made in the eHealth context,
it was concluded that the identified services and functionalities are needed
to be employed at the patient side to increase patient satisfaction and to
encourage technology adoption. Also, it was recommended that security
should not be limited to confidentiality and authentication. Related criti-
cal services, that directly or indirectly influence security, such as availabil-
ity, alarm generation, and identity management, should also be investigated
and modeled to ensure a more reliable and secure IoT-driven services. Fur-
thermore, it was concluded that the studied ISRM models are not feasible
for a real-time IoT-based service, as the majority of them are on-demand ap-
proaches and lack context-aware analysis, which does not qualify the major
characteristics of IoT [123]. Such a complex environment with active partici-
pants necessitate a dynamic, context-aware, lightweight and adaptive ISRM
solution to improvise effective protection.

5.2 The EDAS Model

The proposed event-driven adaptive security model, EDAS, aims to over-
come the shortcomings of the existing traditional security and ISRM ap-
proaches. It provides an architectural approach towards dynamic, real-time,
context-aware adaptive security solution that have a minimal processing
burden on the resource-constrained things in the IoT. Existing architectural
approaches, i.e, event-driven (EDA) [93] and component-based (CBA) [124]
architectures, are utilized to address the adaptation problem. At the time of
proposal, it was the first time that the feasibility of an EDA was evaluated
thoroughly, particularly in IoT for adaptive security purposes. The EDA
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5.2 THE EDAS MODEL

approach has been studied in Security Event Monitoring (SEM) solutions
[11, 32, 83], however, SEM has not been investigated further to the address
autonomous adaptation, particularly in IoT scenarios.

EDAS suggests a risk-driven security assessment approach. The EDA
mechanism provides essential knowledge for the risk to be determined, which
includes the assets, critical events, and their impact in time and space. A
comprehensive list of prospective event monitoring and analysis methods
have been identified in Article-3 [29] which can be utilized in EDAS. More-
over, all the major pre-development [31] and implementation [30] details
have been explicated.

Below are some of the key facts that reflect how EDAS, as an event-
driven and component model, offers a more reliable and practical security
architecture for IoT-based services than its counterparts:

• EDAS fulfills the adaptation system attributes recommended by IBM
[62] and [59]. In information security perspective, EDAS provides/can
provide:

– A self-configuring platform as it can change a security compo-
nent on the fly. For instance, autonomously changing an encryp-
tion or routing algorithms to another.

– A self-optimizing tool as it can tune current or adapt new pa-
rameters of a security component, e.g. adapting key lengths or
password types.

– A self-healing mechanism as it monitors and reacts to disruption
related events by considering them as changes affecting availabil-
ity.

– A self-protection and self-aware mechanism if its EDAS Platform
is considered a critical event source. By doing so, it can monitor
itself thus, becomes self-aware, and can respond to any adverse
events within itself, therefore, ensures self-protection. This no-
tion is further detailed in Article-4 [30].

– A context-aware analysis by observing and assessing all the po-
tential security context offered by thing-generated primitive events.
The event correlation ensures risk analysis in a more extended
context. Furthermore, it offers a context-aware optimal adap-
tation as all the necessary contextual requirements, such as op-
erational environment, user preferences, QoS requirements and
thing resources are evaluated.

• EDAS provides a holistic adaptive security approach:

– Conventional security controls and the studied ISRM approaches
implement fixed and static mitigation approaches. They imple-
ment a particular pre-defined security mechanisms even if other
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choices exist, and react to a risk faced manually with an only
focus of asset protection without assessing other runtime objec-
tives. EDAS takes a dynamic trade-off adaptation action, there-
fore, addresses risk mitigation in an efficient manner.

– Unlike conventional controls that focus on a particular security
services, such as confidentiality, etc., EDAS aims to observe any
security-related changes whether they correspond to confiden-
tiality, intrusions, errors, or resource consumption, etc.

– Most of the traditional controls emphasize inbound traffic, such
as Firewalls or intrusion prevention system (IPS), and thus, lack
to analyze outbound communications and activities [45]. EDAS
focuses on the basic unit of change, event, irrespective of the di-
rection and activity type. Hence, it encompasses a broader threat
landscape.

– Fundamentally, EDAS implements detective and reactive approaches.
However, if events are characterized as distinct steps towards
a particular threat context, then with appropriate analysis tech-
niques, such as behavioral and statistical approaches, it can be
utilized to predict threats and can respond to them proactively.

• As IoT is driven by lightweight sensory things, embedding traditional
controls, like anti-malware, etc., locally in a thing might not be feasi-
ble. EDAS utilizes minimal resources at a thing level. The monitoring,
analysis, and adaptation processes are suggested to be performed on
an enterprise server. The event sources (things) are only required to
communicate the events they generate and adopt the adaptation in-
struction it receives. These are trivial tasks and require only nominal
resources.

• From a system architecture point of view, specifically as an event-
driven and component model, EDAS inherits loose coupling among
the components which ensures reusability, extensibility and flexibility
in development and deployment. EDAS automated adaptation loop
enables prompt response to the risk faced hence, increases the over-
all throughput. Furthermore, to address the IoT heterogeneity, the
architecture is made independent of any hardware or software spec-
ifications used in the monitored environment. Its only concern is the
thing-generated event. Thus irrespective of the underlying platform,
as long as a particular thing can generate and communicate events, it
can be managed by the EDAS. This fact also lead us to the hypothe-
sis that EDAS can be utilized in similar IoT-based smart ecosystems,
such as Smart Grids, Smart Cities, and Vehicular networks, etc., where
things can trigger, convey, and react to events about the changes they
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experience. These tasks are commonly employed as an out-of-the-box
event logging utility in almost all objects and is used for troubleshoot-
ing purposes. However, the conjecture of EDAS application has yet to
be evaluated with appropriate domain specific information.

5.3 The Runtime Security Adaptation Ontology

The presence of heterogeneous and mobile elements make the IoT environ-
ment considerably volatile, frequently changing, and complex. Therefore,
it is challenging to capture the runtime security requirements in such a dy-
namic and multivariate environment while the security system is being de-
signed [58]. The proposed runtime ontology fills this gap by exploiting the
requirements analysis and design-time knowledge during execution. It or-
ganizes and relates the contextual knowledge among things, users and secu-
rity such that it can be accessed and modified during execution. Therefore,
it reduces the time and effort needed in a design to product transition, as
it provides a common platform for designers and developers to address a
problem at the same level of development. Furthermore, this ontological
approach provides a basis to model the semantics of the heterogeneous ob-
jects in universal format [134] thus, appropriately suits the IoT ecosystems.

Consisting of three knowledge domains, i.e. user, device (or thing), and
security, the proposed ontology contains the concerning vocabulary that ad-
dresses all the potential contextual information and requirements. The on-
tology further realizes the corresponding domain requirements as the con-
cerning utility metrics that enable the system to always decide an optimum
trade-off decision.

5.4 Trade-offs Evaluation Method

The proposed trade-off evaluation method provides a tool for the analysts
and developers to assess the various trade-offs involved in an adverse situ-
ation. The method utilizes a scenario-based approach to recognize, assess,
and realize the trade-offs and related knowledge in an event-driven adap-
tive security system. It serves two objectives. Firstly, it identifies the poten-
tial trade-offs, conflicting scenarios, critical assets and corresponding events,
and the supported adaptable actions in a particular threat scenario. Hence, it
gathers and evaluates the knowledge necessary for system adaptation. Sec-
ondly, it emphasizes on the realization of the knowledge extracted by using
the system (EDAS) schema, and highlights the relationship of individual el-
ements in the knowledge domain, which further evaluates the knowledge.

The method can be used as pre-development platform where both the
analyst and developers can evaluate adaptation essentials. Moreover, the
knowledge realization provides a guideline for the developers as it can it
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identify the different calls and procedures required during risk analysis,
which further enables the developers to determine and utilize the appro-
priate development mechanisms and resources. The typical trade-offs that
have been evaluated using this method includes, confidentiality, authentica-
tion, up-time (availability) efficiency, resource usage (energy and memory),
accessibility, memorability, ease of use, and distress. Assessing these trade-
offs provides an evidence that the proposed method is able to identify and
evaluate security as well as usability and QoS related concerns in adaptation
and thus, further evaluates the feasibility of EDAS.

Existing scenario-based evaluation approaches, for instance, [25, 77, 78,
85], either evaluates on quality attributes in software or system architec-
tures, focus only on security attributes, or assess different approaches. The
proposed method aims to address all the potential metrics in a trade-off
whether they are security, user, performance or other architectural concerns.
Moreover, the concerning knowledge is evaluated in a runtime perspective,
i.e. what adaptation knowledge exist and how can it be realized during
adaptation. Thus, the proposed method adds value to the realization and
development of the artifact.

5.5 The EDAS Prototype

The developed prototype provides a proof of concept and explains the tech-
nical specifications of the EDAS model. The system design is built as a
component-based model [124] that enables the proposed design to provide
simplicity, extendability, independence, and reusability in the architectural
components [95]. The prototype design details the design specifications of
the major components, i.e. event source, monitor, analyzer, and adapter.
These components were further decomposed into functional components
with essential input and output interfaces to address the necessary objec-
tives. Furthermore, a layered view consisting of application, processing, and
data communication layers is also provided that gives a conceptual view of
the system and enable the reader to understand the design at the infrastruc-
tural level. The Alienvault’s Open Source Security Information Manage-
ment (OSSIM) [11] was employed as an event collection and analysis plat-
form in the IoT-eHealth context. However, the event source (a body temper-
ature sensor), its local modules, its monitors (plugins), the event correlation
rules and directives, and the adaptation modules were all custom devel-
opments tested in a developed adverse confidentiality-availability trade-off
scenario.
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5.6 The Case Study and Scenarios

A case study-based approach is used to evaluate and realize the feasibility
of the proposed model. The case study reflected an IoT-eHealth arrange-
ment. It describes a setting where a patient, utilizing various medical re-
lated sensors and equipment, is monitored from a remote hospital location.
Numerous scenarios in different operational contexts,e.g. in home, hospital,
and outdoor environments, were developed that described various acciden-
tal and intentional adverse security situations. These scenarios describe the
utilization of various things and how can they become a target in the IoT, the
typical trade-offs involved in potential adaptation decision, and provides
a basis for a step-by-step system demonstration.Table 5.1 highlights these
scenarios, their purpose, and the articles in which they appeared.

Scenario Description Purpose Appeared in
Repeated Password attempts Adaptation illustration and Trade-off assessment Article 3 and 5
Charging-Discharging of a sensor battery Prototype implementation Article 4
Resource optimization during mobility System Modeling, Trade-off assessment

Article 5

Max. Confidentiality in Possible Intrusions System Modeling, Trade-off assessment
Handling a thing Compromise Trade-off ilustration
Physician Account Compromise Trade-off Illustration
Service Unavailability Trade-off assessment

Table 5.1: IoT-eHealth Scenarios
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Chapter 6

Limitations and Future Work

The theme of the proposed model, EDAS, is to observe, analyze and react
to security changes at the infrastructural level. With such a broad scope, it
was challenging to propose and investigate the specific methods and tool
required for all the major components in this thesis tenure. This thesis only
evaluates the feasibility of adaptive security from an operational architec-
ture viewpoint in a particular application area, i.e. eHealth, and emphasize
mainly the adaptation part as it was not properly addressed in the IoT.

Therefore, EDAS, as an early stage development, needs to be further in-
vestigated to explore some of its limitations and concerns. This chapter de-
tails a few major issues, such as architectural constraints and operational
concerns, that are still to be explored for EDAS. The following sections de-
scribe these concerns and provide initial observations that can be further
pursued to make EDAS a more reliable and robust solution for IoT security.

6.1 Architectural Dependencies

EDAS is based on the assumption that every monitored thing in the IoT-
ecosystem has already an event framework. The event framework is the
primary pre-requisite in EDAS-based security adaptation. This facility is
usually built in a thing as a troubleshooting, logging, and debugging tool.
For example, being critical to human life, it is a vital component in body sen-
sors to keep track of their operational reliability. However, in some cases,
this utility might not be a design priority. Also, some objects are shipped
with a single security mechanism, e.g. the encryption algorithm AES-256.
In these situations, adaptation may not be practical as they cannot be moni-
tored due to the absence of the event framework or are not adapted appro-
priately because of the inflexibility of the security component. To overcome
these challenges, various middleware approaches can be added to the EDAS
design. They can offer context-awareness and security components as ser-
vices to the monitored things having the mentioned lacking.
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6.2 Extending the Case Study

As an event-based solution, EDAS only focuses on the security-related events
irrespective of underlying software or hardware specifications of a moni-
tored thing. This notion led to the hypothesis that EDAS can be utilized
in any IoT-based environment where things can generate and communi-
cate events when they experience a related change. However, to validate
the mentioned hypothesis, EDAS has to be further investigated in other
IoT-driven systems. Due to the variations in the service architectures of
some IoT-based systems, such as the IoT-based smart grids, the EDAS model
may further be customized to meet targeted service or architectural require-
ments. Hence, the test scenarios have to be further extended, as for now
only eHealth scenarios were evaluated. Such attempts will make the pro-
posed model an inclusive solution for the IoT, particularly in the Internet of
Service scenarios.

6.3 Scalability

EDAS provides a component-based architecture (CBA) which aims to de-
compose the functionality so that simplicity can be achieved. However, IoT
is a progressive concept and envisions to accommodate future technologies.
Therefore, the more things we have in the monitored environment, the more
events will be generated, and therefore, more components and resources
will be required. This may result in a scalability issue which is not addressed
in this thesis. Being based on CBA, EDAS inherently solve this problem by
offering the distribution of the processes and services as mentioned in Ar-
ticle [30]. However, the extent to which it is scalable still requires a thor-
ough study. A good starting point to approach a potential solution will be
to recognize: the event generation in normal and peak timings, how are the
events communicated, i.e. best effort, guaranteed or secure delivery, event
retention time, how frequently do the EDAS major components interact with
each other. Understanding these and related concerns may provide vital in-
formation based on which the scalability concerns can be addressed, and
will make EDAS a more reliable model from an architectural viewpoint.

6.4 Security Metrics

This thesis utilizes security metrics in two stages. First, during risk analysis
when the secondary event context is investigated for the possible threats and
corresponding risk exposure is quantified. Risk quantification is based on
risk metrics, such as the event source, the event type, its importance, time,
and frequency. Secondly, when adaptation actions are evaluated which was
the prime focus of this research. Metrics at this stage are referred to as the
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utility metrics and are derived from contextual requirements. They reflect
the goodness of an action in a particular scenario. Although an integral
part of the security process, this thesis has only exploited security metrics
in adaptation illustration, as modeling new ones was not the thesis main
objective. However, it is suggested that these metrics, particularly the util-
ity metrics, need to be rigorously decomposed and classified to capture the
actual requirements and to approach adaptation more realistically. Further-
more, the metric assessment in adaptation requires a more validated theory
as the effectiveness of the proposed utility-based metric assessment is not
properly evaluated.
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Chapter 7

An Empirical Research on InfoSec Risk
Management in IoT-based eHealth

Abstract

Enabling the healthcare infrastructure with Internet of Things (IoT)
will significantly improve quality of service, reduce the costs and effi-
ciently manage remote and mobile patients. To be efficacious, IoT and
eHealth infrastructure essentials as well as their associated security and
privacy issues should be thoroughly recognized to effectively manage
the InfoSec risks involved. Unfortunately, there has been a potential
lack of research comprehensively addressing these issues jointly while
InfoSec risk management solutions are devised for IoT-based eHealth.
In this paper, we have highlighted the necessary knowledge while ap-
proaching InfoSec risk management in IoT-eHealth as per a standard
process, assessed it against standard and proposed requirements and
identified the current trends and gaps to set directions for future re-
search.

Keywords - Internet of Things (IoT); Remote Patient Monitoring;
Risk Management; Security & Privacy; eHealth.

7.1 Introduction

Internet of Things (IoT) is a global internet architecture connecting various
wired and wireless technologies designed to meet specific objectives [43].
Beside its anticipated benefits in various private and business domains, en-
abling IoT in welfare spheres, such as healthcare, will greatly facilitate the
society as a whole. A patient can now be monitored remotely in a con-
tinuous fashion thus making the health services more mobile, extendable
and effective. Though offering a great deal of benefits, IoT is still facing a
number of critical challenges such as networking, security and privacy, QoS,
standardization, etc., which needs to be sorted out and yet remain open[2].
Among these challenges, the most threatening are the security and privacy
concerns. Connecting diverse technologies may lead to new threats with
much grander risk of security. These threats become more drastic when
considered in the context of a continuous service, such as healthcare, where
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the concern is not limited to a patient’s privacy but, there is a threat to the
breach of trust, leading to the exploitation of a welfare service.

Standards, guidelines and good practices concerning InfoSec Risk Man-
agement (ISRM), such as ISO 27005, NIST, CRAMM, ISACA RiskIT, etc.,
recommend to approach ISRM in a methodological fashion, i.e., understand
the target business function, service or system, identify the security and pri-
vacy (S&P) concerns and threats, analyze the risk faced, and manage the
risk to reduce it to an acceptable level. To qualify this process, IoT-driven
eHealth as a continuous real-time service will need an intelligent security
system that can dynamically predict and estimate the risk faced and mit-
igating it autonomously to be more resilient and adaptable in the face of
changing security threats [1]. A number of architectural designs, security
issues, risk management (RM) models and surveys are presented concern-
ing eHealth [2, 8, 13, 14, 26, 43]. However, such studies are either focused
on the mentioned individual topics, target a specific technology or presents
abstract modeling. Hence, there is a lack of literature that provides a holistic
study of the related topics as per the standard RM process to approach ISRM
in IoT-based eHealth.

In this paper, we will highlight IoT-eHealth infrastructure essentials, the
associated S&P issues and will explore various ISRM approaches to estab-
lish an understanding of how ISRM can be modeled in IoT driven eHealth.
Existing literature is evaluated against standard and projected requirements
and current trends and gaps are identified. We identified that the current
system and S&P modeling are focused only on the primitive requirements
and is done in an empirical manner. Whereas vital operations, key sys-
tem components and necessary S&P services are overlooked. Suitability
of various ISRM models and methods is explored and it was concluded
that most of them have a subjective influence which makes them difficult
to be adopted in a dynamic-real-time environments and lacks intelligent
risk analysis and management capabilities, such as context awareness and
self-adaptation, which are deemed to be essential for IoT driven eHealth[1].
We strongly believe that this contribution will provide a reference point for
future researchers and will enable them to understand the requirements,
challenges, options, methods and techniques necessary to consider while
approaching ISRM in IoT driven eHealth.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: In Section 7.2, an overview
of the related work will be highlighted. Section 7.3 will elaborate the current
literature highlighting architectural designs, S&P services, issues and threats
and modeling security risks in the perspective of IoT-based eHealth. In Sec-
tion 7.4, evaluation of the current literature will be highlighted by aligning
them with a set of standard and proposed requirements. In Section 7.5, cur-
rent trends and gaps will be identified by discussing the evaluated knowl-
edge. Finally, concluding remarks and future research endeavors will be
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underlined in Section 7.6.

7.2 Related Work

A summary of related efforts concerning IoT, remote eHealth, associated se-
curity challenges and ISRM modeling are highlighted in this section. The
goal is to identify and converse the reviews which are aligned with the
theme of ISRM and related topics in IoT-based eHealth.

A detailed description of networking and architectural characteristics of
ubiquitous computing used for remote patient monitoring (RPM) is pre-
sented in [19]. Sunil et al. discuss the use of mobile networks and the utiliza-
tion of their mobility features in RPM. 3G and 4G networks characteristics
were compared and it was showed that 4G can provide magnified advan-
tages in terms of QoS. QoS requirements concerning wireless networks were
highlighted and respective suggestions were discussed to overcome some of
the current shortcomings.

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) play a vital role in remote eHealth
setup. They enable the notion of a continuous monitoring in remote patient
monitoring systems (RPMS). Murad et al.[33] stressed that preventive secu-
rity measures are not sufficient for WSNs due to the presence of an internal
attacker. They provided a comprehensive survey of different intrusion de-
tection systems (IDS) categorizing rule, data mining, statistical and game
theoretic based techniques as detective measures to comprehend internal
and network attacks dynamically thus enabling a second layer of defense to
preventive measures. Similar work is also done in[17] [6].

Latré et al.[20] discussed the importance of Wireless Body Area Network
(WBAN) and its applications in remote monitoring of various diseases. Po-
sitioning of the WBAN in a RPMS setup is detailed and it is argued that
most of the current research is focused on the extra-WBAN communication.
Available MAC and Network layer protocols were highlighted and it was
suggested that new MAC layer protocols need to be design to accommodate
patient mobility. Latré et al. reasoned the current issues like QoS, usability
and security are more studied in the WSN and should also be examined in
WBAN being a more healthcare focused technology as compared to WSN.
The survey however was more emphasized on the networking protocols.

A systematic literature review on S&P issues in an Electronic Health
Record (EHR) system is presented in[12]. Literature appraisal was based
on the requirements defined in ISO 27799 standard related to achieving se-
curity goals through cryptographic techniques, HR security measures, such
as training and awareness, and its alignment with compliance and regula-
tory requirements. Luis et al. concluded that though most of the studies do
explicate security controls but are not really implemented in health sectors.
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A detail survey on IoT is given in[2]. Atzori et al. explain IoT from three
different perspectives: Things, Internet and Semantics and converse its over-
lapping and diverse nature. Different technologies, such as Middleware,
WSN, RFID, etc., are recognized to review their possibilities in enabling ef-
fective IoT. Extended opportunities of IoT in different application areas are
explored and their benefits are traversed. Furthermore, a list of open issues,
such as, security, privacy, networking, standardization, QoS and data in-
tegrity was highlighted and suggested to be researched to make IoT a more
mature and promising technology.

To perform effective risk analysis, it is a difficult task to select the ap-
propriate Risk Analysis (RA) methodology [42]. Vorster and Labuschagne
presented a framework of evaluating RM methodologies to assist the busi-
ness managers in selecting an appropriate method to conduct RA within an
organization. A five-point common criterion was used for the comparison.
A similar approach is also taken by [5] where RA methodologies were classi-
fied based on the involvement of risk analysts or stakeholders and the execu-
tion nature of the steps used in the RA process. RA methodologies can also
be classified into two groups based on the approach adopted–Traditional:
where a methodology have a subjective influence of the stakeholder in-
volved and risk is analyzed by the appraisers; Contemporary: where risk is
estimated based on the target system behavior by inspecting the events it
creates, testing it and validating it with formal methods[29].

7.3 Approaches, Concepts & Issues

This section presents an overview of the current literature in accordance
with the standard ISRM process. The selected literature encompasses sys-
tems overview, S&P services and threats and ISRM modeling approaches
which are necessary to be understood while impending ISRM in IoT driven
eHealth. A depiction of the literature organization in line with the standard
ISRM guideline is shown in Table 7.1.

Table 7.1: Literature Organization & Standard ISRM Process

Standard ISRM Process Literature Organization

Scope Identification

IoT-eHealth Infrastructure
– System Overview & Functions
– Key Assets
– Comm. Medium

S&P Services/Threats S&P Modeling
– Threats & Security Services Modeling

Analyzing & Managing Risks Modeling InfoSec Risks
– Methods, Models & Frameworks for handling IoT-eHealth Risks
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7.3.1 IoT-eHealth Infrastructure

IoT-based eHealth can be referred to as the global internet of wired and
wireless technologies placed to monitor remote and mobile patients. Be-
sides monitoring, patients can also be supervised over the internet and re-
sponse to emergency situations can be made in a timely manner with the
required aid. The infrastructure includes wearable sensors which collect
various physiological sensed data from the patient as biosignals, forwards
it to a smart device, such as a smartphone or tablet. Biosignals are filtered
and are sent to a remote hospital site via mobile network or internet where
the medical staff further investigate them and prescribe the patient accord-
ingly. This concept is also portrayed in[28] in which Otto et al.explained a
heart patient scenario while presenting their RMPS. A similar model is also
described in[31] in which the proposed system, Tele Health Care, is used
to monitor blood pressure and heart rate of a remote patient. In abnormal
situations the patient is alerted with an alarm and a SMS is sent to the cor-
responding doctor for instant response. Ambulatory and emergency situa-
tions are also discussed. However, Rajan et al. did not discuss the notion of
false alerts which may cause panic on both the patient and doctor sides.

Suh et al. proposed a RPMS, WANDA, for monitoring congestive heart
failure patients[39]. The system is composed of three tiers: sensors, web
and back end databases. Mobility is provided through the use of a smart-
phone carried by a patient. Via Bluetooth the biosignals are transmitted to a
smartphone from the sensors and are sent to the second tier through GSM,
3G and/or Internet for further investigations. Health status can be accessed
either by using the smartphone or the web services. The database tier is
used only for backup and recovery procedures assisted with offline backup
schedulers.

Based on the fact that a TV is still the most convenient way of interaction
among the older adults, Santos et al. presented a TV based solution, CareBox,
for RPM[35]. CareBox processes the vital signs only locally. Sensor data is
sent to the monitoring unit attached to a TV where the patient can have a
look at to his health status displayed on TV. The communication layer of the
system is designed to support various protocols and technologies. A VoIP
client is used where a patient can connect to a doctor for a video meeting. A
survey form is programmed into the TV, which asks health related questions
from the patient and can be sent upon submission to the doctor site via an
internet connection.

Scacht et al. proposed Fontane[36]. In Fontane, medical data sensed by
various sensors are transmitted to a home broker via Bluetooth. The home
broker, implemented in a smartphone, sends the processed data to a tele-
medicine center (TMC) using GSM or UMTS. The live medical data received
in the TMC is recorded as the patient’s EHR. A J2EE–based SaPiMa module
is used at the TMC to ensure EHR interoperability. Medical professionals
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can access the EHRs via the internet to review health status. Based on spe-
cific prioritization rules set by a doctor, the system can review orders for the
patients.

Sneha et al.[37] provided a comprehensive set of requirements for RPMS
and suggested a three-step framework for RMPS: Sensing the vital signs,
Analyzing them and if an anomaly is found, the analysis report is transmit-
ted to the concerned site. A PDA equipped with different agents responsible
for various tasks such as location update, collection and processing of vi-
tal signs, alarm generation, updating EHR and storage of personal data are
utilized. These agents use ontology based on Descriptive Logic (DL) and
implements various alerts and alarms as per the patient history. Sneha et
al. however, did not discuss the patient-doctor communication within their
model.

Wu et al.[44] presented an RIFD based Mobile Patient Monitoring Sys-
tem (MPMS) which they claimed to be the first of RFID driven RPMS. The
sensor part of the network is composed of wearable ring-type pulse moni-
toring tags. The sensed data from the tags are sent to a reader where it is
delivered to a smartphone via Bluetooth. The smartphone has the ability to
process and analyze the data and anomalies are shared with a remote med-
ical station. The smartphone is also equipped with a GPS, which sends out
the patient location to the medical station in case of out-door emergencies.
RFID is also used in[18] for an out-patient registration. Though, the title
reflects a MPMS but is in-fact a model to facilitate the patient’s check-in pro-
cedure in the hospital. A patient is registered into the system and an RFID
bracelet is given to him. The doctor’s PDA connects to the RFID server and
retrieves the patient information. After the personal information is read,
the corresponding patient history is extracted from the health system and
advising is done accordingly.

Van et al. proposed MobiHealth system experimented in a number of
countries [41]. In MobiHealth, the health information was transferred through
the next generation wireless networks. Van et al. argued that beside wear-
able sensors, devices such as actuators and other wearable devices can also
be integrated into the system. MobiHealth, however, was prone to major
issues of data loss and low bandwidth drawn from the experiments con-
ducted.

Kargl et al. presented a pervasive eHealth monitoring system, ReMote-
Care[16]. ReMoteCare consists of a local processing and data collection units,
which process and collect local data through sensor motes. The data is then
forwarded to a remote or local analysis unit over a communication network
through a gateway. A PC is used for local analysis from where analyzed
data can be sent to a remote processing and collection unit via SNMP for
further investigation.
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7.3.2 Security & Privacy Modeling

eHealth involves critical information exchange and requires a number of
security services to make this information reliable, confidential, available
and trustworthy. The objective of this section is to understand the threat
landscape, S&P issues and how various security services are modeled in
remote/mobile patient monitoring.

RPMSs will no doubt greatly improve the quality of healthcare. How-
ever, it still have to face a number of challenges concerning S&P. Meingast
et al.[26] discussed the issues concerning data access and storage such as
authorization, data retention and the type of data to be stored to meet pri-
vacy objectives. Regulatory requirements and conflicts among regulations
are also highlighted. They stressed that existing controls such as Role Based
Access Control (RBAC), Encryption and Authentication mechanisms should
be implemented to overcome these issues.

Extending the notion of threats posed in a MPMS, Leister et al. produced
a threat assessment report stating the critical threats faced in an MPM envi-
ronment using various scenarios [21]. Though, the main focus of the as-
sessment is on the WSNs, they have also considered the long range wire-
less communication infrastructure and the corresponding threats. They also
suggested a few countermeasures and security recommendations which can
be considered to circumvent these threats.

A comprehensive analysis of threat faced by the WSNs is presented in[14].
The attacks and threats listed by Kalita and Kar are not specific to eHealth
but as WSN plays a vital role in RPMS, these threats should be seriously
considered when a secure design or risk analysis of RPMS are intended.
The attacks identified are categorized in accordance with the TCP/IP net-
work model so that appropriate measure can be taken at the specified layer.
Countermeasures are suggested to avoid some of the common attacks.

Lin et al. presented a privacy protection scheme depicting how patient’s
privacy can be preserved in an MPMS setup [22]. Lin et al. demonstrated
how the privacy of the patient medical information is protected from a global
adversary trying to eavesdrop on the messages transferred between the pa-
tient and the doctor. Furthermore, they explained the preservation of pa-
tient’s contextual privacy using the proposed scheme showing that an ad-
versary cannot link a patient to a specific doctor by linking their sources
and destinations. They also performed a thorough performance analysis of
the proposed scheme demonstrating its efficiency in terms of transmission
delays. Ramli et al.[32] provided an insight on four serious privacy issues
in pervasive health monitoring systems; eavesdropping, prescription leak-
ages, social implication and abuse of medical information. They argued that
these concerns not only affect the health system but also greatly influence
patient’s life.

Frank et al. described different types of attacks that can be experienced
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by various network components in RPM as well as the threats correspond-
ing to the information shared between them [16]. They suggested a number
of security measures that can be used to prevent internal and external attack-
ers from compromising the confidentiality, integrity and availability of the
network components and information. However, privacy and legal issues
are just mentioned and are not well elaborated.

Apaporn et al.[4] presented a security framework for eHealth services
using two mechanisms: Data and Channel security. Channel security is pro-
vided using the SSL on the HTTP layer and data security is provided on
the SOAP layer constructed above the HTTP. Apaporn et al. emphasized
that RBAC should be used along with multi-factor authentication to ensure
proper authorization and authentication. Based on the roles of stakeholders
and data sensitivity, communication is divided into different layers where
various authentication and encryption settings can be adapted. The frame-
work however dealt only with the web based eHealth services. Multi-factor
authentication is also utilized in [38] where Sriram et al. used ECG and ac-
celerometer features from the sensor to perform an activity based biometric
authentication.

Elkhodar et al. proposed a Ubiquitous Health Trust Protocol (UHTP)
in combination with TLS to authenticate a mobile doctor visiting patients
at home[9]. Authentication is performed using three factors based on per-
sonal, device and environmental (location) information. During a request to
a patient EHR, the doctor uses his smart phone to access the EHR system
using his username and password. Beside these personal credentials, the
SIM details, IMEI and GPS locations from doctor’s phone are validated and
access is granted accordingly. The rest of the communication security is en-
sured as per the TLS negotiated parameters. UHTP, however, doesn’t have
any application in a continuous RPM orientation.

Simple and secure RPMS is demonstrated in[15]. A mobile set is used
as a pulse oximeter where pulse rates are transmitted to a smartphone. The
smartphone is equipped with a symmetric cipher and a hashing algorithm
to achieve confidentiality and integrity. Shortcomings of this model are ig-
noring the distribution concerns of the keys and the abstract knowledge of
the model, which needs to be detailed.

Timestamps can provide valuable and fresh data for authentication and
requires no active involvement of the user[10]. Elmufti et al. used packet
timestamps to authenticate a patient/doctor (users) in RPMS. Users are as-
signed tokens based on timestamps signed by an authenticating server. These
stamps are transmitted with individual messages and are compared with a
sliding window maintained at the receiving end. User authentication itself
is done with digital signature. Elmufti et al. although included sensors in
their architecture but did not explore the proposed protocol applications in
them.
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QoS and event reporting are important requirements in information sys-
tem. In eHealth, real-time delivery is a must and health status has to be mon-
itored continuously[34]. Rikitake et al. presented an NGN/IMS based ubiq-
uitous health monitoring system in which they addressed the issues of event
notification, real-time transfer and data accumulation. Sensor’s data is sent
to an IMS Client from where it is sent to the observer’s site using Realtime
Transfer Protocol (RTP). For event notification a SIP base Subscribe/Notify
module is utilized that records incidents in an event server connected to the
hospital application server. An XML database management system (XDMS)
is used that extracts the events from the event server and stores it in an XML
format.

Malhotra et al. used Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) to secure the
exchange of medical data using mobile devices[25]. Basic ECC methods are
used where encryption is done at the user level with a public-private key
pair. User is authenticated through a username/password terminal and ac-
cess to the data is granted based on the user (patient/doctor) role. ECC
based digital signature to ensure non-repudiation while message integrity
is provided through a cryptographic hash.

7.3.3 Modeling the InfoSec Risk

To detect and prevent accidental events regarding a patient’s health, an ac-
tivity based risk analysis framework is proposed in [8]. Collected vital signs
events are matched with the patient’s history already stored as EHR and the
current situation of the patient is predicted. Based on the prediction, risk
is calculated and an alert is generated to cope up with the situation. The
proposed architecture, although only address the patient health, can be ex-
tended to the information security domain as a reference when modeling
InfoSec risk analysis is desired.

There are several studies on general S&P issues in eHealth comprising
ubiquitous systems. However, it is quite hard to understand and system-
atically listing down these key issues and design a risk mitigation strategy
for them. Oladimeji et al.[27] proposed a framework to model security and
privacy objectives, identifying threats and risks and approaching their mit-
igation strategies. They also discussed how information sensitivity can be
characterized as well as how different administrative policies can be refined
to protect the patient’s privacy.

The attributes that are used to design IT solutions specifically in eHealth
are usually complex and interdependent thus needed to be analyzed and
prioritize to produce a reliable and trustworthy solution. In[7], it is dis-
cussed how these critical attributes and their inter-dependencies can be as-
sessed to reduce the risk after the solution has been deployed. The study
can be used for formulating the requirements of designing an automated
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or real-time risk analysis model as it discuss both the quality and security
issues at the requirement engineering level.

Bønes et al. proposed ModIMob, a model which can be used to discover
the availability of the health experts where their presence is required for
an expert opinion[3]. The Australian and New Zealand standard for RM
(AS/NZS 4360:1999) is used to discover the risks associated with the use of
IM and mobile services used in a healthcare. Though, the scope of their risk
evaluation is limited to a specific domain of instant messaging but it can
provide an understanding of conducting a RA process in a RPMS.

Abie and Ilangko proposed a risk based adaptive framework for IoT-
based eHealth [1]. They argued that based on the real time data collected
from the sensors and recent information history, a risk will be calculated,
which will further be used in the decision making process of system adap-
tation. They also provide a detailed literature on various issue concerning
system adaptation and risk management and it is deemed that using context
awareness and Game Theory techniques, the faced risk can be effectively es-
timated and predicted.

To provide an appropriate level of privacy all the assets as well as the
stakeholders involved in the target system must be considered[13]. A Pri-
vacy Risk Model is demonstrated specifically targeting the Ubicomp sys-
tems where risks concerning privacy are identified and analyzed by a series
of questions. RM is performed by categorizing the risks analyzed and de-
signing architectural strategies for them.

Maglogiannis et al. presented a detail risk analysis of RPMS. RA is
performed through the CCTA Risk Analysis and Management Methodol-
ogy (CRAMM) by considering a case study highlighting the associated key
risks[24]. The results of the RA are used in developing a graph using Bayesian
Network technique showing the interaction of various critical events that
can cause system failure.

Beside the risk posture of the sensitive information processed by the
health information systems, the devices used in healthcare have their own
inherited risks. With the introduction of pervasive computing and IoTs this
risk has grown rapidly. Zhao and Bai described how Failure Mode and Ef-
fect Analysis (FMEA) can help in analyzing and managing the risks asso-
ciated with these devices to circumvent any potential hazards[45]. They
showed that Risk Priority Number (RPN) can be used in the context of
FEMA to reduce such potential casualties associated with medical devices.

ENISA, using EBIOS tool, performed a detailed RM process of a dia-
betes case study basing a RPMS[11]. EBIOS is a tool that incorporates the
5-steps RM process developed by the Central Information Systems Security
Division of France. The report described a detailed step-by-step procedure
of assessing and managing risks indicating the intended audience how to
approach the overall process of risk management in MPMSs.
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IoT comprises of a complex architecture composed of a variety of tech-
nologies due to which the overall threat faced becomes more drastic. There
is a need for a sophisticated risk analysis method to assess the risk faced. Lui
et al. proposed a mathematical dynamic risk assessment model, DRAMIA,
to cope with the threat situation confronted in the IoT space[23]. Enthused
by the Artificial Immune System (AIS) their proposed method consist of two
components: a Detection Agent that sense and detect the attack environ-
ment and evolve accordingly; and a Dynamic Risk Assessment subsystem
that computes the risk associated with the attack detected.

7.4 Evaluation

In this section, an evaluation of discussed literature is depicted. Evaluation
is performed by mapping the reviewed articles onto a set of standard and
proposed requirements.

7.4.1 System Models Evaluation

System models discussed in section 7.3.1 are evaluated against a set of func-
tional requirements proposed in[30]. We believe that these are complete set
of requirements which should be included in any RPMS and MPMS. How-
ever, we have added an important requirement of mobility as it is the only
component that makes the health service mobile and assist in out-doors am-
bulatory and activity monitoring needs[37]. Functional requirements are de-
scribed below whereas system models evaluation against the requirements
is shown in Table 7.2. (

√
) mark indicates the presence of a specific func-

tion whereas an (–) implies that either the function is absent or not explicitly
discussed.

• Collection and Processing: Collection and processing of vital signs
from the body sensors by a Patient Cluster Head (PCH) or a wireless
base station (BS)

• Real Time Delivery: PCH or BS should be able to deliver the pro-
cessed data in real time for analysis to specified destination such a
remote hospital site or a smart device.

• Alarm generation: The investigating node, a server at hospital or the
smart device, should be able to generate alarms based on the real time
data received both locally and remotely at hospital.

• Interpretation: Local and remote investigating nodes should be able
to diagnose and interpret processed vital sign.
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• Correlation: Local and remote investigating nodes should be cable
of correlating various vital sign such as heart rate, diabetes level and
blood pressure to diagnose the correct health status

• Data Request: Patient health history should be made available when-
ever requested

• Communication Interface: A communication interface should be in-
corporated locally to enable expert supervision for a remote patient.

• Actuation: To assist elder patients or on demand basis sensors or ac-
tuators should be able to saturate the essential medicine or trigger the
required action.

• Mobility: The system should be able to support mobility services to
the patient. This includes tracking the location and service availability
while the patient is moving.

Table 7.2: IoT-based eHealth Systems Evaluation

Function/ Reference [39] [16] [35] [28] .[41] [31] [36] [37] [18] [44]
Collection & Processing

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Realtime Delivery
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Alarm Gen. –
√

– – –
√

–
√ √ √

Interpretation
√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Correlation – – –
√

– – –
√

–
√

Data Request
√

– – –
√ √

– –
√

–
Comm. Interface – –

√
– – – – – – –

Actuation – – – –
√

– – – – –
Mobility –

√
– –

√
– –

√
–

√

7.4.2 Evaluating S&P Modeling

S&P service modeling literature reviewed in section 7.3.2 is evaluated against
the networking and communication requirements standardized by the U.S
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 spec-
ified in [40]. Besides, ensuring health insurance coverage and simplifica-
tion of administrative policies, HIPAA aims to standardize S&P mechanisms
for electronic health information exchange. Requirements stated by HIPAA
are: Data Access, Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Alarm Generation,
Identity Management, Privacy Preservation, Authentication, and Event Re-
porting. Table 7.3 depicts the requirement(s) covered by each study as per
HIPAA security requirements and how they are approached in individual
study.
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7.4.3 InfoSec RM Models Suitability

IoT-based eHealth is a continuous service in which response to an adverse
situation should be made in a dynamic fashion. Hence, it requires an ISRM
solution that can estimate and predict the security risk faced in real time and
adapts appropriate security setting accordingly[1]. To capture the require-
ments of a real time RM in IoT-eHealth below we devise a fitness criteria,
which we believe should be met by a given ISRM model in order to fulfill
the operational needs of IoT-eHealth and efficiently manage the risk faced.

• Operational Nature: The time at which an ISRM process is executed.
This can be on-demand basis where the process is activated when re-
quired. For instance, ISACA Risk IT method can be executed bi-annually
or quarterly by an enterprise. ISRM can be performed in a dynamic
manner where security risks are analyzed in a real-time fashion such
as in military setups. For IoT driven eHealth the operational level
should be dynamic in order to be in line with the continuous moni-
toring theme.

• Context Awareness: It corresponds to the understanding of an ad-
verse situation in a given time. In most cases, risks are analyzed in-
dividually however; in real computing environment, risk can be seen
as a combination of different adverse events. These events and risks
need to be correlated to understand a given situation otherwise low
impact risks might be tagged as critical leading to false positives and
unwanted situations.

• Analysis Complexity: It should be taken care of that risk analysis
method is lightweight and fast in response to facilitate the theme of
real time service [1]. RA solutions having low computational com-
plexity can also be integrated in devices with limited resources.

• Self-Adaptation: For IoT-eHealth to be dynamic and self-adaptive, an
ISRM should have the ability to react to an adverse situation and man-
age security autonomously. Self-adaptation refers to the autonomous
effective reaction of a system to minimize the effect of a risky situation
[1].

In Table 7.4, we evaluate the suitability of the studied ISRM approaches
against the above mentioned metrics to see how they address these metrics
in order to be implemented in IoT-based eHealth.

7.5 Trends And Gaps

Key elements of ISRM concerning IoT-eHealth are reviewed in this paper
as system, S&P and InfoSec risk modeling and are evaluated as per pro-
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jected requirements. The objective was to understand and recognize the
essential operations, S&P challenges and methodologies for effective ISRM
in IoT driven eHealth. A brief discussion on the evaluated knowledge cor-
responding to individual domains is conferred below to reflect the current
trends and gaps in the existing literature.

– System Models
A total of 10 models are studied and analyzed according to the required
features in a RPMS or IoT driven eHealth. Some of the models reviewed
are focused on monitoring generic vital signs such as ECG, Blood pressure
and heart rate [36, 41] while a few targets specific heart [28, 39] and chronic
diseases such as diabetes [37]. Systems corresponding to[28, 36, 37, 39, 41]
emphasized the use of cellular network (GPRS, GSM and UMTS) for the
transmission of sensed data to the hospital site through the use of smart
phones. However, simultaneous transmissions on cellular networks can
cause performance degradation and may affect continuous monitoring in
critical situations[41]. Except for [37], the importance of local analysis of
sensed data is ignored in the rest of the models, which enable a patient to
view his health status locally and schedule the daily routines accordingly.
Similarly, actuation of medical infusions is also overlooked. A vital func-
tionality of RPM is to diagnose the patient at home to save the time and
energy spent in regular checkups, i.e., the provisioning of communication
interface between a doctor and patient however, an absence is experienced
of this feature in most of the systems reviewed. Those who support this
functionality did not explicate it in detail. Santos et al.[35] on the other
hand fairly explained a patient-doctor communication over a VOIP client,
which can also be used in calling the health facilities in case of emergencies
as well. Alarm generation is merely explored, except for[37] who detailed
each alarm as per the assigned agent’s responsibilities.

It can be seen that most of the system models are focused on the ba-
sic functionalities of collection, processing and delivery of vital signs to the
remote hospital site. Analysis and correlation of various bio-signals are lim-
ited to the server side, which is needed to be shifted to the patient side to in-
crease patient satisfaction. Mobility features should be well designed to sup-
port both in and out door patient and to facilitate ambulatory services[37].
Security and safety alarms are needed to be designed intelligently to sup-
port critical patient monitoring. Communication interface and GUIs needed
to be constructed in order to enrich a patient-doctor relationship and trust.

– Security & Privacy
Among the HIPAA required services for secure remote and mobile patient
monitoring systems, the most addressed are the confidentiality and authen-
tication. However, none of them addresses all the HIPPA requirements. Our
objective here is not to criticize this fact but to recognize how these require-
ments can be approached and to identify the current focus of S&P modeling
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and the necessary issues to be explored in future.

In most of the literature, Symmetric encryption is used to attain confi-
dentiality [22] [4] [15]; however, asymmetric encryption using ECC is also
explored[25]. Multi-factor authentication is used in a few studies where
passwords, SIM credentials, GPS location, ID cards [4, 9] and vital signs
(as biometrics) such as ECG and heart beats are used as various factors of
authenticating patients and doctors[38]. Digital signatures are also used in
authentication[10, 25]. Message authenticity is achieved by using packet
timestamps and message authentication code [10, 15]. Hashing remained
the only method of ensuring message integrity however, discussed by only
a few[15, 22, 25]. Anonymity is only discussed in[22], where pseudo pa-
tient IDs are used to ensure identity privacy against global eavesdropping.
Authorization through RBAC are conversed in[4, 25] but are not explicitly
defined.

Some of the security services in a continuous RPM such as event report-
ing, alarm generation and availability are yet to be researched. These are the
services which are used in real-time delivery and emergency situations and
are the key attributes of RPMS. Most of the literature summarized targets
the extra-Body Area Network (Ex-BAN) security, which includes traditional
web services and back end database resources in eHealth. As per our knowl-
edge, there is a very limited literature available on securing inter-BAN com-
munication specific to medical information exchange. Research is necessary
to be done to secure these networks as they are the core producers of the
medical information in an IoT-based eHealth or RPM. Also, the resources
used in such networks have limited capabilities thus there is a need to de-
sign lightweight cryptographic solutions as discussed in[25] to be aligned
with sensors computational competencies.

– InfoSec RM Models
Managing InfoSec risk in IoT-based eHealth is a tough task because of the
diverse nature of technology utilized in it. The evaluation of the studied
literature in context of ISRM reveals that almost all of them can be used
in an On-Demand basis most of which are analyzing the risk on qualita-
tive grounds[3, 11, 13, 24, 45]. This is because of the subjective influence in
RM process which makes it stiffer to be adapted in a dynamic environment.
Those that can be executed in dynamic setups are suggested frameworks[1,
7] and still needs a keen and defined method of quantitative risk analysis.
Liu et al.[23] on the other hand provide an effective method for analyzing
the risk in a real time manner on a quantitative basis, which make it eas-
ier to program and usable for IoT-based eHealth. It also includes intelligent
agents to adapt its attack detection capabilities and requires fewer resources
as the threat detection and analysis is performed by specific agents. How-
ever, the suggested techniques are based on the inputs from signature based
IDS, which makes it to generate false positives[33]. Self-adaptation as a risk
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management strategy is completely absent and needed to be designed intel-
ligently to make IoT-eHealth an autonomous technology.

IoT-based eHealth needs quantitative methods for predicting and esti-
mating threats in a dynamic fashion and should be capable of understand-
ing and analyzing the threat situation and transforming the system security
autonomously [1]. Some of the methods and framework discussed such as
[1, 8, 23] can be utilized as a reference point to design the desired InfoSec
RM methods for IoT driven eHealth.

7.6 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we have explored the existing literature in the context of ap-
proaching InfoSec risk management in IoT-based eHealth. A common knowl-
edge of RMPSs, S&P issues, security and risk management modeling was es-
tablished in the light of a standard risk management process. System mod-
els are evaluated against a set of required functionalities, models pertaining
to security services are aligned with the standard HIPAA requirements and
existing RM approaches in the context of IoT driven eHealth are weighed
against a fitness criteria. An overall analysis is discussed and current trends
and gaps are identified.

Our future work includes devising lightweight real-time InfoSec RM
methods for IoT-based eHealth with the abilities of context awareness and
self-adaptation. An adaptive security model will be developed that will ad-
dress the mentioned InfoSec RM requirements. Security metrics and options
necessary for the adaptation will be explored. To analyze the foreseen risk,
Game and Utility theory will be used to model the dynamic and expected
behaviors of adversaries and a comprehensive case study will be formulated
to validate the model.
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Chapter 8

Modeling Adaptive Security in IoT
Driven eHealth

Abstract

The implementation of Internet of Things (IoT) in eHealth will in-
deed significantly enhance ubiquitous healthcare services. Existing re-
search in these areas and corresponding systems are more focused on
functional designing and developing preventive and detective security
controls. However, threats faced in IoT are more complex due to the
diverse nature of technologies involved and the evolving threat land-
scape. They have become more sophisticated and challenging for pre-
ventive and detective technologies. Hence, we need to develop adap-
tive security solutions for IoT-eHealth which can predict security threats
and respond to them dynamically to protect personal health informa-
tion. This paper presents an adaptive security model that will learn
adverse influences in IoT-eHealth infrastructure, predict and estimate
the risks involved in a context-aware manner and autonomously adapt
security measures in order to minimize the risk faced. The model pre-
sented is a preliminary abstraction that reflects how adaptive security
can be achieved in IoT-eHealth.

8.1 Rationale

IoT is a global network focusing on the interconnection of various technolo-
gies (things) to support services quality and their extensions [26]. IoT inherit
intelligent and self-* capabilities, such as self-learning and self-adapting,
which makes it favorable for dynamic environments [7]. However, due to
the fact that IoT allows diverse technologies, wired and wireless, it is sub-
jected to an array of threats as underlined by [11, 13, 16, 21]. This provides
an adversary multiple means and opportunities to target personal health
information that is transmitted from body sensors to remote hospital sites.

Traditional preventive and detective measures such as IDS, Access Con-
trol Lists (ACLs), firewalls, anti-viruses, etc., as stand-alone controls can-
not provide the reality of an ongoing attack. They lack to add contextual
information failing to distinguish a security event from a non-event thus
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leading to high rate of false positives [25]. Adaptive security can provide
a comprehensive security solution for IoT-eHealth where diverse technolo-
gies used are threatened by an array of ever changing security and privacy
risks [7, 10, 24]. This approach can be seen in various security models, such
as [6, 9, 15, 23] however, they are not intended for IoT-eHealth. To elaborate
the process, adaptive security systems continuously monitors user, device
and network related events (as environmental influence), establishes a con-
text among them to analyze the situation (risk) reality and devise a new
security strategy (as a response to the influence) as per the risk evaluated
to defend against it. This mechanism provides a predictive security solution
where the threats are apprehended before it becomes reality [22].

To be aligned with the nature of IoT-eHealth, which is a continuous mon-
itoring service, security risks should also be assessed and responded dy-
namically. In the ASSET (Adaptive Security for Smart Internet of Things
in eHealth) project [1] we aim to achieve this objective by developing risk
based adaptive security methods to ensure predictive and autonomous se-
curity in IoT-eHealth. This paper presents an adaptive security model for
IoT-eHealth based on the requirements we analyzed in [10]. These essen-
tials entail that: a). Risks need to be dynamically assessed, b). The solu-
tion should provide context awareness to increase security intelligence re-
quired for risk analysis and to reduce false-positives, c). Autonomous adap-
tation needs to be incorporated to evolve security settings and responding
to the analyzed risks autonomously and d). The solution should assimilate
lightweight analysis methods to reduce the computational complexity. The
objective of this paper is to answer the questions: How adaptive security can
be modeled in IoT-eHealth? And, what are the necessary components and
actions to accommodate the mentioned requirements? The model is still in
the development phase and will be explored and evaluated in the near fu-
ture. However, it illustrates the ground concept that addresses the require-
ments we analyzed earlier and gives an abstract solution for the adaptive
security process in IoT-eHealth.

The rest of the paper is organized as follow: Section 8.2, presents a typical
IoT-eHealth infrastructure. The proposed model will be detailed in Section
8.3. In Section 8.4, an objectives-based evaluation is presented aiming to rec-
ognize how the proposed model meets the risk management requirements
in IoT-eHealth. Finally, the concluding remarks and our future research en-
deavors regarding the proposed model will be detailed in Section 8.5.

8.2 IoT-eHealth Infrastructure

A typical IoT-eHealth infrastructure, depicted in the figure 8.1, includes
wearable body sensors which collects various bio-signals and transmits them
to a hospital site for medical investigation via intermediary nodes and com-
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munication paths. In ASSET’s lab, we have used a planar architecture [17]
at the edge of the Body Sensor Network (BSN) in which bio-signals are col-
lected, interpreted and (locally) analyzed by a terminal node using single-
hop communication. We have introduced the terminal node as a smart thing,
a smartphone or a tablet, in order to utilize its features and resources to sup-
port eHealth services such as mobility, emergency calls, local analysis and
reporting, patient-doctor communication and e-prescriptions etc. ZigBee
and Near Field Communication (NFC) are used as channel protocols be-
tween the BSN and smartphone. The bio-signals are then sent to a remote
hospital site using Internet or mobile network (3G/4G, GPRS) for further
investigations. Currently, the Internet is used as a communication model
between the patient and hospital sites.

Figure 8.1: Typical IoT-eHealth Infrastructure

8.3 Proposed Model

This section elaborates our proposed risk based adaptive security model.
The model is built on the concept of Security Event Management (SEM).
SEM systems collects interested events from network devices, applications
and systems and examine them to analyze the overall system security [18,
22]. They intend to provide a consolidated and centralized security man-
agement solution. The model consists of three major functional components:
Monitor, Analyzer and Adapter. The entire Monitor-Analysis-Adaption pro-
cess is done in a continuous real-time manner. Critical information, such as
risk metrics, policies, analyzed risks, correlation rules, adaptive rules etc.,
are stored in the adaptive database, which are referenced and updated along
the process. An abstract view of adaptive security process is depicted in fig-
ure 8.2 whereas, the proposed model is shown in figure 8.3. A description
of the components and their functions is detailed in the subsequent subsec-
tions.
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Figure 8.2: Continuous Adaptive Security Loop

Figure 8.3: Proposed Adaptive Security Model

8.3.1 Monitoring

The Monitor component is used to capture the environmental influence on
the individual infrastructural elements, such as the sensors, smart device,
etc., as well as the associated network behavior and statistics. Depending
upon the event syntax and semantics generated by a specific source, events
can be sent to monitoring (Collector) unit using different transport proto-
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cols, such as Syslog [2], which is the most common protocol used to collect
events(logs) remotely. The collector component can be configured with the
corresponding protocols’ sinks in order to receive or collect the events in its
integral form. To analyze events collected from different sources using dif-
ferent transport protocols, they must be transformed to a common format
understandable by the Analyzer component. This transformation is done
by the Parser which extracts the interested fields for analysis from the raw
events and transform them to a universal format. We will be using regular
expressions and XML libraries, such as [3, 4], as a standard universal tech-
niques for events to be recognized and analyzed by the Analyzer effectively.
Context of individual events are stored as XML tags which defines various
attributes reflecting the situation of an event.

8.3.2 Analysis

The Analyzer establishes a context among related events and analyzes the
impact and risk associated with them. It (Assignor) assigns risk metrics to the
transformed events received from the monitor thus, adds more to the con-
text of an event. Risk metrics can be pre-determined or dynamic values, for
instance impact, likelihood, reliability or probability, which can be assigned
to the event based on its sensitivity and the asset generating it. The Cor-
relator relates different events (contexts) coming from different sources and
provides an advance context that provision a true picture of the faced threat.
This reduces the false-positives and increase security intelligence for the risk
analysis and optimized adaptation [27]. Correlation can be achieved using
pre-defined rules or using formal modeling techniques such as Bayesian net-
work modeling or Machine Learning techniques.

8.3.3 Adaptation

Risks beyond acceptance are notified to the Adapter where a decision to cir-
cumvent the anticipated risk and a mitigation action is taken. Events from
external security and performance tools, such as QoS monitors, Fault de-
tectors, IDS and vulnerability management, can also be used to enrich the
intelligence of security analysis process. The main objective of this func-
tion (Administrator) is to administer the decision of an optimal security re-
sponse that reduces the analyzed risk to an acceptable level. It may consult
stored adaptation rules or may use established approaches, such as Deci-
sion theories. Machine learning techniques can be used to complement the
enrichment of existing adaptive and correlation knowledge. The adapter
also directs the necessary steps to be taken to mitigate the faced risk. These
directions are provided to the Responder which formulate them and consult
the stored scripts to execute the security adaptation.
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8.4 Objectives-Based Evaluation

In our previous study [10] we analyzed various requirements for dynamic
risk management, which were formulated based on the nature and needs
of IoT-eHealth. To revise, we identified IoT-eHealth as a continuous mon-
itoring service where patient health information is transmitted, analyzed
and responded to in a continuous manner. The main data producers in the
infrastructure are the body sensors. Another critical resource is the smart
device which is the first point of contact data collection, interpretation and
(local) analysis for the sensor’s data. These two resources are considered to
be low-end devices.

Basing these facts, we conclude that IoT-eHealth needs an InfoSec risk
management solution which should: assess the risks faced in a dynamic and
contextual manner; its analysis needs to be lightweight to accommodate the
computational constrains and to ensure immediate analysis and decisions;
and that it should provide autonomous adaptation to mitigate the risk. In
the subsequent sections, the proposed model is evaluated to ensure how it
meets these requirements.

8.4.1 Dynamic Assessment

The model is designed as continuous-feedback loop which provides a dy-
namic and continuous mechanism for monitoring, analyzing and managing
system and network behavior [12]. This property is a vital design consid-
eration in self-* systems [14]. In the proposed model, events are collected,
filtered, translated, analyzed, stored continuously and decisions on the an-
alyzed events are performed dynamically. The environmental influences
on the system are monitored and analyzed continuously and in realtime
whereas, system influence (security adaptation) on the environment to mit-
igate an analyzed risk though, performed in realtime but is done when nec-
essary.

8.4.2 Context Awareness

Context is the information required to characterize the situation of an entity
[8]. In IoT-eHealth, an entity could be any of the infrastructural object as
well as the users (patients, doctors or healthcare stakeholder in general). In
the proposed model, we intend to achieve context awareness by modeling
the information collected in Extensible Markup Language (XML). Events
collected will be tagged with attributes that will define their situation and
impact. When events are generated, there are certain attributes that are
logged by the source. These attributes detail questions like who, where,
when and what, which characterize the situation of an event. Context will
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be represented and stored in XML which will be analyzed by the Analyzer
during risk analysis.

Furthermore, a threat faced is an organized collaboration of different
events and exploits which are experienced and logged by different sources
as it progresses to the actual target(s). Thus, analyzing a risk based on a
single event does not reveal the actual risk confronted and may results in
false-positive redundancy [27]. It is therefore, necessary to relate events
from different sources to provide holistic and contextual information for the
risk analysis and to predict or detect the anticipated risks accurately. The
correlation engine in the proposed model will correlate events from differ-
ent sources with different context thus, providing new, advance and more
refine context(s) based on reasoning (for instance, stored correlation knowl-
edge) to make the risk analysis process more accurate.

8.4.3 Lightweight Analysis

To achieve fast response in the entire adaptive security process and to ac-
commodate the computational resources of the low-end devices in the in-
frastructure, we are aiming to introduce lightweight mechanisms into the
proposed model. The model is currently in the development phase where
we haven’t selected any specific methods. However, we intend to use simple
tools and techniques, for instance, [3, 4, 5] for common jobs, such as event
filtration, parsing, representation and their storage, to give enough time for
the actual risk analysis and adaptation. Currently, we are exploring tradi-
tional risk metrics formulation as well as lightweight formal approaches to
Game, Decision, Utility theories based approaches, such as [19, 20], as they
tend to model the dynamic behavior of entities in a conflicting situation.

8.4.4 Autonomous Adaptation

The Adapter component in the proposed model will fulfill two objectives in
the context of security adaptation:

1. Enhancing the stored correlation and adaptive knowledge by learning
new trends and patterns from risk analysis and mitigation decision
(performed by the administrator) processes. This will assist in accu-
rate threat prediction, precise risk analysis and optimized mitigation
strategies in future adversarial confrontations.

2. Adapting an optimized mitigation response to reduce the negative im-
pact of a currently faced risk. Decision instructions (provided by the
Administrator to the Responder) will be formulated which will trigger
the stored scripts to execute the adaptive response. The response for-
mulated can either be a security action for instance, blocking an unse-
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cured port or employing a more secure protocol for future communi-
cations.

From design perspective we will be using Machine Learning techniques and
Decision theories to meet this objective.

8.5 Conclusion & Future Work

IoT enabled eHealth will significantly enhance remote and mobile health
monitoring. However, the introduction of IoT will increase the security
risk as diverse technologies will be incorporated which can furnish multi-
ple paths of attacks for the adversary. Furthermore, threat sophistication has
also increased. Thus, traditional preventive and detective technologies seem
to be ineffective to apprehend the risks faced. To overcome this problem, a
risk-based adaptive security model is proposed in this paper that provides
a continuous, realtime, context-aware assessment and an autonomous and
optimized mitigation response to reduce an anticipated risk in IoT-eHealth.
Its continuous and context-aware event correlation ensures to capture the
threat before they become realistic. Thus, provides a predictive security so-
lution to analyze the unknown threats.

In future, we intend to refine the proposed model which includes, iden-
tifying, detecting and categorizing security events in IoT, devising meth-
ods for correlating dependent events as well as risk analysis and identifying
security metrics upon which the system will adapt. Beside formal meth-
ods, such as Game theory, Bayesian modeling and Utility theory, which
are the primary design focus, we intend to achieve these objectives using
lightweight approaches. Security metrics necessary for adaptation will be
explored. An attack-defense case study will be formulated to validate the
proposed model and a prototype will be developed on which formal tests
and experimentation will be performed.
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Chapter 9

Event Driven Adaptive Security in
Internet of Things

Abstract

With Internet of Things (IoT), new and improved personal, com-
mercial and social opportunities can be explored and availed. How-
ever, with this extended network, the corresponding threat landscape
will become more complex and much harder to control as vulnerabil-
ities inherited by individual things will be multiplied. Conventional
security controls, such as firewalls, intrusion detection systems (IDS)
etc., may show some level of resistance to this self-organizing network
but, as standalone mechanisms, are not sufficient to analyze the threat
in a particular context. They fail to provide the essential context of a
threat and yields false positives-negatives which can trigger pointless
re-configurations, service unavailability and end user discomfort. Such
unwanted events can be very catastrophic, for instance, in an IoT en-
abled eHealth services. We need to have an autonomous adaptive risk
management solution for IoT, which can analyze an adverse situation
in a distinct context and manage the risk involved intelligently so that
the end user, service and security preferences are well-preserved. This
paper details an event driven adaptive security model for IoT to ap-
proach the objective specified and explicates how it can be utilized in
an eHealth scenario to protect against a threat faced at runtime.

Keywords–Adaptive Security; Internet of Things; Event Correlation;
eHealth; Ontology.

9.1 Introduction

According to an analysis conducted by the International Data Corporation
(IDC), the IoT expected install base will consist of approximately 212 billion
things among which 30.1 billion will be autonomous [13]. Indeed, IoT has
the potential to create new huge opportunities for personal, business and
social services. However, the research this far is still inconclusive on var-
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ious topics, such as standardization, networking, QoS, etc., among which
security and privacy are the most challenging [16].

Things carry inherited vulnerabilities and corresponding threats. Physi-
cal exposure, user lack of knowledge, unattended management, remote im-
plementation, communicating wirelessly, low resources, etc., are the com-
mon weaknesses which are mostly exploited when devices at the edge of
the network are attacked. Bringing them to the IoT will make the threat
faced more complex and hard to control. Traditional controls, such as IDS,
Antiviruses, etc., as standalone measures may provide protection to some
level but are limited in providing a clear context of a situation. As a result,
false positives and negatives are triggered and create service disruptions,
unnecessary changes and sometimes panic [41]. For instance, an IDS trig-
ger a critical alarm that someone is trying a port scan looking for an open
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) port and suggest to close that immediately. This
might take the administrator to a total panic situation, and he might close
the port on the file server without the fact that it is adequately protected by a
strong password. Thus, a simple lack of contextual information might yield
to service disruption and panic.

An effective way to approach this problem will be to collect the appropri-
ate network and system information (status or any changes), analyze them
in a context and decide an action accordingly. This approach is called adap-
tive security or adaptive risk management. It is the process of understand-
ing, analyzing and reacting to an adverse situation in a particular context
[36] and can be seen in a number of proposals, such as, [39][14]. Common
problems with these models are, either they focus on only one security ser-
vice, such as authentication, or provide a generic architecture without de-
tailing the methods used within each architectural component. Also, exist-
ing approaches are either focused on threat analysis or adaptation individu-
ally. We realize an absence of a model with specific methods to address and
connect both analysis and adaptation as a holistic solution to the problem.
Hence, we approach these issues as a set of two questions, i.e., how to monitor
and collect security changes in a real time and analyzed them in a specific context?
And, how can the analyzed information be used to adapt security settings such that
user and service preferences are preserved?

In this paper, we address the first question by utilizing Open Source Se-
curity Information Management (OSSIM) [9], which provides a platform to
filter and normalize primitive events collected from things in the monitored
scope. Correlation directives are specified to model adverse situations in
which security events are correlated and analyzed in a particular context.
The adaptation question is addressed by utilizing a proposed Adaptation
Ontology which leverages on the risk information from the event correla-
tion and adapt security settings accordingly. Using the ontology an opti-
mum mitigation action is selected from an action pool in a manner such
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that its utility, in terms of usability, QoS and security reliability, is maximum
among the possible actions as per user requirements.

The main contribution of this paper is our autonomic security adapta-
tion ontology. OSSIM does not provide such capability and relies on man-
ual reconfigurations which may not address user and service requirements.
Also, OSSIM is focused on the traditional computing environment including
servers, desktops and corresponding applications where event processing is
relatively a common task. This paper extends event driven security to the
IoT where environment becomes more complex due to things diversity and
mobility for which traditional protocols and tools seem to be inefficient to
approach event processing. Hence, the concept of the paper itself can be
considered as contribution.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 9.2, work related
to event monitoring, correlation and adaptation is presented. The proposed
Event Driven Adaptive Security model is detailed in Section 9.3. In Section
9.4, an eHealth case study will be presented to show how the model can
be utilized to protect against a threat at runtime. Finally, the paper will be
concluded in Section 9.5 along with an overview of our near future plan.

9.2 Related Work

The related work is categorized into three major areas of relevance, i.e.,
event monitoring, event correlation and security adaptation in order to get
a clear understanding of the specific methods used.

9.2.1 Event Monitoring

The objective of monitoring is to collect primitive events from various sources
in the environment, filter out the unwanted, categorize them into interested
areas of investigation, such as authentication, routing, confidentiality, etc.,
and normalize them to a common language specification for further analy-
sis. In most of the event driven architecture (EDA), this phase is considered
to be a typical task yet, requires knowledge of the target system event spec-
ification.

9.2.1.1 Event Collection

The two common approaches are agent-based and agent-less collection. An
agent is a small additional program that is installed on the monitored source
in order to collect and send events or log files remotely [31]. Agents can be
customized to accomplish more specific objectives. The agent-less approach
does not require any additional component to be installed. Instead, it uti-
lizes built-in protocols and services, such as System Log (Syslog), Windows
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Management Instrumentation (WMI), SNMP, etc., to store, access and com-
municate information at different levels of a monitored system in a stan-
dardized manner [17].

One has to address the attributes of flexibility, lightweight, platform in-
dependency and management when either of these approaches is adopted.
With agent-based, the first three properties can be somehow achieved using
expert skills, open source tools and libraries; however, it will be quite a chal-
lenge to manage agents across a complex network. The management and
control issues can be complex when it comes to a network like IoT. Agent-
less approach faces the problem of detail customization thus lacks flexibility
and might require additional tools for detail diagnosis [31].

Many commercial and open source event analysis tools, such as [9], use
mixed strategies to overcome the flexibility and cross-platform issues. How-
ever, most of them use third party apps, for instance, [7][5], where updating
and controlling is still a matter of discussion. In [31], the author presented
an order-based approach which can provide all the mentioned properties
by defining a monitoring scope and using system utilities. However, the
method applies only to distributed computing environment where diagno-
sis utilities are supposed to be already in use. The approach apparently
shows lacking when considered in the IoT environment where the moni-
tored objects are more likely to be low-end and resource-less sensors.

9.2.1.2 Event Filtering

The objective of event filtering is to discard the redundant or unwanted
events [22]. It defines the targeted event scope to be investigated. Filtering
is normally achieved using regular expression where a pattern is matched
against the collected events. Non matched events are dropped as redun-
dant events. Two important issues that need to be addressed here are: what
events are redundant and how to assure minimal information loss during
the process? [48].

The authors in [37] explain that event redundancy scope can be defined
using two approaches. Temporal filtration can be used to filter out events
generated repeatedly over time with the same information. On the other
hand, spatial filtration can provide a mechanism to remove similar event re-
ported by a different system within a given time frame, t. They also propose
casual filtration where events collected from different sources are removed
based on the fact that they may have different syntax but conveys the same
semantics.

Threshold values or time frames can be maintained in temporal or spa-
tial filtration techniques to guarantee minimal information loss. Such flags
and offsets will ensure that the information contained in the event will not
change potentially and will also take into considerations, e.g., compression
rates [48][18].
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9.2.1.3 Event Classification

Event classification seems to be based on primitive knowledge about events.
Every event generated and stored by a source has a unique set of attributes
which can be used to classify an event, for instance, see event structures
[12][4]. These attributes designate the event source/destination, timestamps,
type, user IDs and the event severity level whose ranges changes as per the
source event model and specification.

9.2.2 Event Correlation

Correlation is the heart of EDA. It aims to investigate a complex relationship
among events and assist to provide enough contextual information to ana-
lyze errors, bugs and security threats . Broadly, correlation methods can be
classified into two categories, Deterministic and Anomaly-based, either of
which can observe events in spatial, temporal or both of the domains [29].
Both the approaches have their associated advantages and disadvantages.
Thus, qualifying which of them is a better approach can be determined by
evaluating them in a specific application domain [35].

9.2.2.1 Deterministic Approach

In deterministic approach, a predetermined knowledge is utilized to ob-
serve and evaluate a given situation. A knowledge base is maintained with
application specific information, which is accessed whenever a particular
event pattern is matched. So as a fact, a more expert knowledge can analyze
a given security threat, problem or situation more precisely. The knowledge
itself and the control to it can be characterized in a number of ways as dis-
cussed underneath:

Rule-base Correlation

Rule-based event correlation or threat analysis is the most common way to
implement deterministic approaches. Most IDS and security event moni-
toring tools, for instance [9][11][2], uses a rule based correlation to analyze
a threat faced. The knowledge is represented in the form of a predefined
rule set which dictates defined alarms and alerts when a specific condition
during analysis is met.

State Machine Automata based Correlation

Finite State Machine (FSM) is used to study the behavior and state of un-
derlying systems. In the context of event correlation, various defined states
for a system behavior (normal and abnormal) are designed and stored as
knowledge base as FSM tuples [28]. A runtime diagnosis engine observes
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user, application and device behavior and foresees the next system state.
Alerts are generated as a flagged state is or about to be triggered. Some of
the event correlation models proposed on FSM are [42][46].

The Codebook/Correlation Matrix Techniques

The codebook approach utilizes a symptom-problem relationship. Differ-
ent suspected events (symptoms) are mapped to their associated abnormal
behaviors (problems) and are stored as a knowledge base in a binary ma-
trix, called correlation matrix or a codebook. Events generated are matched
against this matrix to identify associated threats or problems. Event correla-
tion models based on codebook techniques can be found in [29].

9.2.2.2 Anomaly-based Approach

Computing and networking environments are very dynamic and the attack
vector changes frequently. Some events may not provide certain informa-
tion and are thus subjected to probabilistic correlation and processing to
resolve the uncertainty problem [35]. Unlike predetermined situations in
deterministic methods, anomaly-based event correlation aims to identify
anomalies without any prior knowledge and can be used to analyze un-
known threats. However, they inherit the problems of generating false pos-
itive alarms.

Statistical Correlation

As mentioned earlier, events can be filtered, categorized and correlated in
both time and space domains to extract rich contextual statistics. For in-
stance, grouping the number of repeated login failure attempts events can
provide credible statistics on whether the attempt is a legitimate or that
somebody is trying to break-in using a guessing, dictionary or brute force
method. High level events, such as alarm/alerts, generated by various se-
curity controls, such as IDS, can be used to perform statistical correlation.
Statistical information can also be drawn from diverse events having sim-
ilar attributes/parameters, such as event source, destination, timestamps,
etc. Mostly used in anomaly based IDS, these attributes are used as random
variables which are later utilized in statistical inferences [25][47].

Probabilistic Modeling

Bayesian networks tend to model relationship among interested random
variables. Events can be mapped to random variables. Bayesian model
can be illustrated as directed acyclic graphs where nodes represent events
of interest and the connecting edges represent the relationships or inter-
dependency between them. The probability of a node (situation or event) is
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inferred by utilizing conditional probability assigned to each node (event) in
a given network (scenario) [26]. In most cases Bayesian modeling is coupled
with other models techniques, such as Hidden Markov Model and Kalman
filters, to investigate complex events in depth [29].

9.2.3 Security Adaptation

Assuming that during the analysis an adverse situation or a risk has been
discovered, what choices do we have to adapt the security in accordance?
How can we utilize the information or context of the analyzed risk to adapt
our security? Following is a list of approaches that can be used to answer
these questions.

9.2.3.1 Security Policies

Policies remained one of the earliest methods to dictate an action against a
given situation. They are a set of rules specifying how a particular situa-
tion should be tackled. Edwards et al. in [21] pointed that security policies
can be divided into three groups, fixed (e.g., kernel level implementation),
customizable (e.g., firewall, router ACLs, etc.) and dynamic, based on the
flexibility they offer. Dynamic policies can be detailed on individual user
or service level thus providing more flexible adaptation. Some related work
include [32][34].

Utility and Probabilistic Models

Utility expresses the measure of efficacy or profit of a choice for a given
user or service. In event driven adaptive security, adaptive decisions can be
expressed in utilities on the basis of user acceptance, accuracy, power usage,
etc. for a given analyzed risk (event). For instance, Alia and Lacosta in
[15] used various QoS and security properties corresponding to a required
security service to manipulate the utility of an autonomic adaptive response
using a non-probabilistic (utility) predictor function. Probabilistic models of
utility, such as, [38][19], provides a fair understanding of how security and
trust adaptation can be modeled with utilities.

Besides utility theory, probabilistic models such as Bayesian Networks
have also been used in a variety of adaptive applications. Bayesian mod-
els can be used to select a suitable algorithm from available list [27]. They
can also be advantageous in rules discovery [44] to resolve a conflict where
an analyzed risk (high level event) two different rules under a given pol-
icy [33]. Game theoretic models have also been proposed where intrusion
and defense are modeled as games to adapt and defend system security
[45][43][30].
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Ontologies

Ontologies are used to capture and structure the knowledge about entities,
instances and their relationship within an organization. They can be used
both for design and runtime purposes [24]. In [23], the author describes
an ontology where the knowledge required for security adaptation such as
risk, security services and metrics, etc., are related to be assessed at run-
time. Denker et. al [20], the authors used security ontologies for annotating
functional aspects of electronic resources. However, these ontologies did not
discuss how user requirements and preferences should be valued during the
adaptation.

9.3 The Model

The model presented, Event Driven Adaptive Security (EDAS), addresses
the notion of security adaptation in IoT as an EDA in feedback loop manner.
We believe that the basic element of change available within the network
is the event generated by various application and devices recorded into log
files. They provide a primitive context about who, when, where and what of
a change and contain vital information, such as timestamps, sources, desti-
nations, user activity, severity levels, etc., necessary to reason about the risk
situation associated with an event.

EDAS uses Open Source Security Information Management (OSSIM)[9]
which provides a platform for writing scripts, called plugins, to filter and
normalize primitive security events collected from the monitored sources.
Correlation in OSSIM is supported with XML rules through which spe-
cific situations, in both temporal and spatial view, can be modeled to cor-
relate and investigated events for potential security risks. The model uti-
lizes a runtime adaptation ontology to adapt a best mitigation action from
the available actions based on the stored user and service preferences and
risk information produced by the correlation engine. A reference model is
shown in Figure 9.1. It includes three major components Monitor, Analyzer
and Adaptor. The input, method(s) utilized by individual component along
with the details of the output they produced are explained below:

9.3.1 Monitor

The monitor, OSSIM Agent, collects various events (logs) from diverse things
in the IoT, filters the unwanted events and normalizes them to a common
language for correlation (analysis).
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Figure 9.1: Event Driven Adaptive Security-Reference Model

9.3.1.1 Event Collection

Events generated by monitored things, e.g., devices, applications, security
tools, are collected remotely by the Monitor enabled with OSSIM Agent.
Both, agent and agent-less, methods are used to collect methods. OSSIM
uses a variety of methods for remote collection including Syslog and SNMP.
These two protocols are only used when a device or application supports
them otherwise; an agent is installed on the monitored object. OSSIM does
recommend some agents, such as Snare [5] and OSSEC [7], which translate
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events onto the Syslog stream. However, these agents are not supported
by devices at the edge of the network enabling IoT, for instance, smart de-
vices and wireless or body sensors. Thus, we opt for an agent based on
MQ Telemetry Transport (MQTT). MQTT is a lightweight M2M messaging
transport protocol specifically designed for IoT with platform independence
support [6]. The MQTT client hooks onto the event API of the device to col-
lect security events generated and will transport them to the monitor com-
ponent, the OSSIM Agent, where they are stored in a specific log file.

9.3.1.2 Event Filtration

Security events are extracted using a script, called Plugin, designed for in-
dividual event source. Writing the script requires some knowledge of the
source and the events it is generating. Plugin, identified by a unique ID and
other necessary parameters, is a configuration file that dictates from which
queue events should be read and which of them needs to be filtered out.
OSSIM utilizes a white-listing mechanism where only interested events are
sent for further processing. A regular expression specifies these interested
events. A match with the expressions is given a unique security ID (SID)
which is further used in event correlation. An example plugin configura-
tion is given in Figure 9.2 showing a specific SID corresponding to a login
success event. A different SID can be defined for other events, for instance,
a login failure event.

9.3.1.3 Event Normalization

Normalization is performed due to the fact that different things in the IoT
will generate events in different formats. It is, therefore, necessary to trans-
form them into a single common format for correlation and analysis. It is
done during SIDs extraction and aims to extract vital attributes of an event
transforming them into a common format for correlation. Attributes vary
from event to event depending upon the primitive context they carry. In the
above example, date and event source IP is normalized into a normalized
common format and src ip respectively.

9.3.2 Analyzer

9.3.2.1 Risk Scoring

Before the normalized events are correlated, they are assigned risk score.
OSSIM uses three metrics used for the event (SID) risk quantification [8].

• Asset Value: Specifies the importance of event source or destination
within the monitored scope. Ranges from 0-5.

• Priority: Specifies the impact of the event. Ranges from 0-5.
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Figure 9.2: Example Plugin

• Reliability: Determines the probability or confidence of the fact the
event will corresponds to a compromise. Thus, gives a weight to it
false positivity. Reliability ranges from 0-10.

For each event, X , risk is quantified as:
Risk(X) = (Priority ∗AssetV alue ∗Reliability)/25

The division of 25 is made to keep the risk values in the range of 0-10
which reflects the risk level of each event. These values are stored in the DB
against each SID and are assigned as they arrive in the Risk Scoring engine.
They can be changed as required manually. However, priority and reliability
values can take different values automatically during event correlation as
per the rules.

9.3.2.2 Event Correlation

The correlation engine investigates normalized events coming from the Mon-
itor. It is done using correlation directives stored in XML. They are triggered
when a specific SID is encountered, and thus a new event is generated with
a new reliability value. The engine increases and decreases this value with
respective to defined attributes within the directive rules. Hence, risk is dy-
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namically assessed when SIDs are correlated over time. An SSH login failure
example taken (simplified) from OSSIM wiki [10] is given in Figure 9.3.

<directive id="500000" name="SSH Brute Force Attack Against DST_IP" priority="4"> 
  <rule type="detector" name="SSH Authentication failure" reliability="0" 
      occurrence="1" from="ANY" to="ANY" port_from="ANY" port_to="ANY" 
      plugin_id="4003" plugin_sid="1,2,3,4,5,6,9,10,12,13,14,15,16,20"> 
      <rules> 
         <rule type="detector" name="SSH Successful Authentication (After 1 failed)" 
                             reliability="1" occurrence="1" 
                             from="1:SRC_IP" to="1:DST_IP" 
                             port_from="ANY" time_out="15" port_to="ANY" 
                             plugin_id="4003" plugin_sid="7,8"/> 
         <rule type="detector" name="SSH Authentication failure (10 times)" 
                             reliability="2" occurrence="10" from="1:SRC_IP" 
                             to="1:DST_IP" 
                             port_from="ANY" time_out="40" port_to="ANY" 
                             plugin_id="4003" 
                             plugin_sid="1,2,3,4,5,6,9,10,12,13,14,15,16,20" 
                             sticky="true"/>                                                         
      </rules>           
  
   </rule> 
</directive> 

Figure 9.3: Correlation Directive & Rules

It can be seen that rules can be defined up to n-levels of correlation de-
pending upon the requirements. As the level is increased, more precise in-
formation is used, such as the time out, occurrence, source and destination,
to validate the reliability and context of an event. In the mentioned exam-
ple, reliability is increased which increases the risk level correspondingly.
Similarly, using a rule, reliability during correlation can also be decreased if
a login success event (SID) is encountered within the acceptable threshold
range of the occurrence variable. Also, logical operators can be utilized when
certain conditions are to be assured during the correlation.

Event correlation produces high level events which either goes for in-
depth correlation or are flagged as alarms to be managed. Alarms are cor-
related events with risk level above risk acceptance threshold. Information
carried by an alarm includes source and destination IDs, the user involved,
risk level, threat details and the correlation directive responsible for gener-
ating it. This information is utilized during the adaptation process where
the confronted risk is mitigated.

9.3.3 Adaptation

In order to utilize the available knowledge precisely and adapt security set-
tings in an optimized manner, we propose an Adaptation Ontology. To be
traversed at runtime, the ontology considers all the entities and their rela-
tionships necessary for optimal security adaptation. We will be utilizing this
entire EDAS model in the IoT enabled eHealth scenario where a patient is
remotely managed over the traditional internet or cellular network. To do
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so, we establish three different contexts in the proposed ontology as shown
in Figure 9.4.

Figure 9.4: Security Adaptation Ontology

• User Context corresponds to the patient and medical staff preferences
which have to be considered before the adaptation

• Each user owns or utilizes a set of application, such as the eHealth
app, Skype for patient-doctor communication, etc. and devices, such
as body sensors, smart device or desktop/Laptop, in the scope IoT-
eHealth infrastructure. The corresponding information for instance,
type, asset value, etc., along with their capabilities is contained in the
Asset Context.

• The entities and associated settings required for optimized security
adaption is grouped under the Security Adaptation Context.

An optimal mitigation action is selected from the actions pool following the
procedure shown in Figure 9.5. The Response engine articulate a message
based on the details of the action provided by the adaptation engine. Using
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MQTT transport, the message is sent to an actuator (MQTT Client) installed
on the monitored thing. The actuator is hooked the specific component API,
for instance a login API, and passes the message as variables to be reconfig-
ured.

Figure 9.5: Security Adaptation Process

A predictor function chooses the action with maximum utility. Subjec-
tive weights are assigned to affected metrics against each property, which
correspond the overall utility of the property (to be used in the adapted
action) for a specific user. Metrics reflect parameters, such as usability, re-
liability, service cost, etc., which can be negatively or positively influenced
by a security property selection. For the time being, metrics are grouped
into three categories, User, QoS and Security, to capture influences concern-
ing user preferences, overall QoS and security reliability. However, we are
still exploring metrics and measures, such as described in [40], to make our
adaptation process more focused and convincing for user and service re-
quirements besides dealing with security issues. A description of individual
entities along with example instances is listed in Table 9.1 whereas, relations
among them are detailed in Table 9.2.

9.4 eHealth Case Study

IoT can substantially increase service quality and reduce cost, if enabled in
the eHealth paradigm where patient vital signs are remotely diagnosed and
managed via internet or cellular network. A number of projects, such as
[1][3], aim to investigate different aspects of IoT-eHealth to make it more
reliable and convenient. This section describes an IoT-eHealth home sce-
nario in which a patient residing at home, Lynda, is equipped with various
body sensors. Her vital signs are monitored through these sensors and are
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Table 9.1: Ontology Entities

Context Entity Description Example Instances

User
User The registered user Patient, Medical Staff, IT

staff

Preference User preferences that affects or are af-
fected by the adaptation decision

App/device usage
knowledge, Current
Health Status, Location,
Environmental Context,
etc.

Asset

App Any soft components used in the IoT-
eHealth infrastructure

eHealth app, communi-
cation software such as
Skype, email, Security
tools, etc.

Device Any hard components used to send re-
ceive and store User information

Body Sensors, Smart
phones, Tablets, Laptops,
Desktops

Capability The resources offered by individual AssetBattery life time, CPU
power, Memory, Sup-
ported Protocols etc.

Security Adaptation

SecurityService The security services sup-
ported/Currently used by each
Asset

e.g., Authentication, En-
cryption and Integrity
modules

RiskLevel
Event/Alarm Risk Level (analyzed by
the event correlation/analysis engine)
which threatens a SecurityService and
Asset

Range(0-10)

Threat Threat information dictated by Corre-
lation Directive

Brute Force, DoS, etc.

Action

A list of adaptation actions (options)
associated with a given SecuritySer-
vice. Actions enforces a specific Secu-
rityService in order to control a Threat
faced

Changing Password,
Locking a user for a
specific time, changing
encryption methods,
Adapting a secure au-
thentication protocol,
etc.

SecurityMechanism
Methods/algorithms associated with a
given Action which are utilized in or-
der to enforce a SecurityService chal-
lenged by a Threat

WEP, WP2, DES, AES,
Captcha, SHA1, Dis-
abling User Account
etc.

Property
Available attributes of a specific Secu-
rityMechanism which can be adjusted
for adaptation

AES (key length), Pass-
word (length, character
type), captcha (image,
audio), Account Locking
time (seconds, minutes)

Metric

Factors affecting security adaptation.
Derived from user Preferences, device
capabilities and the overall security
against a given Property in terms of ex-
pected utilities.

Usability, PowerCost,
ExecutionTime, Ser-
viceLevelCost, Reliability,
etc.

transmitted over a Wifi or cellular network to remote hospital site for fur-
ther diagnosis. She frequently uses her smart phone, part of this infrastruc-
ture, installed with an eHealth app to keep track of health status as well as
for billing payments besides personal use. We intend to explicate how our
model fits into this scenario to defend against a security threat faced.
Home Scenario–Authentication: Lynda wants her credentials saved in the
eHealth app to be protected. The app installed on her smart phone is pro-
tected with a password that is used to protect her credit card credentials,
billing information and local Patient Health Information (PHI).
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Table 9.2: Ontology Relations

Context Relation Classes Involved Example Relations

User has User, Preference
Patient has a Preference of having easy to remember
credentials
Patient prefers service over security while being
outside home
Doctor prefers strict confidentiality while being out-
side hospital

User, Asset owns User, Asset
Patient owns a tablet to read his vital signs
Patient owns (wears) ECG sensor
Doctor owns a desktop machine to communicate
with Patient over Skype

Asset has App, Device, Capability

Patient tablet has DualCore processor installed
eHealth app installed on patient tablet has a
medium level password
ECG sensor does not support DES 128 bit algorithm
Smart phone has 1 hour of talk time left

Asset, Security Adaptation

Supports,
Currently
Using

Asset, SecurityService ECG Sensor supports/currentlyUsing Confidential-
ity, Authentication

IsThreatenedByAsset, Threat eHealth app is threatened by a password brute force
attack
In home Wifi network is threatened by DeAuth
flooding

Security Adaptation

compromises Threat, SecurityService Password Brute force compromises eHealth app
Authentication
WifiDeAuth flooding compromises network in-
tegrity

has Threat, RiskLevel Password Brute force on eHealth app has a HIGH
Risk Level

isEnforcedBy SecurityService, Action eHealth App is authentication is enforced by a
medium strength password
Wifi Network authentication is enforced by WPA
policy

mitigates Action, Threat Changing user password mitigates a password
brute force threat
Restricting user login attempts to t-seconds miti-
gates a password brute force

utilizes Action, SecurityMechanism
A password change action utilizes the password
length & complexity
Restricting user login attempts utilizes the time
limit
Increase encryption level action utilizes AES

Inherit SecurityMechanism, Property Password length inherit the property of 6, 8 or 10
characters
Password complexity inherit the property of char-
acter type

controlSpecific Property, RiskLevel A password with 6 digit key length controls LOW
level brute force attempts
A password with 10 digit key length controls HIGH
level brute force attempts

affects Property, Metric 10 character password affects (decreases) usability
and (increase) security reliability
3G network affects (increases) Service Quality and
(decreases) device battery

User, Security Adaptation
transformedTo

Preference, Metric User preferences are transformed to Usability
User location is transformed to QoS, Security \&
Privacy attributes

Asset, Security Adaptation Capability, Metric Supported protocols (can be) transformed to QoS
and Security metrices

Adverse Situation: An insider having access to Lynda’s smart phone with
the intention of stealing her credit card information is trying to login into
the eHealth app by guessing different passwords repeatedly.
Preferences: Lynda prefers medium level password instead of a complex
one. She does not want her account to be locked out as she has to check her
diabetes level frequently.
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A generalized message sequence of the whole adaptation process as per
the scenario is given in Figure 9.6. The defense against the situation is de-
tailed as follow:

Model Go-Through – The Runtime Defense:
Event Collection & Monitoring: Smart phone login failure events will be

collected by the MQTT client and will be sent to the Monitor. Plugin, e.g.,
pluginID=20, specified for the smart phone will read these events on the
OSSIM Agent. The login failure on eHealth App SID, with SID=3, will extract
and normalize the important attributes such as timestamps, user, source,
and will add other attributes, such as the number of attempts made.

Figure 9.6: Attack-Defense Case Study Message Diagram

Risk Quantification: Considering the risk acceptance level for repeated
login failure is 4 let the smart phone be a critical asset, so Asset Value=5. To
give space to for the accidental wrong attempts, let the Reliability=0 for the
first encounter and suppose the importance of the event is considerable so,
Priority=5.

Event Correlation: The correlation directive shown in Figure 9.7 specifies
3 levels of correlation. The first wrong attempt is considered as normal so
Reliability is not increased. For the next 5 wrong attempts, Reliability is
increased to 2 and the engine waits for 10 seconds as a time out. Risk, as per
the equation stated earlier, at this stage becomes 2. Similarly, after 6 wrong
repeated attempts Reliability is increased to 3 and so does the associated
risk level. Finally, an alarm will be generated a risk of level 4 is raised after
consecutive 20 attempts when Reliability is increased to 4. Risk is assessed
dynamically and instances of the same events are correlated over a period
of time as context becomes more evident.

Security Adaptation: Proceeding logically with the procedure shown in
Figure 9.5. An optimal mitigation action can be selected as:
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Figure 9.7: Correlation Directive & Rules for Repeated Login Failures

• Threat & Risk Level: Password Brute Force

• Compromised Security Service: Authentication

• Possible Actions: Suppose, Password Change, Account Lockout & En-
forcing Captcha

• Security Mechanisms: As per each action, Password Change (keyLength),
Enforcing Captcha (Captcha), Account Lockout (Time Restriction)

• Security Properties Metrics & Utilities: As a hypothesis, consider Table
9.3 showing the affected metrics by individual properties with associ-
ated utilities (ranging from 1-10). The properties listed are considered
to mitigate risk level 4 or above for password brute force attempts on
the smart phone. Furthermore, it is assumed that the utilities are as-
signed as per service and user preferences.

The predictor function will identify that the optimal action to circum-
vent this threat is to change the password on the smart phone eHealth app
to an 8-characters. If it is already in use, it will go back and select the second
best option. The selected action along with the user, concerned API and as-
set details will be given to the Response engine which will send a message
containing the instructions as appropriate variables to the MQTT client re-
siding on the smart phone as an actuator. The actuator will identify the API
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Table 9.3: Properties, Metrics & Utilities

PROPERTIES
Metric KeyLength Captcha Time Restriction

8-char, 10-char. Audio Visual 15 min. 30 min.
Usability 8 5 6 7 6 3

QoS 8 7 5 5 6 6
Reliability 7 8 4 4 7 8

Total Utility 23 20 15 16 19 17

mentioned and will pass the message variable. The API will implement the
changes and will ask the user/adversary to enter a new 8-character pass-
word based on the older one.

9.5 Conclusion & Future Work

Existing detective and preventive controls as individual components seems
to be inefficient in providing the required context to investigate security
threats. We presented an event driven adaptive security model, EDAS, which
leverages the capabilities of existing event models of diverse things in IoT
and OSSIM correlation to adapt security settings by keeping the user and
service utility at maximum. Primitive knowledge about security changes
is collected and is analyzed in a definitive and established security context.
The runtime adaptation ontology provides a structured knowledge of all
the elements necessary to select appropriate mitigation action as user and
service preferences. MQTT as a transport mechanism for the collection and
actuation processes makes the model more extendable, platform indepen-
dent and cost effective.

In the near future, we intend to develop a prototype for EDAS to test
its processes as a real world IoT-eHealth artifact. Preliminary plans are
to investigate the overall reliability, service response timings and building
universal collectors and actuators for devices at the network edge, such as
body sensors and personal smart devices. The prototype will be validated
with confidentiality, availability, integrity and mobility scenarios as they are
deemed to be the most critical aspects in remote patient management sys-
tems.
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Chapter 10

EDAS: An Evaluation Prototype for
Autonomic Event Driven Adaptive
Security in the Internet of Things

Abstract

In Internet of Things (IoT), the main driving technologies are con-
sidered to be tiny sensory objects. These objects cannot host traditional
preventive and detective technologies to provide protection against the
increasing threat sophistication. Furthermore, these solutions are lim-
ited to analyzing particular contextual information, for instance net-
work information or files, and do not provide holistic context for risk
analysis and response. Analyzing a part of a situation may lead to false
alarms and later to unnecessary and incorrect configurations. To over-
come these concerns, we proposed an event-driven adaptive security
(EDAS) model for IoT. EDAS aims to observe security events (changes)
generated by various things in the monitored IoT environment, inves-
tigates any intentional or unintentional risks associated with the events
and adapts to it autonomously. It correlates different events in time and
space to reduce any false alarms and provides a mechanism to predict
attacks before they are realized. Risks are responded to autonomically
by utilizing a runtime adaptation ontology. The mitigation action is cho-
sen after assessing essential information, such as the risk faced, user
preferences, device capabilities and service requirements. Thus, it se-
lects an optimal mitigation action in a particular adverse situation. The
objective of this paper is to investigate EDAS feasibility and its aptitude
as a real-world prototype in a remote patient monitoring context. It de-
tails how EDAS can be a practical choice for IoT-eHealth in terms of the
security, design and implementation features it offers as compared to
traditional security controls. We have explained the prototype’s major
components and have highlighted the key technical challenges.

Keywords–Internet of Things; adaptive security; eHealth; event-driven
architecture; risk management; event correlation.
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10.1 Introduction

A recent report by EMC and the International Data Cooperation (IDC) de-
tails that by the year 2020, 30 billion of the connected devices in the world,
constituting IoT, will be small and smart wireless devices characterized by
their autonomous behavior [20]. They further reason that IoT will create
new business models, capture real-time information in critical infrastruc-
ture, extend services offered by traditional modes and will provide a global
visibility platform. Analyzing this report and other similar research, one
can conclude that IoT can bring phenomenal extensions to the ICT-based
services offered in the business, as well as in public domains.

The potentials offered by IoT can become more efficacious and reliable if
other challenges it faces, such as networking, standardization, security and
privacy issues, are carefully sorted out [16]. From a security perspective,
a recent study made by OWASP and HP R© [8, 49] details a number of seri-
ous vulnerabilities that IoT has still to address. The report highlights that
60% of the things web interfaces are prone to web-related attacks, such as
cross-site scripting (XSS) attacks; 90% of the things collect at least one piece
of personal information; 70% of the devices communicate via unencrypted
channels; and 70% of the devices are susceptible to account enumeration at-
tacks. These are some severe concerns particularly for IoT-enabled health
services, where the type of information communicated is mostly personal.

Current security solutions, like firewalls, intrusion detection systems (IDS),
etc., or even small anti-virus programs are not feasible for this sensory, tiny,
low-resourced thing-driven network. Even if we somehow tailored a minia-
ture version of them, they still would not achieve much. Because, as stan-
dalone mechanisms, they can only assess a particular set of vectors when
a host is under a possible compromise situation. A security breach usually
consists of multiple and associated attack vectors, means and targets. An-
alyzing only a part of them independently of their association in a context
may yield false positives and negatives [48]. Analyzing risks irrespective of
the context may further results in inappropriate mitigation decisions. Con-
sider a scenario where a physician, currently on holiday, using her smart-
phone is given authorization by a role-based access control (RBAC) system
to access patient personal information from an unusual place on a week-
end. From an RBAC point of view, this activity seems to be legitimate, and
the system should grant access. However, if the entire context, i.e., the un-
usual place, current status and access time, is analyzed, one can conclude
that there is a risk involved if access is granted, i.e., the smartphone might
have been compromised. Hence, current preventive and detective security
solutions are either not feasible or do not have the intelligence to assess the
situation in a holistic context.

In social services enabled by IoT, for instance eHealth concerning remote
patient monitoring, mitigation decisions based on inaccurate risk informa-
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tion may disrupt service availability and can be life threatening. Examin-
ing the stated facts, statistics and resource-constrained nature of things in
IoT, we proposed an event-driven adaptive security architecture (EDAS) [15]
in an eHealth scenario where remote patients are continuously monitored.
EDAS is an autonomous risk-based adaptive security architecture that mon-
itors and analyzes security events generated by things for potential threats
and responds to the corresponding risks by adapting an optimal mitigation
action. The mitigation response is selected in a way such that user prefer-
ences, service and security requirements are all assessed before a decision
is made. For autonomous adaptation, we proposed a runtime security on-
tology containing the necessary knowledge for optimized adaptation. For
event monitoring, collection, analysis and correlation, we listed a variety of
techniques that can be utilized. The threat and risk analysis routines are sug-
gested to be performed at a resourceful remote machine to avoid heavy com-
putations on a resource-constrained thing. The things only use their out-of-
the-box event framework to generate and communicate events. Events are
collected and analyzed to investigate any potential threat that they pose and
are correlated in a context to reduce any false positive or negatives.

This paper describes an IoT-eHealth prototype showing how EDAS can
be implemented as a real-world artifact. The primary objective is to inves-
tigate the feasibility of EDAS as an event-driven security architecture and
whether its adaptation control loop adds value to the security of IoT. From
the prototyping activity, evaluation and comparison detailed in this paper,
we conclude that EDAS can be a more practical choice for IoT security as
compared to traditional security controls. It provides a holistic security so-
lution, complies with the resource-constrained nature of things in IoT, pro-
vides extensibility, allows existing traditional systems to be monitored and
substantially increases the overall throughput of electronic security opera-
tions. We detail the prototype’s major components individually and how
they are utilized collectively to ensure adaptive security. Furthermore, this
paper highlights the key technical challenges and discusses how they can
be approached. For demonstration purposes, we have adopted OSSIM [1]
as an event monitoring and analysis tool. However, we suggest that any
appropriate statistical, probabilistic, rule-based or other methods, tools or
techniques can be utilized for event monitoring and correlation in the archi-
tecture, as long as it has complex event processing (CEP) [36] capabilities.
We have already categorized these techniques in [15].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 10.2, an overview
of the proposed architecture will be briefly revised. Section 10.3 explains the
major components of the prototype and describes their technical design and
features. A case study demonstrating the prototype will be presented in
Section 10.4. The prototype feasibility will be argued and detailed in Sec-
tion 10.5 to evaluate the architecture aptitude. Related work is discussed in
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Figure 10.1: Abstract diagram of event-driven adaptive security (EDAS) ar-
chitecture.

Section 10.6. In Section 10.7, key challenges concerning EDAS development,
possible solutions and further work will be discussed. Finally, the paper will
be concluded in Section 10.8.

10.2 Proposed Architecture

EDAS [15] is an autonomous risk-based event-driven adaptive security ar-
chitecture for IoT. It monitors security changes, i.e., thing-generated events,
in the IoT environment, analyzes the associated threat(s) and adapts appro-
priate and optimized security configurations against the risk faced. At the
abstract level, EDAS complies with the IBM autonomic control loop that
consists of the sensing, analyzing, planning and execution components [24].
It consists of two major components: The EDAS platform and the event
sources, as shown in Figure 10.1.

The event sources reflect the monitored environment consisting of all of
the critical things in IoT, i.e., the applications, devices, objects, etc., that are
crucial for service delivery. Thus, the scope of the monitored things defines
the risk management scope for adaptive security. In a typical IoT-eHealth
scenario, as shown in Figure 10.2, event sources correspond to all of the
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Figure 10.2: IoT-eHealth environment.

applications, sensors, smart devices and actuators, both in the patient and
hospital domains, that are essential for the reliable, secure and efficacious
operations of remote patient monitoring services.

In the proposed architecture context, the event source is any of the men-
tioned things that can react to any change or event it experiences within it-
self or in the environment in which it operates. Reaction refers to triggering
appropriate actions and processes, generating or logging information that
detail the actions taken and communicating these changes and information
across the network. This elaboration makes our event source (thing) descrip-
tion more aligned with that of the Cluster of European Research Projects on
the IoT (CERP-IoT). According to CERP [51], “things are active participants
in business, information and social processes where they are enabled to in-
teract and communicate among themselves and with the environment by
exchanging data and information sensed about the environment, while re-
acting autonomously to the real/physical world events and influencing it
by running processes that trigger actions and create services with or with-
out direct human intervention”.

The EDAS platform consists of a set of methods and tools necessary to
continuously monitor and analyze these thing-generated primitive events
in a context-aware manner to investigate any potential security threats and
associated risks. As events arrive from different sources in different formats,
they are filtered and normalized by the Monitoring Agent to remove any re-
dundant events and to shape them into a universal format for risk analysis
and adaptation. The Risk Analyzer investigates potential threats and risks as-
sociated with these events using a correlation engine, such that false alarms
are avoided. This is ensured by correlating events in space and time in a con-
text [33]. An unacceptable risk and its corresponding details are referred to
the Risk Adapter where an adaptation engine utilizes a runtime security on-
tology to select a mitigation action from a pool of possible actions to reduce
the risk impact. The selected action is sent to the local adaptor process em-
bedded in the thing (event source) where the new security settings received
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are applied. The effects of the adapted changes are also recorded, monitored
and analyzed again. Hence, security monitoring, analysis and adaptation is
done in a continuous autonomic control loop fashion. Necessary informa-
tion regarding event correlation, risk quantification, system configurations,
adaptation requirements, normalization scripts and event databases is ac-
cessed and updated along this process via the repository component.

10.3 EDAS Prototype Specifications

We have developed an evaluation prototype to investigate the feasibility
of the EDAS architecture as a real-world implementation. The test settings
were designed to reflect a working IoT-eHealth environment where a remote
patient with wearable body sensors is monitored from a hospital site. The
test environment consists of the following hardware and software compo-
nents.

At the remote patient domain:

• Libelium open source eHealth Sensor Shield V.2.0

• Arduino Uno R2: A 16-MHz 32 K micro-controller for the eHealth
Shield

• RN-XV 171 IEEE 802.11 b/g-compatible Wifi module

• XBee Communication Shield for communicating Arduino serial data
over Wifi

• Samsung Galaxy SIII-Mini as a relay device

At the hospital-controlled domain:

• MySQL 5.6.12 as a storage for primitive medical and security events

• Apache 2.4.4 to display real-time patient vital signs enabled with High-
Charts API

• Sixty four-bit OSSIM V.4.6.1 as the EDAS monitoring and analysis plat-
form

• A Jena-SPARQL-enabled JAR as an adaptation engine for accessing,
modifying and storing the RDF /XML adaptation ontology
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Figure 10.3: Prototype environment

10.3.1 Technical Setup

Encrypted patient body temperature values are collected using a wearable
temperature sensor, which are communicated to the hospital site via a smart-
phone as a relay device. In the patient domain, an app on the smartphone
receives, parses and directs temperature readings and any security event
generated by the sensor to their respective event databases. The tempera-
ture values are extracted by the hospital health application, where they are
decrypted and displayed as a continuous real-time graph for medical diag-
nosis. The security events are pulled by the EDAS platform to investigate
and respond to any potential threats. The EDAS platform is a standalone
system contained in the hospital-controlled domain. A context diagram of
the environment is shown in Figure 10.3.

10.3.2 Architectural Overview

From a structural point of view, EDAS is designed as a component-based ar-
chitecture (CBA) [52], where the design is fragmented into functional com-
ponents necessary for achieving adaptive security. The components inter-
act with each other using provided (output) and required (input) interfaces
whenever an event is generated. Hence, from a communication perspective,
EDAS utilizes an event-driven architecture (EDA) [36] in which events gen-
erated by a monitored component (thing) trigger concerned components.
Events are considered as security changes and are monitored and correlated
using a complex event processing (CEP) method. A CBA and EDA design
make EDAS a reusable, replaceable, extensible, interoperable and indepen-
dent architecture.
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10.3.3 Event Sources

An event source, a thing in the EDAS context, can be visualized in functional
layers, as shown in Figure 10.4. The application layer contains the actual
application(s), temperature sensing in our case, along with the necessary
security components, tools and protocols. The processing layer must have at
least two components for EDAS to work efficiently, an event framework and
a local adaptor. The Event Framework typically comes as an out-of-the-box
service with most applications and includes an event handler and a logging
utility.

Microsoft defines an event as a message generated by an object to signal
the occurrence of an action, which qualifies a user interaction or any system
change, etc. [38]. Events are thing-specific (applications or devices) informa-
tion with unique attributes describing a particular change. They can be sta-
tus information notifying about the battery, CPU or memory levels; a thing
internal change, such as a computation error caused within a body sensor;
a particular type of user interaction, such as updating a bank account num-
ber, a password change or inserting incorrect information; or an external
stimuli, e.g., a location change update notified by a GPS sensor. Events are
received by a handler, for instance the Java Event Handler [5], which listens
to a particular event raised and invokes further methods necessary for han-
dling. One typical method is to log that event into a local or remote file or
DB present on the data and communication (DC) layer.

The Local Adaptor parses the adaptation request and calls the particular
application and security API to adopt the new settings locally. The adap-
tation request received is a string detailing the new security parameters to
be adapted as a result of deemed risk and an AppID identifying the appli-
cation that raised the event, which will adopt the new settings. The local
adaptation process is shown in Figure 10.5a, and an example adaptation re-
quest is shown in Figure 10.5b. Most of the low-end devices, such as body
sensors, are not equipped with the local event logging facility because of the
limited storage capacity and sometimes do not have remote logging capabil-
ities. The EDAS Communication Agent hooks onto the output stream of the
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Figure 10.5: Local adaptation at the thing level. (a) Local adaptation process;
(b) example adaptation request.

event framework via the EventCol interface, collects the events as they are
raised locally and sends them to the EDAS platform via an event DB using
HTTP request. Besides event communication, the agent also serves incom-
ing connections. Thus, complying with the memory constraints, this design
does not require any local storage for the events. Events from sources like
a smartphone or those having a local logging facility, such as a file or DB,
can be collected through the LogCol interface from the facility. Event source
components and the interfaces between them can be seen in Figure 10.6.

10.3.4 The EDAS Platform

The objective of the EDAS platform is to monitor, filter, normalize and ana-
lyze primitive events coming from the monitored things in the IoT-environment.
Furthermore, it decides a risk mitigation strategy per the risk faced, user
and service preferences and thing capabilities. OSSIM is used as a moni-
toring and correlation platform in the prototype. The essential components
and interfaces involved in this process are shown in its component diagram,
Figure 10.7a, whereas a layered visualization of the platform is shown in
Figure 10.7b. The components are explained as follows.
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10.3.4.1 Monitoring Agent

The Monitoring Agent reads, filters and normalizes events communicated by
various sources. For each event source, there is a unique component called
a plugin that performs the said operations. A plugin reads events from an
event queue, a log file or DB, filters them using a white-listing technique and
transform them into a standard format for analysis. Potential security events
matching a regular expression (RegEx) or an SQL query are forwarded for
normalization, considered as critical security events, while the unmatched
ones are discarded. During normalization, essential event attributes are ex-
tracted as variables that are later used in the risk analysis process. Each
event source and event type are assigned a unique plugin ID and plugin
security ID (SID), respectively. These identifiers uniquely identify specific
sources and event types in the IoT environment and are utilized in later pro-
cesses. An example of an event before and after normalization with essential
attributes for analysis and adaptation is shown in Figure 10.8.

Events can be distinguished based on the information they contain. Based
on the type of events and their content, the monitoring agent’s (the plugin)
filtration criteria decide which of them should be considered for risk anal-
ysis. For instance, medical events concerning vital body signs are not to be
classified as security events and may be filtered out unless they are involved
in a related biometric authentication system. Furthermore, among other es-
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Figure 10.7: The EDAS Platform. (a) EDAS platform component diagram;
(b) The EDAS platform layered architecture.

Primitive Raw Event:
May 30 13:15:52 dmz01 sshd[12980]: Accepted password for root from 192.168.178.20 port 4445 
ssh2 

Normalized Event:
2010-05-30 13:15:49,441 Output [INFO]: event type ="detector" date="1275239752"  sensor="192.168.178.201" 
interface="eth0" plugin_id="4003" plugin_sid="7" src_ip="192.168.178.20" src_port="4445" dst_ip="192.168.178.200" 
dst_port="22" username="root" log="May 30 13:15:52 dmz01 sshd[12980]: Accepted password for root from 
192.168.178.20 port 4445 ssh2" fdate="2010-05-30 13:15:52" tzone="0"

Figure 10.8: Example primitive and normalized events.
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sential attributes, events are generated with a key property generally called
level, for instance, see Microsoft event properties [37]. The level indicates
an event’s importance or its severity level. Although the level definition is
thing specific, it can provide essential information to distinguish how crit-
ical a particular event is and how it should be assessed in the risk analysis
process. In the prototype, OSSIM transformed this importance level into
event priority, discussed in the next section.

10.3.4.2 Risk Scorer and Correlator

During normalization, the plugin defines which SID has to be assigned a
particular event. An SID definition includes its ID, priority, reliability and
a description. These fields are registered for a particular event type in a
MySQL DB present at the data layer. Priority and reliability values together
with the asset (event source or thing) value are used to quantify the risk
associated with a particular event [26]. The Risk Scorer performs this quan-
tification. In OSSIM, asset and priority values reflect the importance of the
event source and the event respectively. A higher value implies a high event
importance. For instance, a higher value can be given to an error or warn-
ing level event than to an information level event. Similarly, in a remote pa-
tient monitoring system, a critical asset, such as a wearable sensor, is given
a higher asset value as compared to a smart device that the patient uses
for other medical purposes. The reliability of an event (SID) specifies its
probability as an actual attack. It is an attack probability level asserting the
chances that a particular SID may yield to a real compromise and is used to
deal with false alarms.

As we have suggested earlier that any CEP-supported analysis method
can be utilized in EDAS, we cannot recommend any particular risk formu-
lation equation because of the different risk perceptions. Below, we include
the OSSIM risk equation [26] as an example and for the purpose of explain-
ing the prototype. OSSIM calculates the risk of an event as follows:

Risk(Event) = (Asset× Priority ×Reliability/25) (10.1)

where Asset and Priority can take a value from [0, 5] and Reliability from [0,
10]. The division by 25 is made to restrict risk to 10 different risk levels.

Risk quantification is based on the event’s primitive information. In
some cases, several events over a period may contribute towards an inci-
dent. In such circumstances, if a risk is calculated on a single independent
event, it may lead to false positives and negatives, which may further yield
to the selection and implementation of inappropriate adaptation strategies.
To avoid such situations, the Correlation Engine correlates different potential
events over a period in a definitive context and decides whether there is a
risk involved or not. It modifies the event’s reliability as per a faced sit-
uation (context) when multiple potential events are detected in a specified
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Figure 10.9: Example OSSIM correlation directive.

interval. In other words, as more probable events are detected in the same
correlation context, its reliability is increased. Thus, the correlation makes
the overall threat reliability more accurate as more events occur in the same
context.

In OSSIM, a context defined for event correlation is a sequence of dif-
ferent events observed in a particular time frame. It is stored as an XML
directive in a file and is activated when a particular SID is detected [26]. An
XML correlation directive contains a rule set. The first rule is called the trig-
gered rule, as it activates the potential threat context to be analyzed. Each
rule specifies an event occurrence and defines a new reliability for the as-
sociated threat context. Thus, a risk is analyzed in a context-aware manner,
where events are correlated in time and space.

An example directive is shown in Figure 10.9. This example directive
captures repeated SSH log-in attempts and the corresponding contextual
events (SIDs) generated as a result of a failed attempt. It can be seen that
the reliability of the threat context is analyzed with each rule. Correlation
is performed in a particular time frame captured in the time out variable.
With each rule, it is made clearer whether the events correspond to autho-
rized attempts where one can forget or mistype log-in credentials or to a
compromise, such as brute force. Hence, with each rule (event occurrence),
the threat context reliability is analyzed again, and risk alarms are raised ac-
cordingly. Event correlation makes analysis more accurate and reduces the
possibility of false alarms.

10.3.4.3 Adaptation Engine

The Adaptation Engine decides a mitigation action for a particular user and
thing in a given risk context. It takes the risk information from the Risk Ana-
lyzer and calls a runtime RDF/XML ontology. The proposed security adap-
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Figure 10.10: Security adaptation ontology.

tation ontology, shown in Figure 10.10, contains the security metrics, device
capabilities and user preferences necessary to decide an optimized adapta-
tion action from a pool of available actions. By optimized action, we refer to
a response that is selected after assessing user, service and device require-
ments in a particular risk context. Entities and associated relationships in the
ontology along with examples are detailed in our previous work [15]. The
ontology entities are grouped into three contexts; user, thing and security.
Each context captures the respective knowledge, as well as current runtime
security settings necessary for deciding an adapted action. While selecting
an action, the engine utilizes an Apache Jena-SPARQL API-enabled [3] script
to query and update the stored ontology. Updating is performed to ensure
that the ontology as a runtime knowledge platform is aware of all of the cur-
rent configurations that may be required in possible succeeding adaptation
decisions.

The adaptation engine is activated when it receives a risk alarm from
the risk analyzer. The alarm is a token detailing the risk components, i.e.,
the Threat-ID, Risk-Level, and Device-ID. The adaptation action is selected
in a stepwise procedure as shown in Table 10.1. The table describes all of
the signatures pertaining to the ontology elements, i.e., subjects, predicates
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Table 10.1: The adaptation action decision process.

Step
No.

Type: Subject Type: Predicate Type: Object Type: Return

Step 1
Description: identifying a particular threat faced in the ontology
Class:
threats

Data Property:
hasThreatID

String:
Threat-ID, e.g.,
“DOS5001”

Class Object:
a threat object

Step 2
Description: listing possible actions that address the threat identified in Step 1
Class:
actions

Object Property:
mitigates

Class Object:
threat

Class Object:
action objects

Step 3
Description: identifying security mechanisms utilized by actions identified in Step 2
Class Object:
action objects

Object Property:
utilizes

Class:
security mechanism

Class Object:
security mechanism
objects

Step 4
Description: identifying the device facing the threat
Class:
devices

Data Property:
hasID

String: Device-ID
e.g., “192.168.1.3”

Class Object:
A Device object.

Step 5
Description: extracting only device-supported security mechanisms from those identified in Step 3
Class Object:
a device object

Object Property:
supports

Class Object: secu-
rity mechanism objects

Class Object:
security mechanism
objects

Step 6
Description: listing properties that are utilized by mechanism identified in Step 5
Class Object:
security mechanism
objects

Object Property:
inherit

Class:
security property

Class Object:
security property ob-
jects

Step 7
Description: selecting properties addressing a particular risk level from the properties identified in Step 6
Class Object:
security property ob-
jects

Data Property: con-
trolsRiskLevel

Integer:
risk-Level e.g., 1, 2, 3...

Class Object:
security property ob-
jects

Step 8

Description: extracting utility metrics values for individual property identified in Step 6
Class Object:
security property ob-
jects

Data Property: ha-
sUsabilityUtility, has-
ConfUtility, ...

Integer:
Utility-value e.g.,
1,2,3...

Integer:
utility-value

and objects, which are accessed at each step of the procedure. The ontology
is developed in an RDF/XML format using the Protege tool [44]. Differ-
ent types of ontology elements used in the table are described as follows:
a Class refers to a concept of interest in the ontology. Class Objects
are the members of a class. Object Property is the relationship between
one or more members of one class with one or more members of another
class, and a Data Property refers to a particular attribute of a class object.
Example objects and a description of classes used in the adaptation process
are given in Table 10.2. For a detailed description of all of the concepts and
relationships in the proposed ontology, refer to our previous work [15].

As the final step (Step 9), a security property object having the maximum
weighted utility among those identified in Step 7 is selected as the most op-
timal property. The corresponding mechanism and action are extracted, and
an adaptation request string is constructed. The request is sent to the event
source as an optimal response to the faced threat and to be adopted locally.
Metrics, such as hasUsabilityUtility, hasReliabilityUtility and hasConfUtil-
ity, etc., are attributes associated with each security property object. They
reflect the property utility in terms of user and service requirements and
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Table 10.2: Classes description in the adaptation process.

Class Description Example class objects
Device Monitored devices and their attributes Sensor, smartphone, desktop
Threat Threats known in the environment DoS, brute force, malware infection

Actions Mitigation responses to be adapted to
defend against a threat

Enforce a CAPTCHA , change cipher,
change routing algorithm

Security
mechanism Methods, tools, algorithms used by an action DES, AES, XOR, CAPTCHA,

password length
Security
property Adjustable attributes of a security mechanism Eight-char password, image CAPTCHA,

audio CAPTCHA, 128-bit key

Process to Process Communication

Data Communication & Data Sources/Sinks
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Comm. Agent 
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Event
HandlerAdaptor

Comm. Agent (HTTP)
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Figure 10.11: Prototype architecture categorized into functional layers.

device capabilities. These utility metrics are derived from the mentioned
classes in the ontology.

The prototype test environment as a whole can be categorized into func-
tional layers as shown in Figure 10.11. The relay device, a smart device, is
used primarily for parsing medical data and security events arriving at the
same HTTP connection. It uses a MySQL client to send these events to the
respective DBs contained in the event DBMS for further investigation. Uti-
lizing a smart device, such as a smartphone, as a relay also makes the entire
system more usable. Patients will be able to monitor their health status lo-
cally with the help of an app installed without querying the health journals
at the hospital site. Furthermore, it can make the patient monitoring more
usable in mobility scenarios, therefore increasing the overall eHealth ser-
vice utility. Figure 10.12 shows an abstract level message transfer between
the major processes that we developed and designed in our prototype. It
can be seen that data are collected using two loops, medical data collection
and security adaptation, both executed in parallel.
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Figure 10.12: EDAS message sequence chart.

10.4 Case Study

A test case study concerning user confidentiality and service availability is
developed to demonstrate EDAS as a real-world prototype. The case study
characterizes a tradeoff between confidentiality and availability. The case
study is based on a general phenomenon that encrypting messages con-
sumes more energy if longer key lengths are utilized and vice versa. Pre-
shared keys and respective indexes are used in the case study. A higher
index corresponds to a key with increased length. The state transition dia-
gram depicting the case study security adaptation is shown in Figure 10.13.
Stable State 1 is assumed to be the initial state. Different cipher key lengths
for encrypting medical data are adapted when the LowBattery or ChargingUp
events are generated by the temperature sensor.

The case study consists of two scenarios to reflect a confidentiality - avail-
ability tradeoff situation. In the first scenario, EDAS decides to ensure ser-
vice availability as opposed to keeping a high confidentiality level when
the sensor battery level drops below a certain threshold. Therefore, encryp-
tion keys with decreased lengths are adapted to meet the primary require-
ment, availability, of a continuous patient monitoring system. In the second
scenario, confidentiality is preferred over availability. Confidentiality is re-
gained and key lengths are increased as the battery is recharged to a par-
ticular threshold, indicating that the sensor is steadily available to meet a
particular service level. Key lengths are gradually increased and decreased
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Figure 10.14: Scenario 1: sensor screen: decreased key lengths are adapted when
battery level drops.

as per the observation of threshold battery level events. This adaptation
process is performed continuously until the sensor changes a state.

• Scenario 1 (Low Availability Risk: High Encryption with Low Battery)

Low availability (context or directive) risk is raised when there is a Low-
Battery event with the level being less than X%, and the encryption is still
done with an increased key length. The corresponding risk is reduced when
a KeyChanged event is generated by the event source (temperature sensor)
after a reduced encryption key length is adapted. The corresponding screen-
shots are displayed in Figures 10.14 and 10.15.
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Events Timestamp M-Agent Source(S) Destination(D) Asset.Val 
SD Risk 

directive_event:BatteryLow-LowAvailability 2014-11-25 19:36:11 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
EDAS:EncryptionKeyChanged 2014-11-25 19:36:05 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
directive_event: BatteryLow-LowAvailability 2014-11-25 19:35:59 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 1 
EDAS:SensorBatterLowEvent 2014-11-25 19:35:50 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
directive_event: BatteryLow-LowAvailability 2014-11-25 19:35:35 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
EDAS:EncryptionKeyChanged 2014-11-25 19:35:30 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
Directive_event: BatteryLow-LowAvailability 2014-11-25 19:35:23 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 1 
EDAS:SensorBatterLowEvent 2014-11-25 19:35:18 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
EDAS:SensorBatterLowEvent 2014-11-25 19:34:48 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 

 

Figure 10.15: Scenario 1: EDAS platform dashboard screen (modified): the
LowAvailability alarm is raised (as risk = 1) whenever a BatteryLow event is detected
and is reduced when a KeyChanged event is observed after adaptation. Color legend:
yellow, trigger event; red, alarm (unacceptable risk); green, alarm (acceptable risk);
white, event detected.
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Figure 10.16: Scenario 2: sensor screen: encryption adapts to increased key lengths
when the battery is recharged to a threshold level.

• Scenario 2 (Low Confidentiality Risk: Low Encryption with High Bat-
tery)

The low confidentiality alarm is raised when the BatteryChargingUp event is
detected with a level greater than Y%, and the encryption is still done with
a reduced key length. The corresponding risk is reduced when an increased
key length is adapted and a KeyChanged event is discovered after increased
key lengths are selected. See the corresponding screenshots in Figures 10.16
and 10.17.

10.5 Feasibility and Evaluation

This section evaluates EDAS as an event-driven security concept and sys-
tem architecture and will detail lessons learned from the prototyping activ-
ity. We will discuss how EDAS can be the right tool for ensuring real-time
risk management in dynamic environments, such as IoT, and how it com-
plements existing ICT infrastructure. Moreover, EDAS is compared with
architectures corresponding to traditional security controls to investigate its
feasibility as a viable solution for IoT.
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Events Timestamp M-Agent Source Destination Asset.Val 
SD Risk 

directive_event:BatteryCharging-LowConfidentiality 2014-11-25 19:36:11 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
EDAS:EncryptionKeyChanged 2014-11-25 19:36:05 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
directive_event:BatteryCharging-LowConfidentiality 2014-11-25 19:35:59 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 2 
EDAS:ChargingUp 2014-11-25 19:35:50 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
directive_event:BatteryCharging-LowConfidentiality 2014-11-25 19:35:35 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
EDAS:EncryptionKeyChanged 2014-11-25 19:35:30 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
directive_event:BatteryCharging-LowConfidentiality 2014-11-25 19:35:23 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 1 
EDAS:ChargingUp 2014-11-25 19:35:18 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 
EDAS:ChargingUp 2014-11-25 19:34:48 alienvault 192.168.1.2:2000 192.168.1.3 42 0 

 

Figure 10.17: Scenario 2: EDAS platform dashboard screen (modified): the Low-
Confidentiality alarm is raised (as risk = 1, 2) whenever a BatteryChargingUp event is
detected and is reduced when a Key Changed event is detected after adaptation. Color
legend: yellow, trigger event; red, alarm (unacceptable risk); green, alarm (accept-
able risk); white, event detected.

10.5.1 Dynamic Real-Time Autonomous Risk Management

The primary objective of EDAS is to ensure continuous and dynamic risk
management capabilities in the IoT. Changes (events) in the monitored en-
vironment are collected and analyzed as soon as they are observed. IoT is
thought to be a self-adaptive and self-organized network, and things are
deemed to be autonomous [20]. Self- and autonomous adaptation capabili-
ties are necessary in IoT [18, 32]. These properties ensure dynamic adapta-
tion to avoid potential management delays caused by human intervention.
EDAS overcomes this issue by placing the user preferences, service require-
ments and analyst knowledge in the correlation directives and adaptation
ontology before the system start-up. Thus, it empowers the system to mon-
itor, analyze and adapt to the risks faced autonomously and dynamically in
an optimum manner.

10.5.2 Context Awareness

The term context has been defined differently by various authors. However,
a more general definition is given by Abowd et al. [12] as any information
that can be used to characterize and recognize the situation of an object, per-
son or place. Context provides vital information regarding the who, what,
where, when and why of a situation [13]. In a computing environment,
this context or information is usually offered by the system- or application-
generated events. It can be seen in Figure 10.8 that the information in the
primitive events precisely provides essential attributes necessary to qualify
both definitions stated. Hence, EDAS captures the fundamental unit of a
system change, i.e., the event, to set a clear and distinct ground for context-
aware risk analysis.

Furthermore, in real-world scenarios, a compromise is usually a com-
bination of different attack vectors, modifications, tools and targets, which
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may trigger a series of different events originating from different sources as
the compromise progresses. EDAS addresses such situations through event
correlation. Using a correlation method, such as a rule-based OSSIM cor-
relation directive, an analyst could define a particular compromise context
defined as a rule set. The context captures all of the potential events that
signify a potential compromise and can accurately qualify whether a risk is
involved or not. Correlating events from different sources provides a broad
view of understanding the context and holistic information. Thus, it reduces
any false alarms that may be caused by analyzing events independently.
Nonetheless, if events are seen as a series of steps towards a particular com-
promise situation (context), then by exploiting the precautionary principle
[43, 50], EDAS can predict these steps and can respond to corresponding
threats (events) before they are realized as actual attacks.

10.5.3 Preferences and Capability-Based Adaptation

Adapting security changes autonomously by only considering the impact
of the risks faced is a security risk itself. In such cases, changing secu-
rity parameters may negatively affect service attributes, such as through-
put or latency, and thing resources. Re-configurations based only on the
security context of a threat without assessing its impact on the service re-
quirements can cause unnecessary adaptation that may cause serious prob-
lems [35]. Such strategies can cause service disruption in environments like
IoT or WSN, where the main driving technologies are battery-powered and
resource-limited devices. Therefore, other factors, such as the device and ap-
plication capabilities, as well as service requirements, need to be considered
while an adaptation strategy is decided, as performed in EDAS.

Nonetheless, in a user-centric service, such as IoT-eHealth, the user, i.e.,
the patient, as well as the medical staff, preferences should also be assessed
while new security settings are adapted. The EDAS runtime adaptation on-
tology stores these capabilities, requirements and preferences before system
start-up and transforms them into metrics with respective utilities against
a particular SecurityProperty. This enables the adaptation engine to choose
a mitigation action from the available action pool, such that its weighted
utility has a maximum value for a given user using a particular service in a
specific risk situation.

10.5.4 Development and Deployment

Besides some component engineering, the EDAS development involves a
technology integration process. It utilizes the thing event framework in-
cluded in almost all mature applications and devices as a logging, trou-
bleshooting and debugging facility. However, local adopters, which are
merely a string parser and API caller, must be developed and should have
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read and execute permissions in order to execute the call to a specific secu-
rity component against a specified application. Local adaptation can also
be performed via the application where the adaptation request received is
passed as arguments to override the method that ensures security. As for the
variety of technology used in the IoT, a platform-independent design, e.g.,
Java, can be opted to develop and integrate uniform local adopters across
the monitored environment.

As most devices in IoT have low computational power and sometimes
perform only specific sensing or actuation routines, the analysis burden has
been taken away from the thing level to a resourceful machine (EDAS plat-
form). Event sources can be monitored from anywhere. If the event source
is addressable in the environment and if it can generate and communicate
events, no matter where it is located (remote or on-site), it can be inte-
grated with EDAS. This implies that traditional systems, such as firewalls,
databases, file/application servers and other critical information systems,
with built-in well-defined event frameworks, can also be integrated in and
monitored by EDAS, as they have key roles in the overall service delivery.

Component-based architectures (CBA) and event-driven architectures
(EDA) have the ability that their operational components can be distributed
over the network as they are loosely coupled [36, 52]. EDAS can be used as
a standalone platform to monitor, analyze and adapt to the risk faced. How-
ever, it inherits the CBA and EDA concepts, and thus, its major operations
can be distributed over multiple locations in different hierarchical settings.
For instance, in an IoT-eHealth perspective, a city hospital X can analyze
the threats related to the environment it operates in by a local EDAS risk
analyzer. Same settings can be established for a city hospital Y. However,
a principal adaptation engine in location Z governed by a central security
policy can be deployed to decide a mitigation response based on X’s and
Y’s risk information to reduce the risk level in either of the domains. Such
distributed settings enable security analysts to isolate and focus on a set of
threats concerning a particular location context and may add more to the
precision of the risk analysis process.

10.5.5 Architectural Comparison

This section provides a comparison of EDAS with traditional security archi-
tectures and corresponding controls. They are grouped into the following
categories based on their architecture, however irrespective of the particu-
lar prevention and detection methods they utilize:

• Host-based: controls that manage security locally on an end-user ma-
chine, e.g., an anti-virus, host IDS, firewalls, etc.
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• Endpoint: controls that protect end-user machines, but are managed
by a central entity, e.g., Endpoints in Microsoft System Endpoint Pro-
tection.

• Agent-based: controls that protect and manage the monitored envi-
ronment based on the information gathered by specialized agents; for
example, an agent-based IDS.

• Centralized: controls that provide security as a central stand-alone en-
tity; for instance, an enterprise firewall or a network-based IDS.

• Distributed: a security architecture that utilizes various prevention or
detection systems distributed over a network to facilitate advanced
security analysis; for example, a distributed firewall or IDS.

The objective is to highlight whether the concept of EDAS as an event-
driven security architecture and adaptive security solution adds value to an
IoT-based service, such as eHealth. There is comprehensive work concern-
ing system and software architecture evaluation, e.g., [27, 28]. However, we
present a simple comparison based on the architectural concept and on the
prototyping exercise we performed to reflect on the extent to which these
candidates qualify or support a given architecture quality attribute in the
IoT-eHealth context.

One can find an extensive list of these attributes in the literature. How-
ever, we have selected a list of architecture quality attributes from [17, 22,
39, 41], which covers most of these attributes. Furthermore, we have used
selected attributes from these sources as some of them, though having lit-
tle differences, can be defined interchangeably. For instance, attributes like
modifiability, evolvability, adaptability, configurability, reusability and cus-
tomizability can be accumulated for a change in a system for which a sin-
gle and, more common, word, maintainability, can be used, which we have
adopted. Some attributes are intentionally dropped as they are more fo-
cused on software architecture as opposed to system architecture, e.g., porta-
bility in [22]. Hence, the attributes used here are considered and defined in
a system perspective and not in a software context. Furthermore, we have
added a few functional attributes, such as monitoring scope and threat de-
tection accuracy, to reflect on a candidate aptitude as a security solution.
These attributes are described in Table 10.3. Table 10.4 depicts the compari-
son where (++) implies that an attribute is positively qualified or supported,
a (+) indicates partial qualification or support of the attribute indicating that
there is some design dependency involved, and (-) indicates an absence of
the attribute.
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Table 10.3: System architecture quality attributes.

S.No Attributes Ref. Description

R
un

ti
m

e
Ex

ec
ut

io
n 1 Interoperability [17, 39, 41] The ability of a system to be utilized in diverse environments

2 Reliability [17, 22, 39, 41] The ability of a system to continue intended operations over time

3 Usability [39, 41]
The measure of how well the user requirements are met for using
the system (in terms of the user’s security requirements)

4 Latency [17, 22, 39, 41] The reaction time of a system to an event/incident/threat

5 Throughput [17, 22, 39, 41]
The number of events/threats/incidents responded to in a given
time interval

Se
cu

ri
ty

6 Security [17, 39, 41]
The capability of a system to stand against a potential threat con-
cerning the C-I-A services

7 Monitoring Scope
The various types of contextual information/assets the system
can monitor and analyze

8 Adaptability [41]
The ability of a system to systematically and autonomously reg-
ulate its behavior and re-configure its settings (here Security
Adaptation only)

9
Threat Detec-
tion Accuracy

The capability of a system to accurately detect threats to avoid
false positives/negatives

D
es

ig
n

10 Simplicity [22]
A measure reflecting how functionalities are separated from one
another to keep things clear and easy to understand, isolate and
develop

11 Extensibility [22, 41]
The ease with which a system functionality can be extended by
adding more components to it

12 Maintainability [17, 22, 39, 41]
The ability of a system to be easily modified when requirements
are changed

Su
pp

or
t 13 Supportability [39, 41]

The ability of a system to provide helpful information to resolve
errors, trace user activity and related issues

14 Testability [39, 41]
A measure depicting how well a test criteria can be created, exe-
cuted and evaluated against the system

Table 10.4: EDAS vs. traditional security controls.

Attribute EDAS Host Endpoint Agent-Based Centralized Distributed

Ex
ec

ut
io

n

Interoperability ++ - - - ++ ++
Reliability ++ - - - - ++
Usability ++ + + - - -
Latency + ++ ++ + + +
Throughput ++ + + + + +

Se
cu

ri
ty

Security ++ + + + + ++
Monitoring Scope ++ + + + + +
Adaptability ++ - - - - -
Threat Detection Accuracy ++ + + + + ++

D
es

ig
n Simplicity + ++ ++ + + +

Extensibility ++ - - + + +
Maintainability + ++ + + + +

Su
pp

or
t Supportability ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++

Testability + ++ ++ + + +
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10.5.5.1 Interoperability

A CBA design makes a component more independent and reusable [52].
EDAS is based on the CBA style, which makes its components interopera-
ble. This is also true for distributed systems. Moreover, it is based on the
event processing concept, which is a typical facility in almost all applica-
tions. Hence, irrespective of the type and nature of an application, device or
network, it is an environment or platform-independent architecture that can
be used in any context where the monitored objects can generate and com-
municate events. On the other hand, host, endpoints and agent-based so-
lutions are designed for particular platforms performing specialized tasks.
They may share data with external systems, but cannot be operated on dif-
ferent platforms.

10.5.5.2 Reliability

The CBA and EDA designs ensure loose coupling between the system com-
ponents, which enables component distribution and redundancy to sup-
port reliability, separation of functionalities and avoids single point failures
[36, 52]. These properties as desirable design attributes can also be found in
distributed systems. Other architectures, being single entities, may expose
and threaten the whole enterprise architecture or asset if compromised [23].

10.5.5.3 Usability

Traditional security architectures and corresponding controls are designed
to protect resources, such as a server, files or subnets. They are driven by a
resource-specific policy irrespective of the user requirements. EDAS offers
a user- and service-centric security solution. All requirements pertaining to
the user, service, as well as critical resources are considered and assessed
in individual adverse contexts before any decisions are made. End-user so-
lutions may accommodate user preferences to some extent, but overall, the
emphasis is the resource.

10.5.5.4 Latency and Throughput

Architectures designed for end users, i.e., host and endpoint architectures,
perform analysis locally where the events of interest occur and, thus, have
low latency. The other listed architectures, including EDAS, process events
away from the point of occurrence and are subjected to delays caused by the
network and communication. However, the EDAS autonomous adaptation
property decreases any response management delays caused by a human in
the loop. Thus, it results in maximum throughput as compared to the rest
of the architectures.
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10.5.5.5 Security

We have already established in Section 10.1 how traditional controls are not
feasible for resource-constrained things and how they lack analysis of a con-
text holistically, though they do provide security to a certain level. We have
also detailed how EDAS addresses these issues by transferring computa-
tions required at a thing level to a resourceful machine (EDAS platform)
and correlating different types of events in time to provide grounds for ac-
curate analysis that reduces potential false alarms. Its cross event correla-
tion feature can analyze a spectrum of threats, such as power exhaustion,
confidentiality, intrusions, etc. Traditional controls can only defend against
a defined set of threats. These can be the network, the web, local files or
OS-related risks. Hence, their security aptitude is very restricted, and due
to this lack of scope and context, they usually result in false alarms [33, 48].

10.5.5.6 Monitoring Scope

EDAS can monitor any event source as long as it is accessible and can com-
municate the events that it generates. This makes the monitoring scope of
EDAS much broader as compared to traditional mechanisms that only mon-
itor a specific concern.

10.5.5.7 Adaptability

To overcome potential management delays and to meet the dynamic na-
ture of IoT, EDAS offers autonomic security adaptation. Adaptation is a key
desirable attribute in IoT environments [18, 32]. Traditional architectures
and solutions lack security adaptation and approach it in a manual man-
ner where responses to threats are managed by a human in the loop. Of
course, not all actions or configurations, for instance plugging in a wire or
charging a smartphone to ensure availability, can be automated. However,
all electronic operations can be automated, provided there are no physical
engagements required. The objective of automation is to minimize the ad-
ministrator or analyst interfacing with the system to increase throughput. In
such circumstances, risk analysts may focus more on designing new criteria
and rules for threat analysis, which can be added to the EDAS platform as
security updates. Automation may also reduce the cost of the overall ad-
ministration, as less effort will be required due to minimal manual configu-
rations. The feasibility and degree to which an adapted action or activity can
be automated is use case-, scenario- and risk context-specific and is beyond
the scope of this study.
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10.5.5.8 Threat Detection Accuracy

Please refer to Section 10.5.5.5 Security of the comparison discussing event
correlation.

10.5.5.9 Simplicity

As a CBA, EDAS separates concerns into functional components. At the
component level, separating concerns make it easier for developers to iso-
late, understand, verify and develop functionalities with fewer complexities
[22]. However, at the system level and size of the monitored environment,
its complexity is increased as more components are added. This notion also
affects agent-based, centralized and distributed architectures. End-user ar-
chitectures are comparatively simple to design, develop and implement due
to the fewer number of components involved.

10.5.5.10 Extensibility and Maintainability

EDAS, as well as agent-based, centralized and distributed architectures are
relatively hard to maintain and may demand increased cost due to the in-
creased number of components involved. End-user solutions have a limited
scope and fewer components. Thus, they take less effort and cost to main-
tain them. However, this maintenance advantage comes with a limitation of
extensibility. Since end-user architectures are designed to meet specific and
limited objectives, they cannot be extended to accommodate other systems.
Agent-based systems can also be extended at the cost of an extra component,
i.e., the agent. Centralized and distributed architectures may also provide
room for extension. However, the limited context they protect limits their
extension scope. While EDAS can be extended to accommodate any system
or thing that has a potential event framework.

10.5.5.11 Supportability

Almost all traditional security systems are equipped with mature event frame-
works and logging mechanisms that can be used to resolve errors, failure
and trace user activity. Since EDAS utilizes the same utility, it can poten-
tially provide the same level of support.

10.5.5.12 Testability

While it is easy to create a test criterion against an individual component in
a modular design, such as in a CBA, it is relatively complex to validate the
entire system [39]. The increased number of components in EDAS, agent-
based, centralized and distributed architectures makes it also hard to test
and validate them. Interactions may be required in components distributed
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across network locations, which may make testing more complex [41]. On
the other hand, end-user systems can easily be tested, as they are consider-
ably less complex.

10.6 Related Work

Since IoT comprises diverse technologies with varying capacities, there is
a need to design appropriate architectures and mechanisms, such that in-
formation sharing and communication can be made more efficient. Credible
work has been concluded in this regard, while others are still under research.
Below, we discuss a few of them.

The OpenIoT project [7] details an open source architecture that aims to
connect Internet-enabled things with cloud computing, thus enabling ICT
companies to offer sensor-based solutions. The architecture of [42] consists
of three layers, namely application, virtualization and physical plane. The
cloud computing capabilities are placed in the virtualization plane. Sensor
middlewares are placed in the physical plane, which collects, filters and nor-
malizes sensors data and communicates them to the cloud. The application
plane contains utilities that enable users to control and monitor the sensor.
These utilities also control requests made from connected services.

A similar model is also produced in the IoT-A project [4]. However, the
artifact, IoT Architectural Reference Model (ARM) [11], provides a more ab-
stract and domain-specific description as opposed to detailing the techni-
calities. It consists of three major components. An IoT Reference Model
stipulates the high abstraction level definitions, as well as information and
communication models. These definitions and abstract models are driven
by the business vision, scenarios and stakeholder requirements and serve
as the second major component. Its IoT Reference Architecture provides a
reference for developing IoT compliant architectures and mainly details var-
ious views, such as functional, deployment, operational and perspectives,
such as security, resilience, performance and interoperability, derived from
the scenarios and requirements.

Antii et al. [21] proposed a self-adaptive architecture for smart spaces,
which utilizes an information security measurement ontology (ISMO) to
carry out the adaptation process. The model is inspired from IBM’s MAPE-K
control loop [29]. Though the authors provide a detailed view of the archi-
tecture, they did not explicate how user requirements and things’ hardware
capacities should be addressed while new security strategies are adapted to
a given situation.

Other adaptive security solutions and studies, for instance risk adaptable
access control (RAdAC) [34], context-sensitive adaptive authentication [25],
the RSA Adaptive Authentication platform [45], security event information
management solutions, such as AlienVault Unified Security Management
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[2] and HP ArcSight [9], etc., either emphasize a single security service, e.g.,
authentication or confidentiality, or lack automated adaptation as an essen-
tial risk management component.

EDAS is focused on events corresponding to any security-related service
or activity, i.e., intrusion, confidentiality, energy, mobility, etc. Conceptu-
ally, EDAS can be related to the IoT-A ARM model, as it is driven by re-
quirements and scenarios designed for IoT-enabled eHealth in remote pa-
tient monitoring settings. It is based on IoT-eHealth essentials that we have
identified previously as functional, security and risk management require-
ments in [14]. Though designed primarily for IoT-eHealth, we suggest that
EDAS, as an event-driven architecture, can be utilized for any IoT-enabled
services where things can generate and communicate events. However, this
proposition further needs to be investigated.

10.7 Discussion and Further Work

In this section, we discuss issues related to how the architecture itself can
be made secure, its dependency on event frameworks, concerns related to
event communication and how EDAS can provide a holistic approach to-
wards the increasing risk sophistication. These are a few top level chal-
lenges, observations and possible further work that will be discussed in this
section.

10.7.1 Securing the Architecture

Since EDAS aims to evaluate the security of a critical infrastructure by cap-
turing and communicating security information (events), its adaptation loop
also needs to be protected. The protection becomes more serious when its
components are deployed in distributed settings. It must be ensured that the
events, carrying security information, are communicated via well-protected
channels and protocols and remain genuine and protected during the com-
munication. Furthermore, access to the platform needs to be protected and
well managed, and mechanisms should be provided to ensure its availabil-
ity. To meet these requirements, we suggest the following:

(i) The EDAS platform should also monitor itself. This implies that there
is a security monitoring and adaptation loop within the platform it-
self. Thus, EDAS should be considered as a critical event source in the
architecture and needs to be monitored as other monitored objects in
the scope.

(ii) Security tools, such as firewalls, intrusion detection, access controls
and availability monitoring applications, should be installed on the
platform to provide the required security services to it. The events
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generated by these applications can also be integrated into the archi-
tecture to make the analysis process more accurate.

(iii) Event communication protocols should provide security mechanisms
for confidentiality and integrity. Furthermore, it should be energy effi-
cient to comply with the resources of low-end devices, such as sensors.

EDAS is primarily dependent on an event framework that can generate,
handle and log meaningful events. In EDAS, we assume that event frame-
work has already been programmed into the thing. This facility is typically
available as an out-of-the-box solution for various purposes, including de-
bugging, error tracking, security logging and other troubleshooting oper-
ations. In IoT-eHealth, it is a must have component for patient safety to
ensure that the body sensors are working reliably.

10.7.2 Event Communication

While most applications (things) log events, they do not have mechanisms
to communicate them to remote destinations. For this purposes, various
protocols can be utilized that can read from the event log file or hook onto
the event framework output stream and communicate them remotely in a
timely manner. Some of these are logging specific, for instance SYSLOG [10]
and SNMP, while general protocols, like HTTP, REST architecture [22] or
MQTT [6], can also be utilized. However, the question to investigate here
is: which of these will be more reliable and efficient to be used as communi-
cation agents in low-end devices as sensors in IoT? As already mentioned,
these events contain critical information that should be protected during
communication. Therefore, the event communication protocol needs to en-
sure that channel is well protected. Furthermore, to ensure energy efficiency
and fast delivery factors, like the protocol’s packet size, request-response
time and other QoS attributes needs to be evaluated before it is adopted. For
instance, just to reflect on this issue, Stephen in an experiment [40] shows
that MQTT saves about 30% of battery as compared to HTTPS when 1024
messages each of one byte are sent over a period of 1 h. In the same ex-
periment, he also shows that MQTT can send about 94-times more mes-
sages than HTTPS over a 3G network and 72-times more messages over a
WiFi connection. An experiment like this implies that one must consider the
communication protocol in an environment like IoT where resource-limited
devices are the primary driving force.

In EDAS, we assume that the security analysts who design the threat cor-
relation contexts have a keen understanding of the different types of events
generated by a multitude of things in the monitored scope. It seems to be
a complex task; however, most mature products (things) are provided with
well-documented reference material of which they can take advantage.
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10.7.3 The Security Adaptation Ontology

The security adaptation ontology is pre-configured and populated with the
necessary knowledge before the system start-up. At this stage of devel-
opment, we consider pre-determined ontology data based on the expert
knowledge. Therefore, ontology modification at this stage refers to updating
pointers in the existing knowledge contained as RDF data markups to re-
flect the current security posture of the monitored environment. Automated
knowledge management, e.g., adding new threat members to the Threat en-
tity in the ontology, can be done either by utilizing a machine learning tech-
nique, which can learn from the situations being dealt with, by employing
update service resources or by other related methods. Such management
methods are not considered in the study scope.

Furthermore, we have used only abstract level contextual requirements,
such as patient’s preferred privacy, availability, usability levels and a few
service and device physical capabilities for each Property used in the ontol-
ogy. However, these requirements are vital metrics for adaptation and must
be carefully understood and designed. Further research is required to an-
alyze and formulate such metrics and measurements that can reflect user
preferences, security and services requirements and thing capabilities, as
well as how they influence each other during the adaptation process. Poten-
tial work to approach in this regards can be security metric and quality of
protection (QoP) modeling techniques, such as [30, 46, 47].

10.7.4 Dealing with Advanced Threats

Traditionally, mainly the inbound communications are considered the most
concerning for which only preventive controls are employed. However, they
may not be sufficient: first, because they may not be suitable for the increas-
ing threat sophistication and, secondly, they mainly focus on the inbound
communication [19]. For instance, traditional intrusion detection or preven-
tion systems are based on the concept of intrusion and, in general, are used
to detect and analyze inbound communications only. Thus, they lack pro-
tection against the insider threat. Furthermore, depending on their architec-
ture, they either analyze network packets or host information. Hence, the
scope and context they analyze is limited. Advanced threats, also known
as advanced persistent threats (APT) [31], are considered to be highly so-
phisticated, possibly exploiting zero-days and can be very challenging for
a complex and diverse network like the IoT. Therefore, relying on a single
analysis technique or method may be insufficient to address the threat land-
scape faced. We should have appropriate multiple detection capabilities as a
second line of defense, which should consider both the outsider and insider
threat.
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An in-/out-bound activity may trigger a number of events. If we fo-
cus only on the activity type, the chances are that we may omit critical
events necessary for rigorous analysis. EDAS ensures event-driven anal-
ysis where events from multiple activities, irrespective of their type, can
be investigated during event correlation. Furthermore, we suggested that
any CEP-compatible methods and tools can be utilized, including the tra-
ditional solutions, as they may provide various security alerts (events) as
an input. Hence, combining different analysis techniques and tools, such as
rule-based, profiling and resource reputation measures, statistical methods,
behavior analysis, etc., to collectively analyze a situation may appropriately
address advanced threats. Lastly, if the events handled in EDAS are ade-
quately logged and managed, they can be utilized as key learning resources
for enhancing the underlying analysis techniques.

10.7.5 Utilization in IoT System Architectures

Several system models and architectures have been proposed for IoT. We
have discussed a few of them in Section 10.6, such as the Open IoT [42] and
IoT-A [11] architectures. One may also find domain-specific system archi-
tectures in the literature related to grids, vehicular systems, eHealth, etc.
These architectures detail technological, system or application perspectives
of IoT. They categorize physical objects, applications and services to distin-
guish and model consumer and service operations. They may describe the
means and methods that can be used to communicate between the possible
interfaces and how the architecture can be employed as a cloud service or
in a particular business or public domain, etc. EDAS proposes a security
perspective and architecture detailing how a particular service, i.e., security
adaptation, can be modeled, such that it can be adopted in any of the men-
tioned or related IoT system architectures.

As an example, Figure 10.18 instantiates how EDAS can be utilized in the
OpenIoT architecture [42] in the context of IoT-eHealth. The first row repre-
sents the OpenIoT architecture itself and the distribution of different things,
services, applications and utilities it employs at each plane it describes. The
second row shows the IoT-eHealth and its corresponding elements as a pos-
sible application archetype of the OpenIoT architecture. The last row spec-
ifies the possible implementation of EDAS and its components in the Ope-
nIoT. The physical plane will encompass the event sources, i.e., the mon-
itored assets, such as sensors, smart devices and their event frameworks.
The virtualized plane will consist of the methods and tools necessary for risk
analysis and response, i.e., the EDAS platform. It can either be implemented
in the cloud or as a dedicated server inside the hospital-controlled environ-
ment. Utilities, such as local adopters, security dashboards and other admin
tasks, can be implemented in the utility-app plane. The figure dictates that
if adaptive security is desired in an OpenIoT-related architecture, EDAS and
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Dashboard, Device management 
interfaces, etc. 
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Figure 10.18: EDAS utilization in OpenIoT architecture.

its components can be readily implemented in it as illustrated. Furthermore,
as previously mentioned, EDAS offers independent and extensible compo-
nents that can be distributed and employed as per the requirements of a
given IoT system architecture, such as the OpenIoT.

10.8 Conclusions

We have explained and evaluated the feasibility of an autonomous event-
driven adaptive security prototype based on our proposed architecture. We
have expressed how our proposed concept of event-driven security and
adaptation ontology ensures context-aware adaptation and complies with
device capabilities, as well as user, QoS and security preferences. In the
evaluation, there is potential evidence that EDAS, with its event-driven con-
cept and adaptation control loop, is satisfying the requirements needed for
managing risk in a dynamic environment, such as the IoT. It provides a
real-time risk management platform and ensures autonomous and context-
aware adaptive security. We have suggested that traditional security con-
trols are not feasible for IoT in terms of resources and security. However,
they can be still used in the traditional settings and can provide input to
EDAS for security analysis, as they have a mature set of event frameworks.
Hence, EDAS also motivates the merger of traditional enterprise architec-
ture with the thing world: for instance, merging traditional eHealth systems
with remote patient monitoring with wearable sensors to make the health
system more reachable, accessible and efficient. Critical development and
implementation issues, such as secure and reliable event communication,
protecting the architecture and metrics required for adaptation, are high-
lighted, which can be further explored to make EDAS a more reliable solu-
tion for IoT-enabled services.
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Chapter 11

Managing Security Trade-offs in the
Internet of Things Using Adaptive

Security

Abstract

Adaptive security can take dynamic trade-off decisions autonomously
at runtime and is considered a key desirable attribute in the Internet of
Things (IoT). However, there is no clear evidence that it can handle these
trade-offs optimally to add value to such a complex and dynamic net-
work. We present a scenario-based approach to recognize and evaluate
typical security trade-off situations in the IoT. Using the Event-driven
Adaptive Security (EDAS) model, we provide the assessment of dy-
namic trade-off decisions in the IoT. We have showed that an optimum
trade-off mitigation response in the IoT can be automated by assessing
various contextual requirements, such as the QoS and user preferences,
thing capabilities, and the risk faced, at runtime. eHealth scenarios are
examined to illustrate system application in IoT-based remote patient
monitoring systems.

Keywords-Internet of Things; Adaptive Security; eHealth; Event Driven
Architecture.

11.1 Introduction

IoT has a huge potential to facilitate the growth of our economy and society
by digitizing commercial enterprises and public infrastructures. The Euro-
pean Commission envisions the market value of IoT to be one trillion euros
by the year 2020 [7], yet alone in the Europe. IoT aims to connect diverse
technologies, objects, services and people to achieve particular objectives.
This interconnection introduces heterogeneity, complexity and dynamic el-
ements in the concerning service architecture.

From a security perspective, these heterogeneous things in the IoT ecosys-
tem have their inherited vulnerabilities and connecting them together will
open a multitude of new means and opportunities for the adversaries. Hence,
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this diversity makes the IoT threat landscape more complex though pro-
vides flexibility. Such a broad threat spectrum may not be addressed by
the conventional security controls as they are designed to protect against a
particular threat context, such as particular files or network packets. Their
risk mitigation strategies are primarily focused on asset protection and do
not consider other factors, such as resource capacity, QoS requirements, and
user preferences, which are critical for a user-centric IoT-based service. The
resulting decisions can be inflexible and inefficient and may negatively in-
fluence the monitored service. Furthermore, due to the increasing number
of objects per user in the IoT [6], it will be relatively difficult to implement
manual risk management activities.

The mentioned problems motivate autonomic security adaptation, a key
desirable attribute in IoT-enabled smart environments [11]. In the IoT, adap-
tive security can be employed to achieve a cost-effective trade-off decision
to reduce risks faced at runtime. Such attempts will significantly improve
the overall service reliability as it would appraise all the potential factors
affecting or affected by the decision. However, due to the IoT architectural
complexity, it is challenging to recognize, assess and model potential trade-
off situations using adaptive security. To address adaptive security in IoT,
we have proposed and analyzed the feasibility of Event-driven Adaptive
Security (EDAS) architecture in [3] and [4]. In this article, we explicate a
scenario-based method to evaluate various security tradeoffs using EDAS.
Our emphasis is to investigate two essential questions: i) What typical trade-
off situations exist in the IoT? And, ii) To what extent does the EDAS adap-
tive security loop add value to autonomic risk management in the IoT?

We have found that by using EDAS, security adaptation in IoT can be
effectively automated by utilizing a scenario-based approach. The mitiga-
tion response it adapts examines all the potential contextual requirements,
i.e. QoS requirements, user preferences, resource capacity, and threat level.
Hence, the response it adapts reflect an optimum trade-off decision as it
weighs all the influencing factors and selects the one which has a maximum
utility. Furthermore, the approach used in this article will empower sys-
tem analysts and developers to identify and evaluate key pre-development
requirements, e.g. context awareness essentials, trade-off metrics, and con-
flicts, programming aspects, etc., that are critical for engineering event-driven
adaptive security. Moreover, it is realized that a more precise set of trade-off
metrics need to be developed and analyzed to capture the contextual re-
quirements accurately and for the adaptation decision to be more efficient.
IoT-enable eHealth scenarios are investigated to reflect EDAS application.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A brief introduction to
EDAS and the approach used in this paper is given in Section 11.2. The
IoT-eHealth scenarios and corresponding trade-offs are briefly described in
Section 11.3. Section 11.4 details a schema of how the scenarios and trade-
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offs can be modeled in the EDAS. In Section 11.5, we will discuss some of
the adaptation concerns and will relate them to work done in the literature.
Finally, the article is concluded in Section 11.6.

11.2 Architecture and Approach

This section briefly introduces the EDAS model and describes the approach
used to recognize and assess the potential trade-offs using EDAS.

11.2.1 The EDAS Model

An Event-driven Architecture (EDA) collects, analyzes and reacts to signif-
icant changes, events, in the monitored network. Monitoring these events
provide a holistic visibility of the operations across the network. The pri-
mary feature offered by an EDA is loose-coupling which enables the sys-
tem components to operate independently [13]. Hence, it offers flexibil-
ity, interoperability and extensibility in the design, which are highly de-
sirable attributes in IoT-related architectures. The Event-driven Adaptive
Security (EDAS) is an autonomic security adaptation model based on EDA
[3]. Its reference model is depicted in Fig. 11.1. EDAS monitors, analyzes
and responds to security threats (thing-generated events) using a continu-
ous control feedback loop [5]. The Risk Monitor component collects, filters
and normalizes events, before or after adaptation, emerging from the mon-
itored Event Sources (things) in the IoT. The Risk Analyzer investigates differ-
ent events in a context by correlating them for possible threats and raises a
risk alarm when a threat discovered has a risk level beyond the threshold.
The Risk Adapter utilizes a runtime adaptation ontology and responds to an
alarm by selecting an optimal response as per the contextual requirements.
The model is extended to a technical specification of a system architecture,
and its feasibility is investigated as a real-world artifact in [4]. A descrip-
tion of its major components is given in Table 11.1. The relationships among
these components is detailed in Section 11.4.

11.2.2 Towards Adaptive Security

We consider an adverse security scenario as a trade-off situation as there is
always security vs. some attribute trade-off involved when mitigation actions
are adapted to reduce the risk faced. The two-phased approach used to elicit
and analyze engineering fundamentals of EDAS is depicted in Fig. 11.2 and
is briefly described as follows:

The Phase-1 focuses on the knowledge elicitation and evaluation required
to identify, assess, and respond to potential threats in the corresponding
scenarios. This knowledge includes threats, critical event sources, event
correlation contexts, participating events, risk analysis methods, supported
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EVENT SOURCE RISK ADAPTER

RISK ANALYZERRISK MONITOR

IsMonitoredBy

Manages
EventsFor

triggers

Recommends
Adaptation
ActionFor

Figure 11.1: EDAS Reference Model

Table 11.1: A Description of EDAS Components

Ev
en

tS
ou

rc
e

Entity Description
Thing A physical asset in the monitored IoT ecosystem
Object a software module of a Thing e.g. a temperature sensing module

Security Component Security Mechanism e.g. algorithms, used by an Object
Event A potential change in the Thing environment raised by an Object

Event Framework The Event handler and logger
Local Adopter A software module that instructs the execution the adaptation decision locally
Adapt Request The adaptation decision/action (risk mitigation response) to be adopted locally

M
on

it
or Monitoring Agent A software component that collect, filter and transform events

Filtration Criteria An event filtration rules
Normalization Criteria Event transformation rules

A
na

ly
ze

r

Alarm Risk alert detailing risk beyond acceptance
Risk Scorer Event risk quantifier and Alarm generator
Risk Metric A measure based on which risk is quantified, e.g. an asset or event importance value

Threat Context A marker specifying a particular risk situation
Correlation Directive A container for a rule set that directs risk manipulation for a Threat Context

Correlation Criteria Rules that correlate events in time and space

A
da

pt
er

Action A possible risk mitigation response
Mechanism A vocabulary of the monitored ecosystem’s security method, e.g. routing or encryption algorithms

Property A vocabulary of the attributes inherited by the Mechanism, e.g. key length
Utility Metric A trade-off factor influencing or influenced by a property to be adopted

Utility A positive integer indicating the extent to which a Metric is supported
Risk Level Risk impact level

Contextual Requirement Preferences and capabilities in a particular operational environment/context

adaptable actions, trade-off metrics, conflicting scenarios and their resolu-
tion approaches against the individual scenarios.

The Phase-2, scenario modeling, in this article, refers to the pre-development
realization of the knowledge gathered in the Phase-1. It is performed by
populating the adaptive security system model with the knowledge extracted.
The realization can serve as an implementation guideline for the analysts
and developers, and assist them in identifying and evaluating different de-
velopment paradigms for each scenario.
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Brinstorm Trade-off 
Scenarios

Identify Event 
Sources

Determine the 
Trade-off Metrics

Recognize 
Conflicting ScenariosModel the Scenario

Phase 1 - Scenario Eliciation and Evaluation

Phase 2 - Scenario Modeling

Identify Supported 
Adaptable Actions

Figure 11.2: A Scenario-based Approach Towards Adaptive Security

11.3 Scenarios and Adaptation Trade-offs

In this section, we instantiate the Phase-1 of the approach with a few typical
IoT-eHealth scenarios to highlight the trade-offs and to reflect on the over-
all process. We extend the IoT-eHealth case study in [3] and add different
scenarios to narrate various real-world security incidents.

11.3.1 The IoT-eHealth Case Study and Scenarios

A hypoxemic patient at home, Lynda, equipped with an Oximeter is moni-
tored from a remote hospital site. She has a smart device capable of mobile
and internet-based communication. It has some general purpose sensors,
such as a GPS sensor, and is used in activities like conferencing with the
physicians, viewing health stats and prescriptions, billing and payments.
Moreover, it acts as a relay access point between the sensors and the hospi-
tal and ensures that vital body signs are available during outdoor activities.

Scenario 1 Resource optimization during mobility: Before going out-
doors for a prescribed exercise, Lynda changes the smartphone settings from
WiFi to Mobile-Data indicating a change in operational context. As increased
encryption consumes more power and memory, confidentiality has to be re-
duced as per the utility to ensure long-term data availability

Scenario 2 - Max. Confidentiality in Possible Intrusions: Assuming
discovering unregistered radio devices as a threat to confidentiality, the pa-
tient requirements and the hospital policy dictate that confidentiality has to
be increased in to avoid any possible compromise. This scenario is identified
as 2a and 2b in the home and outdoor operational contexts respectively.
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Scenario 3 - Handling a thing Compromise: The network component
of the eHealth app on the patient smart device has somehow been compro-
mised. The app has generated events indicating that a new destination has
been added to the address list.

Scenario 4 - Repeated Wrong Login Attempts: An adversary having
physical access to Lynda’s smartphone is trying random passwords to login
into the eHealth app installed to steal the banking information stored in it.

Scenario 5 - Physician Account Compromise: A Physician has success-
fully logged on to the Electronic Health Record (EHR) server from his ma-
chine. However, no such record is found in the employee attendance (RFID)
server. Besides a technical fault, the situation indicates that the account
might have been compromised.

Scenario 6 - Service Unavailability: The EHR server at the hospital, the
primary destination for the remotely collected vital signs, suddenly goes
down due to a technical fault. In such situations, the smart device has to
store vital sign information locally.

Table 11.2 depicts the organization of the adaptation knowledge obtained
in Phase-1. Fig. 11.3 shows a general view of the primary trade-offs involved
in each scenario with the possible adaptation actions having distinct utilities
in a trade-off as per the contextual requirements. In EDAS, an adaptable ac-
tion comprises a security mechanism and its property, such as the AES encryp-
tion algorithm and its 128-bit key length property, supported by a particular
event source. At a given time in a particular operational context, a property
addresses a particular risk level. Metrics influenced in a trade-off, as shown
in Table 11.2, are derived from the contextual requirements and are weighed
against each property to reflect its overall utility and are different in differ-
ent operational contexts. All these elements will be further explored in the
next section to reflect on how they are addressed in EDAS.

As an example, in Table 11.2, we have identified two conflicting scenarios
(1 and 2b) as both will compete for the conflicting requirements, i.e. avail-
ability and confidentiality, in outdoor situations. Some conflicts may not be
critical and can easily be resolved by simple if-else related techniques. For
instance, one can ignore scenario 2b if scenario 1 has already occurred as it
has, comparatively, more importance for service and user. However, other
conflicts might need in-depth investigations requiring more sophisticated
resolution mechanisms.

11.4 Scenario Modeling

Scenario modeling serves two primary purposes. First, it provides a plat-
form for the analysts to realize the knowledge evaluated in Phase-1 and
assists in identifying any missing information. Thus, it further evaluates
the adaptation knowledge required to analyze a threat scenario. Secondly,
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Table 11.2: Scenario Elicitation and Evaluation

Sc. 
No. 

Opr. 
Context 

Associated 
Threat 

Possible Event 
Sources 

Supported 
Adaptable Actions 

Supported Adaptable 
Mechanism[Properties] Trade-off Metrics Conflict 

1 Outdoor 
Data 
Unavailability 
 

Oximeter, 
Smart phone 

Change Cipher 
Change Cipher Key 
Length 

Cipher[AES] 
Keylength [128, 192, 256, 
512] 

Efficiency, 
Resource Usage, 
Confidentiality 

2b 

2a Home 
Privacy &   
Confidentiality 
Breach 
 

Oximeter, Dev 
Detector 
Sensor 

Change Cipher 
Change Cipher Key 
Length 

Cipher[AES] 
Keylength [128, 192, 256, 
512] 

Efficiency, 
Resource Usage, 
Confidentiality 

 

2b Outdoor 1 

3 
Indoor, 
Outdoor 
Hospital 

Information 
Hijacking 

Smart phone, 
Management 
Server 

Block ID/Address 
Permanent[blacklist], 
Temporary[15min, 30min, 
60min] 

Accessibility, 
Confidentiality  

4 
Indoor, 
Outdoor 
Hospital 

Password 
Guess/Brute 
force Attack 

Smart phone 

Change Password 
Length, Lock 
Account, Enforce 
CAPTCHA 

Length[8char, 10char],  
Lock Time[15min, 30min], 
CAPTCHA[Audio, Image] 

Memorability, 
EaseOfUse,  
Accessibility, 
Authentication, 
Resource Usage 

 

5 Hospital Intrusion RFID Server, 
EHR Server 

Change Account 
settings 

LockAccount[15min, 
30min], 

Accessibility, 
Authentication  

6 
Home, 
Outdoor, 
Hospital 

Service 
Unavailability 

Smart phone, 
EHR Server 

Activate Local 
Cache 

Cache Size[50MB, 100MB, 
200MB] 

Distress, Memory, 
Uptime, Energy 
usage 

 

 

AES-
512

AES-
256

AES-
192 AES-

128

Resource Usage
Confidentiality

(a) Scenario 1 and 2a

Blacklist
Block
60min

Block
30min Block

15min

Accessibility
Confidentiality

(b) Scenario 3

Audio
CAPTCHA

LockAccount
30min 6char

Password

Img
CAPTCHA

10char
Password

LockAccount
15min

8char
Password

Usability
Authentication

(c) Scenario 4

Lockout Account
30min

Lockout Account
15min

Accessibility
Confidentiality

(d) Scenario 5

Memory Usage
Uptime

Cache Size
50MB

Cache Size
100MB

Cache Size
200MB

(e) Scenario 6

Figure 11.3: Scenarios, Primary Trade-offs, Adaptation actions & their utili-
ties
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it will provide a guideline for the developers to better understand problem
(scenario) requirements for implementation and will facilitate them to iden-
tify and evaluate different programming techniques.

Taking scenario 1 and 2b as examples, we illustrate the scenario model-
ing and reflect on how the corresponding knowledge relates to each other.
We present two illustration views: Fig. 11.4 depicts a tabular description of
the concerning relations in Event Source whereas, Fig. 11.5-11.7 provides
a conceptual view of the corresponding components. These figures extend
the reference model (Fig. 11.1), provide a blueprint of the relationship be-
tween the major components, and describe how the extracted knowledge in
Phase-1 can be structured for EDAS implementation.

The Event Source represents the monitored resource in the ecosystem. It
consists of a physical asset (a thing in the IoT), and application specific ob-
jects. These objects generate events using their event framework facility and
send them to the remote EDAS platform for threat analysis. The platform
includes the risk monitor, analyzer and adapter components. An object does
not take the adaptation decision by itself, but receives it as a request from the
adapter via the local adopter and implements it locally. Using the scenarios
knowledge, the relation between the Event Source components is shown in
Fig. 11.4.

In Fig. 11.5, the strings starting from Acpt can be considered as regular
expressions (RegEx) or rules to be designed to accept a particular event for
further analysis. Normalization rules apply specific transformation rules to
each event, depending upon its origin and importance, for further analy-
sis. These strings and tags in the modeling provide a precise instruction
set for the developers to construct the essential components. Therefore, this
schematic modeling reduces communication gap between system analysts,
architects, and developers, and speeds up the engineering process.

Each normalized event from the Monitor has associated risk metrics based
on which the Quantifier object in the Risk Analyzer, see Fig. 11.6, calculates
its risk. These metrics may also be modified during event correlation. Event
correlation can also be used to investigate and resolve any conflicting sce-
narios. For instance, the Correlation Criteria, in Fig. 11.6, resolves the conflict
between Scenario 1 and 2b by correlating the operational context. Moreover,
it can be noticed that Encrypt-Key-Change-Event is also participating in the
correlation contexts. Depending on the context, it represents the event that
has been raised by the Oximeter sensing object after new encryption key
lengths are adapted and is correlated in the same threat context to ensure
that the threat has been addressed, and that the corresponding risk level
has been reduced as per the contextual requirements. The INCREASE and
NORMALIZE keywords specify the particular function calls or related equa-
tions that can be employed to manipulate the risk level as per the acceptance
threshold. Furthermore, as event correlation intends to analyze events from
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Relation Components/Entities and Member/Objects 

has 

Entity: thing Entity: Object 
Oximeter Sensing-Object 

Smart Device 
StatusNotifier app 
DeviceDetector app 

adopts 

Entity: Object Entity: SecurityComp 
Sensing-Object AES[128, 192, 256, 512] 
StatusNotifier app  
DeviceDetector app  

instructs 

Entity: Local Adopter Entity: Object 

Request Parser 
API Caller 

Sensing Obj 
StatusNotifier app 
DeviceDetector app 

handles 

Entity: Local Adopter Entity: AdaptRequest 

Request Parser 
API Caller 

[Action: Change Cipher 
KeyLength, Mechanism: AES, 
Property: 192/512-Bit, app_id] 

Triggers 

Entity: Object Entity: Event Framework 
Sensing app OxiSens-Event Framework-obj 
StatusNotifier app StatusNot- Event Framework-obj 

DeviceDetector app DevDetector- Event Framework-
obj 

Generates 

Entity: Event Framework Entity: Event 
OxiSens-Event Framework-obj Encrypt-Key Change-Event 
StatusNot- Event Framework-obj Context-Change-Event 
DevDetector- Event Framework-obj Unregistered-Dev-Found-Event 

 

EV
EN

T S
O

U
RC

E

Figure 11.4: Event Source (tabular view)

different sources, it may include other sources which might not be a direct
target in the threat faced but may provide essential information for correla-
tion. Thus, the correlation criteria modeling enables the analysts to discover
and assess other sources that may be critical in analyzing scenarios.

The Risk Adapter components, as shown in Fig. 11.7 (excluding the Ob-
ject and Alarm), are the necessary vocabulary in the adaptation ontology
proposed in [4]. It is accessed as per the scenario to formulate the adapta-
tion (trade-off) decision which is sent to the Event Source as an adaptation
request (AdaptRequest).
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Object

Oximeter-Sens-Obj
SmartDev-StatusNotifier
SmartDev-DeviceDetector

MonitoringAgent

OxiSens-Agent
StatusNot-Agent
DevDetector-Agent

Normalization Criteria

Assign Risk Metrics X 
Transform attributes for RA
Assigns Unique ID ...

Filter Criteria

Acpt Context-Chg-Event
Acpt Enc. Key Chg. Event
Acpt Dev-Found-Event

Event

Context-Change-Event
Encrypt-Key Change-Event
Unregistered-Dev-Found-Event

HasUnique

has

filters
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Figure 11.5: Risk Monitor (conceptual view)

11.4.1 Managing Trade-offs

Taking decisions always involves one or more trade-offs. The correspond-
ing influences can sometimes be very low and can be ignored. For instance,
while weighing various security metrics for an adaptation action to appro-
priately control access, e.g. changing a password length to 10 characters,
the data integrity or confidentiality metrics can be disregarded as it has no
significant influence on the decision. However, there will be situations that
will require careful assessment of the influencing parameters to address all
the potential requirements appropriately.

In EDAS, factors involved in a trade-off are considered as utility met-
rics, as shown in Fig. 11.7. They are derived from the contextual require-
ments identified in the monitored IoT ecosystem, i.e. user preferences, QoS
requirements, and thing resources, and can have different utilities in differ-
ent operational contexts. For instance, confidentiality, integrity, and avail-
ability requirements may differ significantly in outdoor contexts because of
the adverse elements in the environment as compared to the home context.
However, the usability requirements might remain the same in almost all
contexts. For each property used in an action, these metrics are assessed,
i.e. assigned a utility (a positive integer) by experts based on the property’s
competence against the threat and its influence on the contextual require-
ments. The greater the integer value is, higher is the utility of a metric. This
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Corr. Directive

Data-Unavailability-Dir
Intrusion-Conf-Dir

Threat Context

Data-Unavailability-Risk
Intrusion-Confidentiality-Risk

Corr. Criteria

If CONTEXT==OUTDOOR, INCREASE  
Data-Unavailability-Risk 
If Encrypt-Key-Change-Event, 
NORMALIZE Data-Unavailability-
Risk
If CONTEXT != OUTDOOR, 
INCREASE Intrusion-Confidentiality-
Risk

Event

Context-Change-Event
Encrypt-Key Change-Event
Unregistered-Dev-Found-Event

Alarm

DataUnavilability Risk Alert 
[RiskLevel, dev_id, src_ip, src_port, 
obj_id]
IntrusionConf-Risk Alert 
[RiskLevel, dev_id, src_ip, src_port, 
obj_id]

has

describes

addresses

correlates

prompts

Risk Metric

Priority
Reliability
Asset

modifyValueOf

has

Risk Scorer

Quantifier-Obj
AlarmGen-Obj

Quantify
RiskFor

utilizes

raises

Figure 11.6: Risk Analyzer (conceptual view)

assessment facilitates the system, i.e. the Risk Adapter in EDAS, to take a
trade-off decision that has a maximum utility in a particular threat scenario
and is, thus, an optimum response.

As examples, depicted in Table 11.3-11.5, we illustrate how some trade-
offs concerning Scenario 1, 2a, 4 and 6 can be handled in a security adapta-
tion decisions. It can be noticed that we have expanded the primary trade-
offs (in Fig. 11.3) to influencing metrics at the abstract level in each sce-
nario to address the possible contextual requirements. However, in practice,
these metrics should reflect all the influencing and influenced contextual
pre-requisites for the decision to be more effective. The property with the
highest total utility is selected, shaded out in gray, as the most cost-effective
mitigation action to confront a threat in a scenario.

11.5 Discussion and Related Work

In this section, we discuss a few concerns, such as the trade-off metrics as-
sessment and design restrictions, and relate them to similar work in the lit-
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Action

Change Cipher
Change Cipher Key Length

Alarm

DataUnavilability Risk 
Alert [RiskLevel, dev_id, 
src_ip, src_port, obj_id]
IntrusionConf-Risk 
Alert [RiskLevel, dev_id, 
src_ip, src_port, obj_id]

Contextual 
Requirement

Efficiency
Confidentiality
Memory
Processing

AdaptRequest

Sc.1: [Action: Change Cipher 
KeyLength, Mechanism: AES, 
Property: 192-Bit, sens-obj]
Sc. 2a: [Action: Change Cipher 
KeyLength, Mechanism: AES, 
Property: 512-Bit, sens_obj]
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Figure 11.7: Risk Adapter (conceptual view)

erature to comprehend how the concepts proposed in the EDAS or related
work can benefit from each other to make adaptive security a more reliable
solution for the IoT.

11.5.1 Trade-off Metrics Assessment

At this stage of EDAS development, we have not investigated any particular
trade-off metrics. However, our scenario-based approach suggests how they
can be recognized in the IoT. We emphasize that all contextual requirements
should be identified in potential operational contexts and should be cate-
gorized rigorously to capture the actual needs. A rigor classification of the
requirements will result in a precise set of trade-off metrics and will make
the adaptation decision more realistic and, therefore, effective. For instance,
a patient usability preference should be further extended to other factors,
such as learnability, memorability, ease of use, satisfaction, etc., to carefully
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Table 11.3: Trade-off Assessment - Scenario 1 and 2a (Security = Confiden-
tiality). Assuming 256-bit key is used before adaptation

Tradeoff/Utility Metric

Scenario 2a Scenario 1
Context = Home/Hospital Context = Outdoor

Mechanism =AES-Key Length
Properties

128-bits 192-bits 256-bits 512-bits 128-bits 192-bits 256-bits 512-bits
Security 10 15 18 21 10 15 18 21

Efficiency 15 14 13 12 15 14 13 12
Resource Usage 17 16 15 14 17 14 10 6

Total Utility 42 45 46 47 42 43 41 39

Table 11.4: Trade-off Assessment - Scenario 4 (Security = Authentication)

Trade-off/Utility Metric

Mechanisms
Key Length CAPTCHA Time Restriction

Properties
8-Char 10-Char Image Audio 15min 30min

EaseOfUse 10 8 20 18 10 5
Memorability 15 10 2 2 2 2
Accessibility 10 7 20 10 10 5

Security 10 15 10 12 10 15
Resource Usage 12 12 8 5 12 12

Total Utility 57 52 60 47 44 39

Table 11.5: Trade-off Assessment - Scenario 6 (Uptime = Security)

Trade-off/Utility Metric

Context = Home/Hospital Context = Outdoor
Mechanisms = Cache Size

Properties
50MB 100MB 200MB 50 MB 100MB 200MB

Distress 20 10 5 15 8 4
Uptime 15 25 30 10 15 20

Memory 20 10 5 20 15 10
Energy Usage 10 10 10 15 10 5

Total Utility 65 55 50 60 48 39

address his preferences in concerning scenarios.
The metrics assessment method during adaptation decision is also crit-

ical. Since the primary objective of EDAS was to provide a holistic au-
tonomous security architecture, we did not investigate the effectiveness of
its utility-based metric assessment. Although, it does offer a rationale for
optimized adaptation decision, we have yet to explore it further for any im-
provements. In this context, methods from game theory [14], expected util-
ity theories, machine learning, and related studies may provide significant
and useful perspectives.

Depending on the organizational policy, the selection of a property can
be approached in two ways. If the total utility of two or more properties
has the same value, one of them can be randomly adapted as it implies
that they all have the same maximum utility in a given context. Otherwise,
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conflicts may arise due to utility overlapping which will necessitate more
sophisticated assessment methods as mentioned earlier. Therefore, more
meaningful and structured values (utilities) should be established to weigh
individual metrics. In this regard, methods defined in [12], [15] and [9] can
be potentially reviewed for developing and estimating metrics.

11.5.2 The Evaluation Approach

Similar evaluation frameworks can be found in the literature assessing dif-
ferent security and privacy aspects in information systems. The Architecture
Tradeoff Analysis Method (ATAM) [8] suggested a scenario-based approach
to analyze design approaches addressing various QoS attributes in software
architectures. A similar approach is used in [2] where the authors utilized a
scenarios-based method to evaluate the security of a software architecture.
Recently, a more relevant evaluation framework is suggested by Liester et.al.
[10]. The authors have provided an extensive list of IoT-eHealth scenarios
as various system states. Linear and logarithmic approaches were utilized
to assess and quantify their security and QoS requirements in an adaptive
security system. Our approach complements their work and emphasizes to
actively consider user preferences and devices capabilities besides QoS and
security requirements to make the adaptation decision more effective. Fur-
thermore, our approach tends to model the requirements in a way such that
they can be easily and readily employed in the system development and
implementation.

11.5.3 Architectural Constraints

From an architectural viewpoint, not every object is adaptable. In EDAS,
only those objects can be adapted which utilize a flexible security compo-
nent. Although, some objects are critical to security, they are only used to
collect essential events for establishing context-aware analysis, e.g. a GPS
module. Such objects may not use any security component. Others may
have only a single supported security component, e.g. a DES-128 bits en-
cryption algorithm. Apparently, in such cases, security adaptation does not
seem to be practical. However, a possible trade-off in such scenarios can be
that of a zero encryption level indicating an adaptation decision that instructs
to drop any security mechanism in use. Evidently, this is not an efficient
protection strategy, but can be useful in situations where confidentiality is
not the primary objective, e.g. outdoor emergency scenarios where the pa-
tient’s data availability is more critical than its confidentiality. To ensure
flexible and more optimized adaptation, other design elements, such as the
sensor middleware in the Global Sensor Network (GSN) [1] and related mid-
dlewares, could be introduced into the architecture. Such middlewares can
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be used to offer flexible security components as services for objects having
none or reduced security components.

11.6 Conclusion

Adaptive security is a desirable attribute in the IoT where the threat land-
scape is more complex and dynamic. In this paper, we have provided a
scenario-based method that will facilitate system architects, analysts and
developers to identify and evaluate different aspects of engineering event-
driven adaptive security in the IoT. Using event-driven adaptive security
(EDAS), and a few typical IoT-eHealth scenarios, we have provided essen-
tial knowledge that optimal trade-off adaptation decisions can be employed
in the IoT to defend against a risk faced. Therefore, it is made evident that
adaptive security can improve autonomous risk management in the IoT by
adequately addressing the trade-offs. We have utilized a utility-based as-
sessment method to deal with the trade-off metrics involved in a decision.
Since these metrics are derived from the monitored ecosystem requirements,
an adaptation decision evaluating these requirements results in a trade-off
decision which is the most effective in a given scenario. The assessment
provides a convincing basis for making dynamic trade-off decisions.
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